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Abstract: Bilinear pairings over elliptic curve groups constitute a very
promising primitive for the construction of novel assymetric encryption
systems where any string that undeniably identi�es a user or an attribute
can work as a public key. This property enables the creation of public keys
on the sender's side and no key-transmission or certi�cate is required. As
a result Identity-Based (IBE) and Certi�cateless (CLE) enryption schemes
have been proposed in the literature in order to replace conventional,
but complex in maintenance, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). After the
introduction of IBE, the so called pairing-based cryptography becomes a
very active topic and new schemes have been proposed that either improve
upon conventional cryptography, such as short signatures or key exchange,
or propose new cryptographic concepts. One of most interesting applications
of pairings include the server-passive Timed-Release Encryption (TRE),
where a message can only be decrypted at a designated time instant in
the future. This property is achieved by de�ning a unique time-instant
as an identity and is essential in a number of emerging e-commerce and
e-government applications including e-voting, blind auctions, e-lottery
and scheduled e-payments. Recently, by considering what constitutes an
identity in cryptography, new cryptographic schemes appeared that deal
with distinct characteristics as identities. Some of the best examples include:
Position-Based Encryption (PBE), where a geographic location works as an
identity, Password as Identity Encryption in which a user's password has
the role of a public key for anonymous communication and Fuzzy IBE from
biometric identities, such as a �ngerprint or iris scan. This Thesis presents
the basic underlying mathematics of pairings, analyzes existing IBE, CLE,
TRE, Fuzzy IBE and Key Exchange schemes from pairings and proposes
new protocols that improve upon existing approaches in terms of e�ciency,
memory requirements, security and o�ered-properties. Additionally, two
complete implementation infrastructures for IBE and TRE, respectively, are
proposed and a new solution for PBE that combines IBE with Graphical
Passwords and Voronoi Tesselations is presented.

Keywords: Timed-Release Encryption, Identity-Based Encryption, Cer-
ti�cateless Encryption, Cryptographic Protocol Attacks, Key Agreement, Bi-
linear Pairings, Password Authentication, Graphical Passwords, Full Password
Space, Position-Based encryption, Fuzzy Encryption, Voronoi grids.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The internet era presents a unique set of trust issues, which online businesses
must address at the outset to minimize risk of fraud. In order for a consumer to
submit con�dential information and purchase goods or services via the WEB,
he/she must be con�dent that the personal data, such as credit card numbers
and �nancial info, is transmitted and stored in a secure way. Identity and
authentication are fundamental concepts in every marketplace. People and
institutions establish trust before conducting business. Encryption technology
combined with the implementation of a complete trust infrastracture provides
the solution for businesses reliant upon e-commerce.

The purpose of this work is to analyze the use of a special �eld of cryptogra-
phy based on bilinear pairings over elliptic curve groups for securing emerging
e-commerce applications, creating innovative protocols and e-services, and im-
proving user-authentication techniques. While bilinear pairings were initially
proposed as an `attack' mechanism for reducing the Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem (DLP) on a class of ellptic curves de�ned over �nite �eld to a DLP on
a smaller �eld [Menezes 1993], it was the proposal of Identity Based Encryp-

tion (IBE) in 2000 from Boneh and Franklin [Boneh 2000a] that transformed
the bilinear pairings into a powerful tool for cryptographers. After the intro-
duction of IBE, a lot of novel pairing-based cryptosystems appeared in the
literature which would be hard to construct using conventional cryptographic
primitives.

In this Thesis, a number of novel applications of pairings is presented.
Focus is given to encryption systems that take advantage of the new public
key infrastructure opportunities due to IBE, including certi�cate-less en-
cryption, timed-release encryption, one-pass key aggreement, position-based
encryption, password-based identity encryption, biometric cryptography and
many more. Previous approaches either mainly describe the underlying
mathematics of pairings [Stogbauer 2004] or provide a limited, but `equally'
interesting, number of pairing-based applications [Hohenberger 2006]. An-
other advantage of this work is that many of the proposed cryptographic
schemes together with the appropriate support infrastructure have been
implemented to be tested in real-life scenarios. Last but not least, some
possible open problems are for the �rst time presented, especially when it
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is to apply the novel cryptographic schemes as primitives for large projects
that require some of the new functionalities, for instance e-voting, sealed-bid
auctions, biometric and position-based authentication. Finally, the main goal
of this Thesis is to provide to security experts a set of possible cryptographic
primitives with desirable properties, to present to `newbies' an overview
of practical pairing applications and to feed cryptographers with ideas for
further research in the �eld.

The outline of this Thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2. In this Chapter, a description of the basic underlying mathe-
matics for �nite �elds, elliptic curve groups and bilinear pairings is given
and Weil and Tate pairing computation algorithms are presented.

• Chapter 3. Here, some advances of pairings on conventional short digital
signature schemes and one-pass key agreement are provided. It is noted
that short signatures from pairings is actually the base for the majority
of pairing-based schemes.

• Chapter 4. The breakthrough in cryptography, Identity based Encryp-
tion and Signatures, is brie�y described. Together, an implementation
infrastructure that support IBE email communication is shown in detail.

• Chapter 5. Timed-Release Encryption (TRE) or Encryption into the

Future is explained. As the idea of TRE has a number of emerging
applications in e-commerce (e.g. e-voting, sealed-bid auctions) many
TRE schemes with desirable properties are described.

• Chapter 6. This Chapter demonstrates a complete model, implemen-
tation and support infrastructure for a pairing-based TRE system that
ful�lls the needs of real world applications.

• Chapter 7. More than eight possible real world applications that require
a TRE functionality are given for further analysis. It is noted that
although TRE has been proposed as a useful cryptographic primitive,
it is still no embedded in systems, such as e-voting, sealed-bid auctions,
e-lottery and many more.

• Chapter 8. A new concept of Certi�cateless Encryption (CLE) is pre-
sented. In such a system, IBE and conventional public key encryption is
combined to provide a new certi�cate-less model that intends to replace
current Public Key Infrastructure.
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• Chapter 9. This Chapter describes the use of IBE techniques for achiev-
ing cryptography through `biometric or password or position'-based
identities. This �eld is recently becoming very active and a number
of new ideas are proposed.

• Chapter 10. This Chapter concludes current Thesis with some �nal
remarks and open problems that may probably have a solution with
pairing-based encryption.

• Appendix. An Appendix with the required proofs for three cryptographic
schemes, one for TRE, one for CLE and one for key-agreement is pro-
vided.





Chapter 2

Mathematical Background and

Related Problems

Contents
2.1 Finite Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

2.1.1 Groups and Extension Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

2.2 Theory of Elliptic Curves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

2.2.1 Group Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

2.2.2 Group Order and other Properties . . . . . . . . . . . 9

2.2.3 Divisors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

2.3 Bilinear Pairings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

2.3.1 Weil Pairing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

2.3.2 Tate-Lichtenbaum Pairing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

2.3.3 Pairing Computation - Miller's algorithm . . . . . . . 13

2.3.4 Underlying Mathematical Problems . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Cryptography from pairings is based on the group theory and thus this
chapter provides the basic de�nitions required to understand and then imple-
ment the cryptographic protocols that are demonstrated below. More speci�-
cally, the de�nition of �nite �elds, the basics of elliptic curve cryptography and
bilinear pairings over elliptic curve groups are presented. Additionally, there
is a reference to a number of mathematical problems that are di�cult to be
solved with current knowledge and technology. A problem is called di�cult
if no polynomial time solving algorithm exists for it. As this Thesis focuses
on the applications of pairings, speci�c details are omitted and only a short
description of the underlying mathematics is provided.

2.1 Finite Fields

This Section provides a basic introduction to �nite �elds, which is one the
fundamental elements for pairing-based cryptography. A �eld is a mathe-
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matical entity for which addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are
well-de�ned.

Dé�nition 1 A �eld is a commutative ring (F,+, ∗) in which 0 6= 1 and

every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse. Addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division operation can be performed in a �eld. The non-

zero elements of a �eld F form an abelian group under multiplication; this

group is typically denoted by Fx. The ring of polynomials in the variable x

with coe�cients in F is denoted by F [x].

Dé�nition 2 The characteristic char of the �eld F is the smallest positive

integer n such that n ∗ 1 = 0; here n ∗ 1 stands for n summands 1 + 1 + ...+ 1.

If no such n exists, we say that char= 0. Every non-zero characteristic is a

prime number. For instance, the rational numbers, the real numbers and the

p-adic numbers have char= 0, while the �nite �eld Zp has char= p.

For extensive details on this subject, see [Lidl 1986]. In the following the
de�nitions for a group and the extension �eld are presented together with a
short interview of elliptic curve and bilinear pairing theory.

2.1.1 Groups and Extension Fields

Dé�nition 3 Let G be a non-empty set and ◦ a binary operation on G. We

say that (G, ◦) is a group if and only if:

1. ◦ is associative, i.e. ∀a, b, c ∈ G, a ◦ (b ◦ c) = (a ◦ b) ◦ c.

2. G has an identity O ∈ G, such that ∀a ∈ G, a ◦O = O ◦ a = a.

3. For each g ∈ G there is an inverse element g−1 ∈ G such that g ◦ g−1 =

O.

A group is called �nite if it contains �nitely many elements. A group is abelian
if ∀a, b ∈ G, a ◦ b = b ◦ a. In cryptography, to de�ne the security-level, we
are also interested for the group order, denoted by |G| which is the number of
elements in a �nite group.

Dé�nition 4 Let Fp be a �nite �eld, with a prime p. The �eld Fpm, where
m ∈ Zq and m > 1 is called an extension �eld of the sub�eld Fp.

Elements K ∈ Fpm are represented by polynomials as:

K = am−1x
m−1 + ...+ a1x

1 + a0x
0, where ai ∈ Fp, i = m− 1, ..., 0 (2.1)

We highlight that operations in the extension �eld are operations on
the polynomials modulo the �eld polynomial. For more information, see
[Stogbauer 2004].
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2.2 Theory of Elliptic Curves

Dé�nition 5 Let F be the agebraic closure of a �eld F. An elliptic curve over

F is a set of solutions of a projective plane F of the long Weierstrass form

[Stogbauer 2004].

Usually, as the long Weierstrass form is complicated, the a�ne representa-
tion of the Weierstrass form is used; thus an elliptic curve equation can be
written as:

E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x
2 + a4x+ a6 for ai ∈ F, i = 1, ..., 6 (2.2)

Moreover, for char(F) 6= 2, 3, there is also the short Weierstrass form:

E : y2 = x3 + ax+ b for ∆ = −16(4a3 + 27b2) 6= 0 (2.3)

The de�nition of elliptic curve also requires that the curve is non-singular,
which geometrically means that the elliptic curve graph has no cusps, self-
intersections, or isolated points. To achieve the non-singularity the discrimi-
nant ∆ 6= 0.

2.2.1 Group Law

Figure 2.1: Point Addition on an elliptic curve
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Figure 2.2: Point Doubling on an elliptic curve

The group of an elliptic curve is a set of K-rational points together with
a point at in�nity O that is the identity element of the group. Equipped with
an elliptic curve point addition operation an abelian group E(F) is formed.

Every point P on the curve is represented by a set of coordinates P =

(x, y). The inverse of a point is a point mirrored at the x-axis; thus −P =

(x,−y). Point addition is described geometrically below (also shown in Figure
2.1).

Dé�nition 6 Let J,K ∈ E(F), where J 6= ±K and J,K 6= O. By drawing a

line l through P,Q, l intersects the curve at exactly one more point L′. Then,

point L = J +K is de�ned as the mirrored point at the x-axis of L′.

Let P1 = (x1, y1) and P2 = (x2, y2), the a�ne coordinates (x3, y3) of P3 =

P1 + P2, in a curve of the short Weierstrass form can be calculated as
follows.
If P1 6= ±P2, we de�ne λ = y2−y1

x2−x1 , whereas if P1 = P2 (case of point doubling)

λ =
3x21+a

2y1
.

P3 = (x3, y3) = (λ2 − x1 − x2, λ(x1 − x3)− y1) (2.4)

In the special case where P1 = −P2 then P3 = O
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2.2.2 Group Order and other Properties

It is very important to have an estimate of the group order, as it is related with
the security level of any cryptographic scheme based on elliptic curves. For
curves over �nite �elds the following famous theorem, due to Hasse, formulates
the group order #E(Fq):

Theorem 1 Let E be an elliptic curve over Fq. Then, the following equa-

tion/bound holds:

(
√
q − 1)2 ≤ #E(Fq) ≤ (

√
q + 1)2 (2.5)

The value t = #E(Fq)− (q+1) is known as the trace of Frobenius. It is noted
that an elliptic curve can be de�ned over Fq, where q = pm, where p is a prime
number, called the characteristic of the curve, and m a positive integer, called
the extension degree. Of particular interest in pairing-based cryptography are
the so called supersingular curves for which the de�nition is presented below:

Dé�nition 7 An elliptic curve E(Fq) is called supersingular if the character-

istic p divides t.

Similarly to the order of the curve, we need to de�ne the order of a point
P ∈ E. This order is the least nonzero integer m such that rP = O. The set
of all points of order r in E is denoted E[r] (called r-torsion subgroup) and
it always divides the curve order n = #E(Fq). It also follows that 〈P 〉 is a
subgroup of E[r], which in turn is a subgroup of E[n].

Let P be a point on E of prime order r where r2 - n. The subgroup 〈P 〉 is
said to have a security multiplier k for some k > 0 if r | qk − 1 and r - qs − 1

for any 0 < s < k [Barreto 2002]. In the special case of supersingular curves
k is bounded by k ≤ 6 [Galbraith 2001]. However, this bound is not attained
in characteristic 2 curves, where kmax = 4.

Group E(Fq) is a subgroup of E(Fqk) for k > 1. The previous two groups
are also isomorphic. Let P ∈ E(Fq) a point of order r such that 〈P 〉 has a
security multiplier k. Then E(Fqk) contains a point Q of the same order, but
linearly indepedent to P .

2.2.3 Divisors

Divisors are a basic part of the Weil and Tate pairings. For the Tate pairing
a divisor is a formal sum of points on the curve E(Fqk) for k > 0. A divisor
can be written as A =

∑
P aP (P ), with P ∈ E, aP ∈ Z and aP = 0 for all but

�nitely many P ∈ E. The degree of A is the sum deg(A) =
∑

P aP .
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An abelian group structure is imposed on the set of divisors by the addi-
tion of corresponding coe�cients in their formal sums; particularly, nA =∑

P naP (P ). Mostly we will consider divisors with deg(A) = 0. An ex-
ample of such a divisor is the following: Let Pi ∈ E for i = 1, 2, 3.
A = 3(P2)− 2(P1)− 1(P3) is a divisor with deg(A) = 0.

Dé�nition 8 A function on the curve E(Fqk) is a rational function f(x, y) ∈
Fqk . For any point P = (x, y) we de�ne f(P ) = f(x, y). Similarly, a function

on the curve E(F) is a rational function f(x, y) ∈ F. The divisor of f is

(f) =
∑

P ordP (f)(P ), where ordP (f) is the order of the zero or pole of f at

the point P . ordP (f) = 0 if f has no zero or pole at P , and is positive if P

is a zero, and negative if P is a pole of f .

Dé�nition 9 A divisor is called principal if A = (f) for some function f . It

is known that A is principal if and only if deg(A) = 0 and
∑

P aPP = O. For
the proof see [Silverman 1986].

Dé�nition 10 We call two divisors A,B equivalent, denoted as A ∼ B, if

their di�erence A − B is a principal divisor. For instance, let P ∈ E[n], for

n coprime to q, and let AP ∼ (P ) − (O). Then, nAP is a principal divisor,

and hence there is a function fP such that (fP ) = nAP = n(P )− n(O).

2.3 Bilinear Pairings

Roughly, a pairing is a function which takes a pair of elements from one group
and maps to another group.

The group of points on an elliptic curve is equipped with additional struc-
ture. With the help of such curves, it is possible to de�ne a pairing function
as a non-degenerate map: ê : G1×G2 → GT where G1,G2 and GT are usually
cyclic groups of the same order. In case where G1 = G2 the pairing is said to
be symmetric; when G1 6= G2 the pairing is called asymmetric. There are
at least four pairing functions proposed in the literature (and various mod-
i�cations of them), namely the Weil pairing, the Tate pairing, the Eta (or

ηT ) pairing and the Ate pairing. Regarding ηT pairing, it is only de�ned on
supersingular curves and can be considered as an optimized version of Tate
pairing. As for the Ate pairing it generalises the ηT pairing to all elliptic
curves. Because this thesis aims at providing information about the applica-
tions of pairings, we will only describe the �rst two a�ormentioned pairings,
Weil and Tate pairings, respectively.
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2.3.1 Weil Pairing

Pairings were initially used for attacking the Elliptic-Curve Discrete Loga-
rithm Problem (ECDLP )[Menezes 1993].

The Weil pairing on an elliptic curve E over a �nite �eld Fq was introduced
by Andre Weil [Krieger 2005] in 1940. It is a function that maps a pair of
points in an n-torsion group of an elliptic curve to an n-th root of unity in
some extension �eld of the �eld the curve was de�ned over. Thus, if E(Fq) is
an elliptic curve and r a prime divisor of #E(Fq) coprime to the characteristic
char(Fq), the Weil pairing is:

W : E(Fq)[n]× E(Fq)[n] 7→ F∗qk (2.6)

and it is de�ned as:

êw(P,Q) =
fP (AQ)

fQ(AP )
(2.7)

where P,Q ∈ E(Fq) are curve points, AP ∼ (P )− (O) and AQ ∼ (Q)− (O).
It is highlighted that nAP is a principal divisor, and thus there exist fP such
that (fP ) = nAP .

Theorem 2 Let P, P1, P2, Q ∈ E(Fq)[n] if not de�ned otherwise, the Weil

pairing satis�es the following properties

1. bilinearity: êw(P1 + P2, Q) = êw(P1, Q)êw(P2, Q)

2. alternating: êw(P,Q) = êw(Q,P )−1

3. non-degeneracy: If êw(P,Q) = 1 ∀P ∈ E(Fq)[n], then Q = O

2.3.2 Tate-Lichtenbaum Pairing

The Tate Pairing, or Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing was initially introduced to
cryptography as a method of transporting the discrete logarithm problem
on the divisor class group of a curve E(Fq) to the multicative group of some
extension of its �eld of de�nition. After the introduction of identity enryption,
very quickly it was proposed as an alternative of the Weil pairing, because its
computation is less costly.

Similarly to the Weil pairing, the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing can be de-
�ned in terms of evaluations of rational functions in divisors. Speci�cally, we
consider curves E(Fq), over the �nite �eld Fq, where q = pm with prime p
and m a positive ineteger, and �x a prime l coprime to char(Fq), such that
l | #E(Fq).
Let k be the security multiplier (or MOV degree [Menezes 1993]) such that

l | qk − 1(embedding degree) and l - qs − 1 for any 0 < s < k (2.8)
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Then, the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing of order l is the map:

t : E(Fqk)[l]× E(Fqk)/lE(Fqk) 7→ F∗qk/(F
∗
qk)

l (2.9)

and is de�ned as
êt(P,Q) = fP (AQ) (2.10)

The group F∗
qk
/(F∗

qk
)l can be thought as the set of equivalence classes of F∗

qk

with the equivalence relation, called equivalence modulo l-th powers:

a ≡ b⇔ ∃c ∈ F∗qk with a = bcl (2.11)

Thus, as the Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing is only de�ned up to a multiple by an
l-th power in F∗

qk
, in order to obtain a unique value for practical issues, the

pairing must be raised to the power (qk − 1)/l and all multiples of order l
will be eliminated. (qk − 1)/l is referred to literature as �nal exponentiation.
The exponentiated pairing which maps directly into F∗

qk
is called reduced Tate

pairing and is de�ned as:

êt′(P,Q) = fP (AQ)(qk−1)/l (2.12)

As it can be seen, unlike Weil pairing, Tate pairing is an assymetric bilinear
map as the second input is not an r-torsion point on the curve, but a coset
in the quotient group E(Fqk)/lE(Fqk). Fortunately, if we assume that E(Fqk)
contains no elements of order r2, then E(Fqk)[l] is derived by E(Fqk)/rE(Fqk).

A distortion map φ : E 7→ E maps a point P to a point φ(P ) such that P and
φ(P ) are linearly indepedent. For supersingular curves these distortion maps
can always be computed. Thus, to obtain a symmetric strongly non-degerate
map the modi�ed Tate pairing has been proposed and is de�ned as:

êtm(P,Q) = êt′(P, φ(Q)) (2.13)

Theorem 3 Let P, P1, P2 ∈ E(Fq)[n] and Q,Q1, Q2 ∈ E(Fqk)[n] if not de-

�ned otherwise, the reduced Tate pairing satis�es the following properties:

1. bilinearity: êt′(P1 + P2, Q) = êt′(P1, Q)êt′(P2, Q) and êt′(P,Q1 +

Q2) = êt′(P,Q1)êt′(P,Q2). It follows that êt′(aP,Q) = êt′(P, aQ) =

êt′(P,Q)a ∀ a ∈ Z

2. non-degeneracy: If êt′(P,Q) = 1, ∀ P ∈ E(Fq)[n]), then P = O.
Alternatively, for each P 6= O there exists Q ∈ E(Fqk)[n] such that

êt′(P,Q) 6= 1
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2.3.3 Pairing Computation - Miller's algorithm

Victor Miller proposed an algorithm for the computation of Weil Pairing in
[Miller 2004]. Any pairing function is based on a modi�cation of the initial
Miller's algorithm. In the Table 2.1 we present the pseudocode for Miller's
algorithm to compute fP (AQ) required for the Weil pairing of points P,Q.
Note that because êw(P,Q) =

fP (AQ)

fQ(AP )
, the Miller's algorithm should run twice,

one for fP (AQ) and one for fQ(AP ). Dividing them gives the Weil pairing
value. Moreover, for the evaluation of line functions l, v we write them on
the form ax + by + c = 0 and use for x, y the coordinates of the input point
in the line function.

Similarly the Miller's algorithm for the reduced Tate-Lichtenbaum pairing is
provided in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1: Weil Pairing Computation (P,Q)

Input: P,Q,R1, R2,m, [nm, ..., n1, n0]2 = n. R1, R2 are random curve points
Output: fP (AQ)

l← line through points P and R1

v ← vertical line through point P +R1

f ← v(Q+R2)
l(Q+R2)

· l(R2)
v(R2)

f1 = f

T ← P

for i = m− 1 : 0 do
l← tangent line at T
v ← vertical line through 2T

f ← f 2 · v(Q+R2)
l(Q+R2)

· l(R2)
v(R2)

T ← 2T

if n1 = 1 then
l← line through points P and T
v ← vertical line through points T + P

f ← f 2 · f1 · v(Q+R2)
l(Q+R2)

· l(R2)
v(R2)

T ← T + P

end
end

return f
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Table 2.2: Reduced (Modi�ed) Tate Pairing Computation (P,Q)

Input: P,Q,R,m, [nm, ..., n1, n0]2 = n. R is a random curve point
Output: fP (AQ)(qk−1)/n

f ← 1

T ← P

for i = m− 1 : 0 do
l← tangent line at T
v ← vertical line through 2T

f ← f 2 · v(Q+R2)
l(Q+R2)

· l(R2)
v(R2)

T ← 2T

if n1 = 1 then
l← line through points P and T
v ← vertical line through points T + P

f ← f · l(Q+R)
v(Q+R)

· v(R)
l(R)

T ← T + P

end
end

Final exponentiation: f ← f (qk−1)/n

return f
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2.3.4 Underlying Mathematical Problems

The security of the protocols discussed in this thesis is linked to at least one of
the following problems, whose solution is assumed to be di�cult to compute
in polynomial time: It is noted that we use symmetric bilinear pairings e :

G1 ×G1 7→ GT.

Problem 1 Discrete Log (DLP)
Given P,Q ∈ G1, �nd an integer a ∈ Z∗n such that Q = aP ∈ G1.

Problem 2 Computational Di�e-Hellman (CDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗n, �nd abP ∈ G1.

Problem 3 Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (BDHP)
Given P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to �nd

ê(P, P )abc.

Problem 4 Decisional Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (BDHP)
Given P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1 and an element h ∈ GT, it is di�cult to decide

whether h = ê(P, P )abc.

Problem 5 Modi�ed Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (MBDHP)
Given P, aP, bP, cP, c−1P ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult

to �nd ê(P, P )abc.

Problem 6 Modi�ed Decisional Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (MBDHP)
Given P, aP, bP, cP, c−1P ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , and an ele-

ment h ∈ GT, it is di�cult to decide whether h = ê(P, P )abc.

Problem 7 Bilinear Pairing Inversion (BPIP)
Given P ∈ G1 and ê(P,Q) ∈ GT, it is di�cult to �nd Q ∈ G1.

Problem 8 Bilinear Inverse Di�e-Hellman (BIDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to compute

ê(P, P )a
−1b.

Problem 9 Bilinear Square Di�e-Hellman (BSDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to compute

ê(P, P )a
2b.

Problem 10 Bilinear Inverse Square Di�e-Hellman (BISDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to compute

ê(P, P )a
−2b.
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Problem 11 k-Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Inversion (kBDHIP)
Given P, aP, a2P, ..., akP ∈ G1, for some unknown a ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to

compute ê(P, P )a
−1
.

Problem 12 k-Decisional Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Inversion (kDBD-
HIP)
Given P, aP, a2P, ..., akP ∈ G1, for some unknown a ∈ Z∗q , and an element

h ∈ GT, it is di�cult to decide whether h = ê(P, P )a
−1
.

Problem 13 k-Strong Di�e-Hellman (kSDHP)
Given P, aP, a2P, ..., akP ∈ G1, Q, aQ ∈ G2 for an unknown a ∈ Z∗q , it is

di�cult to compute a pair (c, (a− c)−1P ) for a freely chosen value c ∈ Z∗q
c 6= −a. In case G1 = G2, the pair (Q, aQ) is redundant since it can be

generated by raising (P, aP ) to a random power.

If we have assymetric pairings e : G1×G2 7→ GT , where G1 and G2 are distinct
groups, then we can make `Co'-assumptions.

Problem 14 Computational Co-Di�e-Hellman (CCDHP)
Given P, aP ∈ G1 and Q, bQ ∈ G2, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗n, �nd abQ ∈
G2.

Problem 15 Decisional Co-Di�e-Hellman (DCDHP)
Given P, aP ∈ G1 and Q, bQ,R ∈ G2, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗n, it is

di�cult to decide whether R = abQ.

Problem 16 Co-Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (CBDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1 and Q ∈ G2, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult

to �nd ê(P,Q)ab.

Problem 17 Decisional Co-Bilinear Di�e-Hellman (DCBDHP)
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2 and h ∈ GT, for some unknown a, b ∈ Z∗q , it is
di�cult to decide whether h = ê(P,Q)ab.

It is highlighted that [Boneh 2005b] introduced the composite order bilinear
groups. The is brie�y described as follows:

Problem 18 Subgroup Decision (SDP)
Let e : G × G 7→ GT be the pairing function, where G is of order n = pq,

for primes p, q. Then, for an element (point) x ∈ G it is di�cult to decide

whether x is of order p.
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This chapter presents some of the advances of bilinear pairings in conven-
tional public key cryptography. Cryptography from pairings inherits almost
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all of the advantages from general non-pairing based elliptic curve cryptogra-
phy (ECC). However, apart from being a fundamental tool for novel crypto-
graphic protocols and applications, the e�cient use of bilinearity property has
been proposed for improving in computational speed or decreasing the size of
exchanged data in digital signature and key exchange schemes.

3.1 Short Signature Schemes

Short signatures have always been desirable in applications and systems with
constrained space or bandwidth. Several approaches have been proposed over
the years, but since the introduction of pairings it remained a challenge to
construct short signatures with generic provable security guarantees. Two of
the most e�cient pairing-based short signatures schemes, where signatures are
about half the size of DSA signatures with the same level of security, are BLS
[Boneh 2004b], which is proved to be secure in the random oracle model, and
BB from [Boneh 2008] which is based on the Strong Di�e-Hellman assumption
(kSDHP). After their appearence various modi�cations have been proposed in
the literature. Additionaly, it deserves to be noted that current pairing-based
short signatures are ideal for constructing self-signed private keys for identity-
based cryptosystems as it will be seen in the next Chapter. This Section gives
a brief description of the a�ormentioned schemes without focusing on the
security proofs. For more information see [Boneh 2004b] and [Boneh 2008]
respectively.

3.1.1 Digital Signature Model

A general digital signature protocol consists of three algorithms, namely Key-

Generation, Signing, and Veri�cation respectively. KeyGeneration is respon-
sible for generating the key pair, Signing is the signature procedure, and Veri-

�cation is the process of validating a signature. For a �xed security parameter
k, the above algorithms work as follows:

• KeyGeneration outputs a random key pair (PK , SK), where PK is the
public key and SK the private key respectively.

• Signing takes as input a private key SK and a message m, and returns
a signature Sig(m).

• Veri�cation takes as input a public key PK and a signed message Sig(m),
and returns `valid' or `invalid'.
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3.1.2 Boneh, Lynn and Shacham (BLS) Short Signature

Scheme

Let e : G1 ×G1 7→ GT be a bilinear pairing of order q.

KeyGenerator:

• Select random generator P ∈ G1, and a random integer x ∈ Zq.

• Compute PK = xP ∈ G1.

• Public system parameters are params : {G1,GT , P, q}. The public key
is PK , whereas the private key is SK = x.

Signing: Given params, the private key SK and a message m, compute
Q = H(m) ∈ G1, where H() is a map to point function that is de�ned as
H : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G1, and output the signature Sig(m) = xQ ∈ G1.

Veri�cation: Given params, a public key PK , a message m, and a signature
Sig(m), compute Q = H(m) ∈ G1 and verify the equality ê(Sig(m), P ) =

ê(Q,PK). If the equality holds, output 1, otherwise output 0.

3.1.3 Boneh and Boyen (BB) Short Signature Scheme

Let e : G1 × G2 7→ GT be a bilinear pairing of order q. It is noted that one
can set G1 = G2.

KeyGenerator:

• Select random generators P ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2, and a random integer x ∈ Zq.

• Compute PK = xQ ∈ G2.

• Compute z = ê(P,Q) ∈ GT (z can also be computed by the veri�er).

• Public system parameters are params : {G1,G2,GT , P,Q, q, z}. The
public key is PK , whereas the private key is SK = x.

Signing: Given params, the private key SK and a message m, compute
h(m) ∈ Zq, where h() is a secure hash function, and output the signature
Sig(m) = (x+ h(m))−1P ∈ G1.

Veri�cation: Given params, a public key PK , a message m, and a signature
Sig(m), verify the equality ê(Sig(m), PK +h(m)Q) = z. If the equality holds,
output 1, otherwise output 0.
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3.2 Key Exchange Schemes

In order for two or more parties to communicate securely over a public net-
work, they must be able to authenticate one another and agree on a secret en-
cryption key. To accomplish this, key establishment protocols are used at the
start of a communication session in order to verify the parties' identities and
establish a common session key. There are two basic categories of protocols
regarding the way the key is derived [Blake-Wilson 1998]. The �rst includes
the so-called key transport protocols, in which the session key is created by
one entity and is securely transmitted to the other. A second category includes
key agreement protocols, where information from both entities is used to de-
rive the shared key. After describing the zero-round three-party key exchange
scheme that initiated the research of paring-based key exchange schemes, this
Section focuses on advances of pairings on one-pass key agreement protocols.

More speci�cally, the vulnerability of one-pass two-party key establishment
protocols to key-compromise impersonation attacks is revealed. The aim is to
describe two main classes of K-CI attacks that can be mounted against all of
the best-known one-pass protocols, including the famous algorithmsMQV and
HMQV. It is shown that one of the attacks described can be somewhat avoided
(though not completely eliminated) through the combined use of digital sig-
natures and time-stamps; however, there still remains a class of K-CI threats
for which there is no obvious solution [Chalkias 2008c, Chalkias 2007a].

Among the others, this Section discusses and demonstrate a series of im-
personation attacks that a�ect one-pass key establishment protocols, after
key-compromise has occurred. The use of time-stamps and standard digital
signatures for the purpose of withstanding two certain K-CI attacks is also
examined [Chalkias 2008c].

Moreover, there exist a description of a new pairing-based one-pass two-
party key establishment protocol that recti�es some of the problems associated
with existing one-pass approaches [Chalkias 2007b]. The proposed scheme is a
slight adaptation on the basic elliptic curve Di�e-Hellman (ECDH) protocol,
equipped with an authentication mechanism based on bilinear pairings. To
establish a session key, the sender (the initiator of the one-way protocol)
generates an ephemeral key-pair and sends its public part to the receiver.
To achieve authentication, a similar technique to the short signature scheme
proposed in [Boneh 2004b] is used. Finally, time-stamp and identities are used
to tie quantities to particular entities and reduce the replay vulnerability.

The proposed approach is robust to unknown key-share (UK-S) attacks
and achieves the highest possible level of security against key-compromise
impersonation (K-CI) attacks for one-pass protocols, where an attacker who
somehow learns a user's private key can impersonate any other entity to the
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victim, potentially gaining much more knowledge than by simply having access
to the victim's past or future conversations. Furthermore, this protocol is not
a�ected by a loss of information (LoI) attack which can be mounted against
other one-pass approaches. In 2010 a non-pairing-based protocol proposed
by [Mohammad 2010], claiming that is faster than the proposed approach
and still secure against K-CI attacks. By a close analysis on their paper, a
number of critical impersonation attacks can a�ect its security. More details
about the a�ormentioned attacks are provided at the end of this Chapter.

3.2.1 zero-round Three-Party Key Agreement

Three-party key exchange is the �rst step for multi-party communication.
Brie�y speaking, it provides a way for three entities to communicate securely
by e�ciently constructing a shared secret between the parties. For this reason,
the computational cost, communication requirements, and round complexity
of three-party key-exchange protocols are very important and have received
much attention.

The use of pairings has been shown promising for three-party key
exchange. The pioneer work was conducted by Joux [Joux 2000], who
proposed a three-party key exchange protocol using pairings. It is in a
fact a modi�cation/extension of the basic Di�e-Hellman (DH) for three
parties. However, just like the Di�e-Hellman protocol, Joux's protocol
does not provide authentication and is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle
attacks. Al-Riyami proposed some new pairing-based protocols which assure
authenticity through use of certi�cates issued by a Certi�cate Authority
(CA). In the following the description of the Joux's protocol is presented.

Setup: There are three entities A,B and C where each entity owns a
private/public key pair, (a, aP ), (b, bP ) and (c, cP ), respectively.

Shared Key: The key to be shared without any a-priori communication
between them is K = ê(P, P )abc

Key Computation: Each user computes the key as follows:

• user A: KA = ê(bP, cP )a = ê(P, P )abc = K, due to bilinearity property

• user B: KB = ê(aP, cP )b = K

• user C: KC = ê(aP, bP )c = K

As it is easily observed the derived key is static as no random values are
included; thus it su�ers from the same problems as the DH protocol does.
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However, this is still the faster method for three-party key agreement and
new approaches are based on this initial protocol.

3.2.2 One-Pass Two-Party Key Establishment

Since the introduction of the Di�e-Hellman key exchange, there has been a
large number of key establishment protocols proposed, including recent one-
round, two-round and three-round approaches. Some of the disadvantages of
these protocols are their high computational and communication cost which,
combined with their round complexity, make them unsuitable for use in one-
way communication channels. At the same time, there are a variety of applica-
tions that require low-cost one-way communication. Some of the best-known
examples include e-mail and SMS, where the receiver cannot immediately re-
ply, store-and-forward applications (e.g. printers) where messages are sent to
resources which need not reply at all, satellite TV, where receivers do not in-
teract with the broadcaster, and secure key exchange in mobile environments
where low communication cost is critical.

To satisfy these requirements, e�cient scalable one-pass two-party key es-
tablishment protocols have been developed recently. In these schemes, only
one of the parties transmits information in order to create the session key (but
does not transmit the key itself). This means that one-pass approaches lie
somewhere between the key transport and key agreement categories. Further-
more, most, if not all, have been derived from modi�cations of pre-existing
`x-round' protocols.

Almost all one-pass approaches belong to the category of authenticated
key establishment (AK) protocols, because they provide implicit key authen-
tication (IKA), meaning that the two (uncorrupted) parties using the protocol
are assured that no one else can possibly learn the value of their session key.
On the other hand, one-pass protocols cannot achieve known key security (K-
KS) because an adversary can simply replay a previous protocol run that he
has managed to record; nor can they provide perfect forward secrecy (PFS)
because when long-term private keys are compromised, previous session keys
are no longer secret. It is known that there can be no protocol for implicit
authentication that achieves PFS with two or fewer messages. The lack of
key control is another drawback of one-pass protocols; only one entity sends
information to the other, so it is possible for the sender to choose or in�uence
the value of the session key. Finally, one-pass approaches are prone to key-
compromise impersonation (K-CI) attacks, in a number of ways which will be
discussed shortly. The latter may occur once an adversary has obtained the
longterm private key of an honest party, and represent a serious - but often
underestimated - threat, because a successful impersonation attack may result
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in far greater harm than the reading of past and future conversations.
Arguably, protocol designers are often more concerned with PFS, and seem

to ignore K-CI [Chalkias 2007a, Chalkias 2008c]. However, K-CI can poten-
tially have more serious consequences: besides reading past or future conver-
sations, an attacker would also be able to elicit additional information that
may never have been communicated otherwise, by masquerading as a di�er-
ent honest principal. Because of this, more emphasis should be given on a
protocol being K-CI-resistant.

3.2.3 Notation and Primitives

The protocols described in the next Subsection can be de�ned over any �nite
commutative groupG of order n that comes equipped with a �di�cult� discrete
logarithm problem. For the protocols' description we will consider asymmetric
protocols1 based on elliptic curve cryptosystems (i.e, G will be the group of
points on an elliptic curve), and we will use additive representation for group
operations [Kaliski 2001]. We will let P denote a generator of G, and will
assume that G, P , and n are �xed and known to the parties in advance.
We will write cP to denote integer to point multiplication, also known as
scalar multiplication, where c ∈ Z∗n. Additionally, one of the protocols under
discussion [Chalkias 2007b] makes use of bilinear pairings over elliptic curve
points, for which there is a complete analysis in 3.2.4.

In the following we will apply hash functions and signature schemes to lists
of several arguments. In such cases, we are going to write function arguments
separated by commas, e.g. H(X, Y, Z). By doing so, we assume that we have
a collision-free encoding which maps lists of arguments to binary strings, and
that the parties' identities are arbitrary binary strings.

An entity, say Â , participating in a protocol is assigned a static key pair

(a,A) which consists of a public and a private key. Public keys (denoted
by upper case letters) are elements of G, while private keys (denoted by the
corresponding lower case letters) are elements of Z∗n. For example, the private
key a will correspond to the public key A = aP .

Public keys are registered with a trusted directory, called the certi�cate
authority (CA). The CA registers arbitrary keys with the restriction that no
party can have more than one public key. We assume that all honest parties
have generated their public keys and have registered them with the CA, so
that they can be known to and veri�ed by others during protocol execution.

Table 3.1 lists the notation used to describe all of the one-pass protocols.
We highlight that throughout the paper the additive notation is used instead

1A protocol is said to be asymmetric if the two entities share only authenticated public

information such as a public key with a digital certi�cate.
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of the multicative (i.e we write aP instead of P a). This is very convenient
when dealing with elliptic curve groups to express aP as a scalarmultiplication
of an integer with an elliptic curve point.

Table 3.1: Notation.

Â, B̂ identities of two communicating parties
P generator of the group G
n prime order of G
a, b static private keys of Â and �B, a, b ∈ Z∗n
A,B static public keys of Â and �B, A = aP,B = bP

r ephemeral private key
R ephemeral public key, R = rP

ski session key generated by entity i
Q denotes the integer obtained from the binary

representation of the x-coordinate of an
elliptic curve point, Q

H a plain cryptographic hash function (e.g., SHA-1)
H̄ an l-bit hash function, l = (blog2 nc+ 1) /2

Ĥ a special hash function that outputs an elliptic curve point.
It is commonly known as map-to-point hash function

T time-stamp
ê bilinear pairing
|| concatenation symbol
⊕ XOR function

3.2.4 Description of One-pass Key Agreement Protocols

In a one-pass AK protocol it is possible for entities Â and B̂ to agree upon
a session key after a single message having been sent from Â to B̂, if Â has
an authenticated copy of B̂'s static public key. A two-pass protocol can thus
be converted to one-pass simply by replacing B̂'s ephemeral public key with
his static public key [Blake-Wilson 1997]. In the next we use precisely this
technique to create one-pass versions of the following protocols:

• The Uni�ed Model, proposed in [Ankney 1995]; is an AK protocol
in the draft standards ANSI X9.42 [ANSI-X9.42 1998], ANSI X9.63
[ANSI-X9.63 1998], and IEEE P1363 [1363-IEEE 1998].

• The Key Exchange Algorithm (KEA) designed by the National Security
Agency and declassi�ed in 1998 [NIST 1998]. KEA is the key agreement
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protocol in the FORTEZZA suite of cryptographic algorithms designed
by NSA in 1994 and it is similar to the Goss [Goss 1990] and MTI/A0
[Matsumoto 1986] protocols.

• The KEA+ protocol proposed by [Lauter 2006]; a modi�ed version of
the KEA protocol, which satis�es stronger security requirements than
simple KEA for authenticated key-exchange.

• The MQV protocol [Law 2003] that is in the draft standards ANSI X9.42
[ANSI-X9.42 1998], ANSI X9.63 [ANSI-X9.63 1998], and IEEE P1363
[1363-IEEE 1998]. MQV was proposed by NSA as the standard key
exchange protocol for the US government.

• The HMQV protocol by [Krawczyk 2005, Menezes 2005] that was pro-
posed as an alternative of MQV. In particular, there are two one-pass
variants, namely HMQV(1) and HMQV(2). The two are quite simi-
lar; HMQV(2) was proposed for compatibility reasons (with the others
x-round variants of HMQV).

• The CMQV protocol (�combined� MQV) [Menezes 2006], incorporates
design principles from MQV, HMQV and NAXOS [LaMacchia 2007]
protocols.

• The CHHSA protocol was proposed in [Chalkias 2007b] as a provably
secure one-pass two-party key establishment scheme. Among the previ-
ous mentioned protocols, is the one with the best resistance against the
general key-compromise impersonation attack, which will be discussed
in the next section.

For each protocol, we assume that two entities, say Bob and Alice, each own
a static key pair, the public part of which is presumed to be known and
veri�ed by the other party. Alice generates an ephemeral key pair (r, R)

and sends the ephemeral public key, R, to Bob, along with her identity Â.
This ephemeral public key is used only for the duration of the protocol and
then destroyed together with the corresponding private key. Afterward, they
compute a session key which can be shown to be the same for the both of
them.

Table 3.2: One-pass UM.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = aB||rB skB = bA||bR
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Table 3.3: One-pass KEA.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = aB ⊕ rB skB = bA⊕ bR

Table 3.4: One-pass KEA+.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = H(aB, rB, Â, B̂) skB = H(bA, bR, Â, B̂)

Table 3.5: One-pass MQV.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = (r +Ra)(1 +B)B skB = (b+Bb)(R +RA)

Table 3.6: One-pass HMQV(1).
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = (r + ad)B skB = (bR + bdA)

where d = H̄(R, (Â, B̂))

Table 3.7: One-pass HMQV(2).
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skA = (1 + e)(r + da)B skB = (R + dA)(b+ be)

where d = H̄(R, B̂) and e = H̄(B, Â)

Table 3.8: One-pass CMQV.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r̄
R←−Z∗n, r = H̄(r̄, a), R = rP

s = rB + daB, destroy r
R,Â,B̂−−−→

s = (R + dA)b

where d = H̄(R, Â, B̂) and skA = skB = H(s,X,B, Â, B̂)
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In the following a thorough description of the CHHSA is given, as it proves
to be the most secure against K-CI attacks comparing to the rest of the
a�ormentioned protocols.

3.2.5 CHHSA: A Secure Pairing-Based One-Pass AK

Protocol

For the purposes of this work, we will require an abelian, additive �nite group
G1, of prime order q, and an abelian multiplicative group, G2, of the same
order. For example, G1 may be the group of points on an elliptic curve. We
will let P denote the generator of G1. Also, H1, H2, will be two secure hash
functions, with H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G1 and H2 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}k, where k ∈ Z∗+.
We will write a ∈R S to denote an element a chosen at random from S.
Finally, e : G1 ×G1 7→ G2 will be a bilinear pairing, de�ned below.

3.2.5.1 Protocol Initialization

This Subsection describes a new one-pass two-party authentication key estab-
lishment protocol. It is composed of two phases, protocol initialization and
protocol running, described next. Consider two players, A and B, which are
to establish a common session key. First, A chooses a random xA ∈ Z∗q as
her private key, and computes YA = xAP to be her corresponding public key.
Similarly, B chooses a random xB ∈ Z∗q as his private key, and computes his
public key YB = xBP . We will let the strings IDA, IDB denote the identities
of A and B, respectively.

3.2.5.2 Protocol Running

To establish a session key, A and B obtain the public key of one another and
execute the following protocol:

1. Player A selects a random number α ∈ Z∗q, and computes:
X1 = αP , X2 = αYB, Q = H1(X2||IDA||IDB||T1), Y1 = xAQ, and the
session key sk = H2(X2||IDA||IDB||T1), where T1 is a time-stamp and
the symbol || denotes string2 concatenation. Then, A sends X1, Y1, T1

and its identity, IDA, to B.

2. Upon receipt of (X1, Y1, T1, IDA), player B computes X2 =

xBX1 = αYB, Q = H1(X2||IDA||IDB||T1) and checks whether

2When elements of a group appear as arguments of a hash function (e.g., H1(X2||T1)),

it will be understood that string representations of these elements are used.
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ê(YA, Q)
?
=ê(P, Y1). If equality does not hold, B terminates the protocol.

Otherwise, he computes the session key sk = H2(X2||IDA||IDB||T1).

Correctness: In an honest execution of the protocol A and B share the
common key sk = H2(X2||IDA||IDB||T1).

E�ciency: Our one-pass protocol requires four integer-to-point multipli-
cations, two map-to-point hashes, two plain hashes and two pairings. The
computational cost of pairings will be discussed further in Section 3.2.6 and
Section 4.2.2.4.

3.2.6 Comparison in terms of computational e�ciency

Among the protocols examined, MQV and HMQV are the most e�cient. They
require two scalar multiplications for the initiator (A) and two for the receiver
(B). For the KEA and Uni�ed Model protocols, the corresponding �gures are
three and two, respectively. Under our protocol, the computational cost for
the initiator is a bit higher (three scalar multiplications and one map-to-
point hash)3. The recipient performs one scalar multiplication in order to
create the session key, but must also compute one map-to-point hash and
two bilinear pairings in order to verify the sender. Based on the estimates in
[Harrisson 2002, Cheon 2005], the computational cost of one bilinear pairing
is approximately equal to that of four scalar multiplications in the abelian
group G1when using a subgroup of order q in a supersingular elliptic curve
E over Fp, where p is a 512 bit prime and q is a 160 bit prime. The pairing
computation is the most expensive part of our protocol, but this is the price
to be paid for improved security. We emphasize, however, that the reason for
choosing the pairing-based short signature (BLS) scheme of [Boneh 2004b] is
that its signature length is half the size of a DSA signature for a similar level
of security and thus the lowest communication cost is achieved 4. Because of
this, and because pairings are only computed by the recipient, our protocol is
best-suited to systems where signers use mobile or low-power devices, as well
as in cases where data is sent over a low-bandwidth channel. For example,
in smartcard transactions, the initiator of the protocol (e.g., hardware on the
smartcard) will not have to compute any pairings; that cost will be borne by
the typically more powerful CPU attached to the card reader.

3We ignored operations whose cost is negligible compared to that of a scalar multiplica-

tion in G1. These include generating random numbers, integer multiplication, plain hashes

and point additions in G1.
4It is a fact that in cases where computational complexity on the receiver's side is of

much more importance, one could replace BLS signatures with a more e�cient scheme

based on discrete logs.
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Moreover, it deserves to be said that CHHSA protocol achieves the highest
level of security possible with one-pass approaches against all widely studied
security attacks (IKA, K-KS, UK-S, K-CI, partial forward secrecy and LoI),
at the expense of slightly higher computational cost. For the complete proofs,
see Appendix.

3.2.6.1 Known Session-Key Security

Known session-key security [Blake-Wilson 1997], also known as known-key
security (K-KS), means that a protocol still achieves its goal in the face of
an adversary who has learned some previous session keys. One-pass proto-
cols without time-stamps cannot achieve K-KS since an adversary can simply
replay the information from a previous protocol run. time-stamps allow a one-
pass protocol to achieve some measure of K-KS, meaning that they reduce but
do not eliminate the vulnerability to attacks. More speci�cally, entity B can
check the time-stamp T1 sent by A, and terminate the protocol if too much
time has elapsed since then. Of course, this requires synchronization of A's
and B's clocks, to within some reasonable tolerance. Depending on the trans-
mission delay imposed by the communication channel, an entity can set a
time threshold that leaves a potential attacker little time to mount a known
session key attack. If A's and B's clocks are perfectly synchronized and the
transmission delay is known with certainty, then the time left for an attack
could be made arbitrarily small. The question of what is an acceptable time
threshold will generally be application-dependent, and will not be discussed
further here.

3.2.6.2 Forward Secrecy

Perfect forward secrecy (PFS) means that if long term secrets of one or more
entities are compromised, the secrecy of previously computed session keys is
not a�ected. Our protocol does not achieve PFS. To see this, note that if the
adversary learns the secret value of B, xB, then knowing X1 = αP , which is
transmitted in the clear, the adversary can compute X2 = xBαP . Because
time-stamps are also transmitted in the clear, the adversary can also compute
the session key sk = H2(X2||IDA||IDB||T1) of a previous session. This is
not surprising in light of the fact that there exists no protocol for implicit
authentication that achieves PFS with two or fewer messages [Krawczyk 2005].
However, similarly to the majority of one-pass approaches [Krawczyk 2005,
Law 2003], our protocol does achieve partial forward secrecy, because if the
adversary learns the secret value of A, xA, he still faces the CDH problem of
computing αxBP from αP and xBP , before �nding any previous session key.
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3.2.6.3 Unknown Key-Share

Prevention of unknown key-shares (UK-S), as de�ned in [Blake-Wilson 1997],
is a property held by all AK secure protocols. Therefore, our protocol also
prevents UK-S of that type, where an entity i is coerced into sharing a key κ
with entity f , while entity j is coerced into holding κ in the belief that it is
shared with entity i.

However, according to the dominant (and more general) de�nition of UK-S
attacks in the literature [Kaliski 2001, Menezes 2005, Law 2003, Baek 2000],
f is not required to possess the key held by i and j, but merely to confuse
j as to the identity of i, with whom j shares a key. The proposed protocol
also prevents this broader UK-S attack because of the inclusion of the parties'
identities in the computation of the session key. A formal proof can easily be
constructed around the following basic argument. In order to accomplish a
UK-S, the adversary must at least alter the ID information transmitted by i to
j. Even if the altered data are such that j's bilinear pairing test is successful,
the key computed by j will not be the same as that held by i, thus no key
sharing is accomplished. This technique seems to be a general mechanism for
preventing UK-S attacks [Lauter 2006].

3.2.6.4 Loss of Information

Loss of the value X2 (or loss of Q) from a previous protocol run does not
a�ect the security of subsequent protocol runs, because the computation of
X2 is based on the random value α. Usually a loss-of-information attack
succeeds when authentication is used with values which are not random. Some
examples are the protocols proposed in [Joux 2000] and [Jeong 2004], where
authentication is based on the computation of xAxBP 5. In contrast to the
majority of one-pass key establishment schemes [Krawczyk 2005, Law 2003,
Ankney 1995, Matsumoto 1986, Goss 1990, NIST 1998], we do not make use
(directly or indirectly) of xAxBP values in our approach. We will return to
the implications of this in Sec. 6.2. Finally, we note that the private key of
the receiver (player B) is as secure as can be expected, because B transmits
no information during the protocol run.

3.2.6.5 No Key Control and Message Independence

A protocol is said to have the �No Key Control� property if no participant
(or adversary) can either control or predict the value of the session key. This
property cannot be provided by any one-�ow protocol, due to the fact that

5This quantity is widely used in a number of cryptographic protocols; to date, the

consequences of its exposure have not been adequately studied in the literature.
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only the initiator of the protocol produces a random value, and so he can
a-priori compute the session key (the receiver does not reply at all). In order
to avoid key control, two or more passes are required.

A protocol is said to achieve message independence if individual �ows of a
protocol run between two honest entities are unrelated [Blake-Wilson 1997].
Because in our AK protocol only one �ow exists, message independence is
achieved. This is in contrast to AKC protocols [Blake-Wilson 1997].

3.2.6.6 Key-Compromise Impersonation

In CHHSA case, if an adversary, C, obtains the secret value of B, xB, he
cannot impersonate another entity, J, to B (excluding the special case de-
scribed in the previous paragraph); in that sense, our protocol achieves a
reduction of the K-CI vulnerability to the greatest extent possible for one-
pass approaches. To see why that is, note that C must �pass� the bilinear
pairing test, ê(YJ , Q) = ê(P, Y1), performed by B to successfully impersonate
J. If C knows B's private key, xB, he can initially create a X1 value from which
he can compute Q. C is then faced with the task of computing an appropri-
ate Y1 such that ê(YJ , Q) = ê(P, Y1). One can easily show that if C can do
this, then with high probability he can compute xJQ from Q and xJP . By
rewriting Q = kP for some unknown k, the last statement is equivalent to C
�nding (with high probability) xJkP from kP and xJP , which is an instance
of the CDH problem. More information about K-CI on one-pass protocols is
given below.

3.2.7 Key-Compromise Impersonation Attacks on One-

Pass AK protocols

Clearly, if a private key is compromised then the attacker can impersonate
the �corrupted� party to other entities, because entities are identi�ed pre-
cisely by their private key. This kind of impersonation attack cannot be
prevented in any of the existing public key cryptographic schemes. Instead,
by �resistance to key-compromise impersonation (K-CI) attacks�, we will un-
derstand the property of a protocol whereby if one party's long-term private
key is somehow disclosed to an adversary, then that adversary will not be
able to impersonate other entities to that party [Blake-Wilson 1997]. A num-
ber of security models for K-CI resilience of AKE protocols have been devel-
oped in the literature [Zhu 2005, Krawczyk 2005, LaMacchia 2007]. The work
in [Krawczyk 2005], mentions, without elaborating, that protocols which use
long-term static Di�e-Hellman keys ga, gb to derive a session key gab (as all of
the one-pass protocols examined here do) are insecure against K-CI attacks.
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Before describing any attacks, we brie�y mention some of the applications
for which the use of one-pass protocols has been proposed [Oh 2003], and the
consequences of a K-CI attack in each setting.

3.2.7.1 Consequences of K-CI vulnerability

The major concern with K-CI is that an adversary can possibly gain much
more knowledge than by simply having access to past or future conversations
of an entity. Obviously, with knowledge of a party's private key, an attacker
can eavesdrop and decrypt past or future conversations of that party6. Besides
eavesdropping, however, a KC-I attacker would also be able to actively elicit
additional information that may never have been communicated otherwise, by
pretending to be a trusted entity to the victim (e.g., the attacker steals one's
private key and then pretends to be their lawyer or business associate).

Additionally, one of the major problems that can raise from any kind of
impersonation attacks, is that the victim can always accept harmful content
from malicious users that feign other identities. In such cases the malign e�ects
include among the others downloading of malicious software (e.g., viruses,
trojans and spywares) and also acceptance of elusive or fake information (e.g.,
the attacker modi�es a bank account number, leading the victim to deposit
money to a `wrong' bank account).

E-mail In an e-mail system one may wish to send encrypted messages by
only using their own public information, such as name or e-mail address.
Because one party may be temporarily o�-line, e-mail communication resem-
bles a one-way channel, and thus an one-pass AK protocol might be suit-
able in order to send a message without additional communication overload
[Law 2003, Oh 2003]. All modern one-pass schemes provide assurance that no
user other than the receiver will be able to compute the value of the shared
secret key, as long as users remain uncorrupted. However, the vast number
of e-mail users combined with the extensive presence of malicious software,
makes it likely that private keys stored on personal computers (e.g., in conven-
tional memory) can be compromised. Examples of serious K-CI consequences
include the impersonation of a government entity or victim's lawyer to obtain
information, and the impersonation of a stockbroker's clients and vice-versa.

E-Commerce For online transactions held exclusively in cyberspace, one
needs a key agreement protocol that o�ers authentication of the sender's iden-
tity. Furthermore, because the session key must be changed in every session,

6This attack can be prevented by modern x-round protocols, in which both parties

exchange an ephemeral public key.
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a protocol must provide both implicit key authentication and key freshness.
One-pass AK protocols meet both of these requirements, and have been pro-
posed as a possible mechanism for secure e-shopping [Oh 2003]. The conse-
quences of a K-CI attack on an on-line transaction might include an adversary,
say Eve, impersonating an on-line shop to a client whose private key she has
obtained, and asking for personal or credit information.

Mobile and Satellite Transactions In wireless communications, such as
wireless e-commerce, the authentication of a user is a very important issue,
since its physical location changes frequently. Moreover, the computational
power of a mobile device is likely to be limited. In light of these considerations,
one-pass AK protocols have been proposed as a possible solution in wireless
environments, because of their low communication overhead [Oh 2003]. As
with K-CI attacks on e-commerce applications, an adversary can cause the
disclosure of con�dential data from the victim(s). Moreover, in cases where
the attacker impersonates the wireless connection server, victim(s) may be
connected on an unauthorized network, resulting in their (mobile) computer
being corrupted further. In a similar way, K-CI attacks can be harmful in
one-way satellite communications, such as satellite TV, where the clients are
not equipped with a transponder and thus one-pass key establishment is in-
evitable.

3.2.7.2 Two types of K-CI Attacks

We will distinguish between two types of K-CI attacks, de�ned below.

3.2.7.3 Type-1

All existing one-pass AK establishment protocols, excluding the one in
[Chalkias 2007b], are open to the general K-CI attack in which an intruder,
Eve, masquerades as a di�erent entity and tries to establish a valid session
key with the compromised party, Bob. There is no need for eavesdropping
in this case: Eve, knowing Bob's private key, can initiate a new session with
him by creating and sending an ephemeral public key, R, pretending to be
another honest entity, Alice. In that case, Eve can compute the same session
key as Bob, who is convinced that the key is shared with Alice. The attack is
illustrated in Table 3.10. Its success is based on the fact that the majority of
the one-pass approaches mentioned here does not include a sender veri�cation
mechanism. For instance, an exponential challenge-response (XCR) signature
(from a player A to a player B), used in the HMQV protocol [Krawczyk 2005],
can also be constructed by anyone who has knowledge of the recipient's pri-
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vate key. This means that if an attacker has knowledge of B's private key, he
is able to create a signature of this type and thus impersonate A to B.

A possible solution to the Type-1 K-CI attack is to have the sender trans-
mit their digital signature on her ephemeral public key (see Table 3.11). Then,
the receiver can to verify the signature before accepting the key (and the
sender's identity). We stress the importance of including the recipient's iden-
tity, B̂, in the signed message to avoid the possibility of an attacker imper-
sonating Â by re-using Â's signature from a protocol run between Â and a
di�erent entity. The procedure described above does not protect against replay
attacks. One way to reduce, but do not eliminate, the replay vulnerability, is
to have parties append time-stamps to their messages7. More speci�cally, B̂
can examine the time-stamp T sent by the protocol initiator, Â, and terminate
the protocol if �too much� time has elapsed since T . Of course, this requires
synchronization of Â's and B̂'s clocks, to within some reasonable tolerance.
Depending on the statistics of the transmission delay imposed by the com-
munication channel, an entity can set a time threshold that leaves a potential
attacker little time to mount a replay attack. If Â's and B̂'s clocks are per-
fectly synchronized and the transmission delay is known with certainty, then
the time left for an attack could be made arbitrarily small. The question of
what is an acceptable time threshold will generally be application-dependent,
and will not be discussed further here. Finally, one could also claim that
signing every message involving the shared key could be a possible solution to
Type-1 K-CI attacks, however, the additional communication/computational
cost would be very high.

Remark: We have not included a formal proof of security against Type-1
K-CI attacks for the �x proposed in this Section. Such proof could be con-
structed based on the enhanced model [Zhu 2005], where in addition to the
typical queries an adversary can make, one introduces a new query called key

compromise. When an adversary issues this query for a speci�ed party, B̂,
the adversary learns B's long-term secret, b, but no other internal informa-
tion. The key compromise query is di�erent from the weaker type of party
corruption query described in [Bellare 2000, Katz 2003] under their �weak-
corruption� model, because a party may be uncorrupted while compromised.
Furthermore, because in our case there is but a single data �ow, one can eas-
ily show that a successful Type-1 K-CI attack against the protocol in Table
3.11, for example, implies that the adversary has defeated the digital signature
scheme under the assumptions made on the time-stamps.

7We note that the proposed technique for improving K-CI security in HMQV can be

made more e�cient by computing d as H̄(R, (Â, B̂), T ) and signing only the d value.)
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3.2.7.4 Type-2

There is a special K-CI attack that apparently succeeds with all one-�ow
protocols. It is illustrated in Table 3.12. An intruder, Eve, that learns Bob's
secret key and then eavesdrops on a single message from Alice (the initiator
of the protocol) to Bob, would then be able to compute the current session
key and thus impersonate Alice (but no one else) to Bob, and only for the
current session. To achieve this, after Eve intercepts Alice's ephemeral public
key, R, she computes the session key in the same way as Bob, and then must
�cut out� Alice from the current conversation. There is no apparent solution
for this attack, even if a scheme is to be equipped with digital signatures or
time-stamps, or both. However, the Type-2 attack is rather limited in scope
compared with the general K-CI attack in which the intruder can impersonate
any entity and at any time.

3.3 Attacking a Recently Proposed One-Pass

AK Protocol

In the recent paper [Mohammad 2010] by Mohammad et al. it was shown
that the protocols for authenticated key agreement proposed by Elkamchuchi
and Eldefrawy in [Elkamchuchi 2007] and [Elkamchuchi 2008] are vulnerable
against key compromise impersonation (KCI) and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Mohammad et al. in [Mohammad 2010] proposed an alternative two-pass and
corresponding one-pass protocols (referred to as AKACP), which they claim
withstand the above attacks. The purpose of this note is to show that this
claim is incorrect, and to demonstrate several types of serious attacks in those
protocols.

3.3.1 Description of the Two-Pass AKACP Protocol

The AKACP protocol is based on the discrete logarithm problem and consists
of three phases: registration, transfer and veri�cation, and key generation. For
convenience, the two-pass version of the protocol is depicted in Table 3.13. For
the one-pass version, B's ephemeral key (MB) is replaced by his public static
key (XB). Thus, B does not send anything to A, who computes the session
key ke = XrAxA

B , while B computes ke = MxB
A .

3.3.2 LoI-Impersonation Attack on One-Pass AKACP

Vulnerability to a loss of information (LoI) attack means that some
compromise of other information than private keys, that would not or-
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dinarily be available to an adversary, a�ects the security of the protocol
[Blake-Wilson 1997].

Suppose that xA, XA = gxA and xB, XB = gxB are the key pairs for A
and B, respectively. We assume that the compromised information is
c = gxAxB . Value c may be available to an attacker in case both a session
key ke and the random value rA are compromised in any previous run of the
one-pass AKACP protocol. We will show that an adversary with knowledge
of c can impersonate A to B and vice versa.

The adversary, E initiates the one-pass AKACP protocol and computes:
MA = X−1

A gt = gt−xA , NA = gk−t and SA = k, where k and t are random
values generated by E.

Then, E sends MA, NA, SA to B, and calculates the session key
kE = c−1X t

B = g−xAxB+txB .

B checks the equality XA = gSAM−1
A N−1

A = gkgxA−tgt−k = gxA , which
is true; thus, B is falsely con�dent that E is A and he computes the session
key ke = MxB

A = g(t−xA)xB = kE. It is obvious that if E initiates the
protocol acting as B, the a�ormentioned attack can similarly be applied to
impersonate B to A.

3.3.3 KCI Attack on One-Pass AKACP

If the secret key of an entity B is disclosed, then the adversary can obviously
impersonate B. A key compromise impersonation attack means that the ad-
versary can also impersonate other entities to the victim [Blake-Wilson 1997].
Suppose that xA, XA = gxA and xB, XB = gxB are the key pairs of A and B,
respectively. The compromised information is xB.

The adversary, E, generates 2 random numbers, k and t, and com-
putes: MA = X−1

A gt = gt−xA , NA = gk−t and SA = k.

Then, E sends MA, NA, SA to B, and calculates the session key
kE = (X−1

A gt)xB = (g−xAgt)
xB = g(t−xA)xB = g−xAxB+txB .

B checks the equality XA = gSAM−1
A N−1

A = gkgxA−tgt−k = gxA , which
is true; thus, B is falsely con�dent that E is A.
B computes the session key ke = MxB

A = g(t−xA)xB = kE.
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So, the claim by Chalkias et al. [Chalkias 2007a] that all existing one-
pass authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocols derived from original
two-pass versions (except the CHHSA [Chalkias 2007b] protocol) cannot
withstand KCI attacks is still true.

Obviously, the same attack could also be aimed in a similar way at
the two-pass version of the AKACP protocol.

3.3.4 General Impersonation Attack on One-Pass

AKACP

A general impersonation attack means that the attacker can impersonate an
entity, say A, without knowledge of A's secret key. Suppose xA, XA = gxA

and xB, XB = gxB are the key pairs for A and B respectively.

The adversary, E, generates 2 random numbers k and t and computes
MA = gk−t, NA = X−1

A gt = gt−xB , and SA = k.

Then, E sends MA, NA, SA to B and calculates the session key
kE = Xk−t

B = g(k−t)xB .

B checks the equality XA = gSAM−1
A N−1

A = gkgt−kgxA−t = gxA , which
is true; thus, B is falsely con�dent that E is A and he computes the session
key ke = MxB

A = g(k−t)xB = kE.

This attack is demonstrated in Table 3.14.

3.3.5 General Impersonation Attack on Two-Pass

AKACP

Suppose xA, XA = gxA and xB, XB = gxB are the key pairs for A and B,
respectively.

E generates 2 random numbers k and t and computes MA = gk−t,
NA = X−1

A gt = gt−xA and SA = k.

Then, E sends MA, NA, SA to B, receives MB, NB, SB, checks the
equality XB = gSBM−1

B N−1
B = gxB and calculates the session key

kE = Mk−t
B = g(k−t)rbxB .

B checks the equality XA = gSAM−1
A N−1

A = gkgt−kgxA−t = gxA , which
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is true; thus, B is falsely con�dent that E is A. B computes the session key
ke = M rbxB

A = g(k−t)rbxB = kE.

3.3.6 User Veri�cation Theorem 4.1 of AKACP does not

hold

According to Theorem 4.1 of [Mohammad 2010], only an entity A, owning xA,
could pass the veri�cation test S

′
AM

−1
A N−1

A = XA. We will show that, in fact,
the above equation cannot be used as a signature/veri�cation mechanism of
A. Speci�cally, we will show how to create a valid signature for A without
the knowledge of the private key xA.

The equation under investigation can be rewritten as KXY = XA,
where K = S

′
A = gk, X = M−1

A , Y = N−1
A and k ∈ Z∗q is a random number.

We can multiply both sides by X−1
A = g−xA , obtaining KXYX−1

A = XAX
−1
A ,

which is equal to the group identity element (which in Zq is equal to 1). We
also set X = K−1, thus MA = K, and Y = XA, so that NA = X−1

A . Then,
the equation in question can be written as KK−1XAX

−1
A = g0 which holds.

Although this method proves that Theorem 4.1 of [Mohammad 2010]
does not hold, the above attack can be prevented if one could check and
reject the case where NA = X−1

A . However, the attack can be �extended� by
generating one more random number t ∈ Z∗q and using it to obscure matters
in NA by multiplying it by gt. For a successful unidenti�able attack on the
signature mechanism of [Mohammad 2010], we set SA = k, MA = gk−t and
NA = X−1

A gt. Using the aforementioned settings for SA, MA and NA, the
veri�cation test is passed, because S

′
A = gkgt−kgxA−t = gxA .

3.3.7 A change-ID Man-in-the-Middle Attack

Due to the �aw found in Theorem 4.1 of [Mohammad 2010], an active
change-ID man-in-the-middle attack is possible. In fact, this attack is a
subset of unknown key-share (UKS) attacks but not as strong as a general
UKS. More precisely, a change-ID attacker arranges things so that a false
key con�rmation (or user authentication) is possible, misleading the victim
to believe that he/she successfully communicates with an other entity. This
attack is just �a step down� from a general UKS attack, meaning that
the key con�rmation stage has passed successfully, but the two parties
cannot communicate. Typically, such an attack is used for denial of service
(DoS), as key con�rmation will always be possible but users will not be
able to communicate. In the following, we describe a method for change-ID
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man-in-the-middle attacks, where E arranges matters to pass the veri�cation
phase as being the C entity, without knowing C's private key.

Suppose that A wants to share a key with B and starts the AKACP protocol
(both one pass and two pass versions are vulnerable). E intercepts the data
sent from A to B and forwards a new NA, N∗A = NAXAX

−1
C = ga+xA−xC .

Upon receiving SA,MA, N
∗
A, B executes the veri�cation S

′
AM

−1
A N∗−1

A =

grAxA+xA+a

g−raxAg−a−xA+xC = gxC = XC and accepts it, believing that he has estab-
lished a key with C. In a real life scenario where B might be a service
provider, this attack would work as an active DoS, leading to continuous fake
authentications.

It is noted that the above attack does not lead to a general UKS at-
tack. In the AKACP protocols it is easy to establish a key, ke, through
communication with an attacker. However, the inclusion of the identities'
strings in the hash input saves the protocol from accepting a key from a
dishonest entity. This is a property that holds in general in key establishment
protocols where the key is calculated as the hash product of the computed
secret information (such as ke in [Mohammad 2010]) together with the
identities of the communicating parties. Thus, although there are also other
ways to protect against UKS attacks, the inclusion of the identities of the
parties in the computed hashed session key is a simple and fast method to
avoid such kinds of threats.
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Table 3.9: One-pass CHHSA.
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R1 = rP , R2 = rB

Y = aD
R1,Y,T,Â−−−−−→

R2 = bR1

veri�es
ê(A,D)

?
=ê(P, Y )

skA = H(R2‖Â‖B̂‖T ) skB = H(R2‖Â‖B̂‖T )

where D = Ĥ(R2‖Â‖B̂‖T )

Table 3.10: Type-1 K-CI attack on HMQV(1).
Eve knows b, B,A Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â−−→
skE = (bR + bdA) skB = (bR + bdA)

where d = H̄(R, (Â, B̂))

Table 3.11: Solution to Type-1 K-CI attack on HMQV(1).
Alice (a,A) Bob (b, B)

r
R←−Z∗n, R = rP

R,Â,T,SigÂ(R,T,B̂)
−−−−−−−−−−−→

verify SigÂ(R, T, B̂)

if OK continue
skA = (r + ad)B skB = (bR + bdA)

where d = H̄(R, (Â, B̂))
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Identity-based encryption (IBE) constitutes an alternative cryptographic
method to the conventional public key systems. The main feature of IBE is
that public keys are not transmitted over the network, but they are e�ciently
computed from the receivers' unique identity information; thus, the whole
system is certi�cateless. Accordingly, Identity-based Signature (IBS) schemes
provide certi�cateless methods for digital signing.

4.1 Why IBE and IBS?

The need for certi�cateless and secure communication urged Adi Shamir to
formulate the concept of IBE in 1984 [Shamir 1985]. Following the idea of
[Shamir 1985], Dan Boneh and Matt Franklin were the �rst who proposed a
fully functional IBE protocol based on the Weil pairing [Boneh 2000a]. The
main notion behind their scheme is the use of the receiver's unique identity
information, such as an email address or a phone number, to easily construct
the corresponding public key without contacting the key server or the receiver.
In fact, any string that undeniably identi�es a user can be used as a public key.
However, as a public key can be constructed by any entity and is not generated
using the private key, the role of generating and transmitting private keys
belongs to a third entity called a Private Key Generator (PKG) (sometimes
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is refered as Key Generation Center (KGC)). Users obtain the private keys
corresponding to their identities from PKG using a secure channel, once the
authenticity of the user is established. This is in contrast to the traditional
PKI, where users create the private keys on their own and is considered as
the major disadvantage of IBE.

All in all, using IBE radically simpli�es both key management and encryp-
tion process, because there is no need for public key queries or certi�cates.
According to [Voltage-Security-Inc 2006], there are a number of disadvantages
when using conventional Public Key Infrastructures (PKI), such as RSA-based
SSL encryption. More speci�cally, PKIs require a complex and costly public
key and certi�cate management, users must be pre-enrolled to the system,
private key recovery is considered to be di�cult and certi�cate directories can
leak critical information. Unlike traditional PKIs, the main advantages of an
IBE system are the following:

1. No need for certi�cates; but calculation of public keys from easily mem-
orable identity information, such as the e-mail address.

2. Easily distributed public keys without any communication cost; in fact
there is no transmission of public keys at all.

3. Requires no user pre-enrollment for both senders and recipients.

4. Extends messaging to all users, not just those with certi�cates.

5. Under certain circumstances, it supports o�-line capability, because
senders do not need to check any resource or certi�cate status.

6. Users can jointly manage keys with partners, as a sender can select the
PKG of his choice, e.g. a local key server, a partner's key server or any
other trusted authority.

7. Key regeration and recovery is supported. In conventional PKIs, if a user
loses the private key, all the encrypted messages cannot be decrypted
anymore, so the PKG can work as a key-backup mechanism.

8. The system is scalable and encrypting using multiple PKGs a supported
using the bilinearity property.

Another important property of IBE is that it can be extended or trans-
formed to support a variety of applications and uses in real life. Some of the
most important IBE-related applications are the following:
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1. Time released cryptography, where message decryption will be possi-
ble only after a sender-speci�ed time instant in the future [Blake 2005,
Chalkias 2007c].

2. Hierarchical IBE (HIBE), when organizational hierarchy exists.

3. Fuzzy IBE (FIBE) for the use of biometric identities that are not always
identical, e.g. a �ngerprint.

4. Role-based access to encrypted information.

5. Attribute-based or functional encryption to support encryption using
policies.

6. Position-based encryption where GPS coordinates work as identities.

The �rst of the above applications can be used for sending messages into
the future. According to this concept a sender can encrypt a message us-
ing an ID cited by a date, for instance �test@test.ie || 05-03-10�, where || is
the concatenation symbol. This message can not be decrypted until the cor-
responding private key for that date has been calculated and published by
PKG.

The second application refers to HIBE, which is appropriate for use in
cases where hierarchical organization exists. On such a scheme, there is a
root PKG and the subdomains under the root PKG. The root PKG pro-
vides master secrets to the subdomains and the subdomains have the role
of a PKG for their corresponding users. Consequently, a user with the email
test@company.ie.com has to obtain the private key from the subdomain �com-
pany�.

In FIBE [Sahai 2007], identities are viewed as a set of discriptive at-
tributes, instead of strign characters. The idea is that a private key can
decrypt messages that are encrypted from a public key PubK∗ 6= PubK , if
d(Pub∗K , PubK) < ε, for a metric d and the fault tolerance ε. Since two bio-
metric scans (e.g �ngerprint or iris scan) will never be exactly the same, a
certain amount of tolerance must be taken into account.

Role-based access involves an easy handling control on encrypted infor-
mation based on the distinguished roles of the users. For example an ID like
�surgeon� could be used in order to send an encrypted message to a distin-
guished role, in this case to a surgeon. Accordingly, anyone who is a surgeon
can authenticate himself to PKG and retrieve the appropriate private key.

Functional encryption allows an sender to specify a policy describing what
users can learn from the ciphertext, without needing to know the identities of
these users or requiring them to have already set up public keys. For instance
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one can set AND/OR statements determining who is elligible to read the
messages. This enhanced functionality and exibility provided by such systems
is very appealing for many practical applications.

4.1.1 IBE schemes

The initial fully functional IBE scheme is due to Boneh and Franklin
[Boneh 2000a]. Their original paper, presents a basic version of their protocol,
called BasicIdent which secure against chosen plaintext attacks, and another
secure in the random oracle model against adptive ciphertext attacks, called
FullIdent. The security of these protocols is based on the hardness of the
BDHP and is proven secure in the random oracle model.

In the following we present both protocols which constist of four algo-
rithms. These algorithms are: setup, extract, encrypt, decrypt. The setup
algorithm is used by the PKG in order to create the initial system parame-
ters. The extract algorithm is also used by the PKG for the generation of the
user's private keys. The encrypt algorithm is used for the encryption of the
message and �nally the decrypt algorithm for the operation of decryption.

4.1.1.1 BasicIdent

Setup: Let e : G1 × G1 7→ GT be a bilinear pairing of order q. The size of
these groups is de�ned by the security parameter k.

• Select random generator P ∈ G1, and a random integer s ∈ Zq. s will
be the PKG's private key.

• Compute PKG's public key PK = sP ∈ G1.

• De�ne two hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G1 and H2 : G1 7→ {0, 1}n, for
some n ∈ Z. These functions will be treated as random oracles.

• Public system parameters are params : {G1,GT , P, q, n, PK , H1, H2}.
The master PKG's secret key is SK = s.

Extract: Given params, the private key SK and an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗

• Compute QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and dID = sQID ∈ G1

• Return dID and transmit it to the corresponding user via a secure chan-
nel.

Encrypt: Given params, a receiver's identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a plaintext
message to be sent M :
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• Compute QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1

• Select a random r ∈ Zq and compute rP

• Compute gID = ê(QID, PK) ∈ GT

• Compute C = 〈rP,M ⊕H2(grID)〉

• Return and transmit C.

Decrypt: Given params, the user's private key dID and the ciphertext C =

〈U, V 〉

• Compute V ⊕H2(ê(dID, U)) = M

• Return M .

4.1.1.2 FullIdent

By applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [Fujisaki 1999] in BasicI-

dent, the more secure FullIdent protocol is constructed.
Setup: Let e : G1 × G1 7→ GT be a bilinear pairing of order q. The size of
these groups is de�ned by the security parameter k.

• Select random generator P ∈ G1, and a random integer s ∈ Zq. s will
be the PKG's private key.

• Compute PKG's public key PK = sP ∈ G1.

• De�ne four hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G1, H2 : G1 7→ {0, 1}n, for
some n ∈ Z, H3 : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n 7→ Zq and H4 : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}n.
These functions will be treated as random oracles.

• Public system parameters are params :

{G1,GT , P, q, n, PK , H1, H2, H3, H4}. The master PKG's secret
key is SK = s.

Extract: Given params, the private key SK and an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗

• Compute QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1 and dID = sQID ∈ G1

• Return dID and transmit it to the corresponding user via a secure chan-
nel.

Encrypt: Given params, a receiver's identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a plaintext
message to be sent M :
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• Compute QID = H1(ID) ∈ G1

• Select a random σ ∈ {0, 1}∗n and compute r = H3(σ,M)

• Compute gID = ê(QID, PK) ∈ GT

• Compute C = 〈rP, σ ⊕H2(grID)〉 ,M ⊕H4(σ)

• Return and transmit C.

Decrypt: Given params, the user's private key dID and the ciphertext C =

〈U, V,W 〉

• Compute V ⊕H2(ê(dID, U)) = σ ⊕H2(grID)⊕H2(ê(dID, rP )) = σ

• Compute W ⊕H4(σ) = M

• Let r = H3(σ,M). If U 6= rP the ciphertext is rejected, otherwise M is
accepted and is returned.

It is also required to highlight that due to the fact that Boneh and
Franklin's IBE scheme resorts to the random oracle heuristic and in
light of several uninstantiable random oracle cryptosystems [Canetti 1998,
Bellare 2004], the need for a secure in the standard model IBE, urged Boneh
and Boyen to propose a new IBE scheme proven secure without utilizing ran-
dom oracles. However, their scheme was too ine�cient for practical use, and
Waters [Waters 2005] proposed a faster modi�ed protocol that is currently the
base for a number of pairing-based protocols.

4.1.2 IBS schemes

In this Subsection one of the most e�cient proposed IBS schemes, secure
in the random oracle model, proposed by Barreto et al. [Barreto 2005], is
described in detail. Till now, the protocol of [Barreto 2005] is considered to
be the fastest method mainly due to the fact that veri�cation process requires
a single pairing calculation. This e�ciency is gained at the expense of relying
in a stronger security assumption than other provable secure pairing based
approaches [Chen 2005, Heb 2003]. Moreover, it deserves to be said that
Baretto et al. also proposed a signcryption scheme (encryption and signature
together as one mechanism) in the same paper, that combines their IBS
scheme with the Sakai-Kasahara IBE scheme [Sakai 2003]. All in all, the
signature scheme is described below:

Setup: Let e : G1 × G2 7→ GT be a bilinear pairing of order p > 2k.
Also, Q ∈ G2 is a generator of G2 and P = ψ(Q) ∈ G1, where ψ an
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e�cient isomorphism from G2 7→ G1. In case of a supersingular curve,
symmetric pairings can be obtained (i.e. G1 = G2) and ψ is the iden-
tity. Moreover, let g = ê(P,Q) ∈ GT be a public parameter. Then
PKG creates a random master secret SK = s ∈ Zp∗ and a wide public
key Qpub = sQ ∈ G2. Finally, there are two hash functions de�ned,
H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ Zp∗ and H2 : {0, 1}∗ × GT 7→ Zp∗. The systems public
parameters are: params : {G1,G2,GT , P,Q, g,Qpub, ψ,H1, H2}.

KeyGenerator: Given params, SK and an identity ID, PKG computes the
signer's private key as SID = (H1(ID) + SK0−1P .
Signing: Given params, the private key SK and a message m

• Select a random x ∈ Zp∗ and compute r = gx

• Set h = H2(m, r) ∈ Zp∗

• Compute S = (x+ h)SID

• Output the signature on m as σ = (h, S) ∈ Zp∗ ×G1

Veri�cation: Given params, a signer's identity ID, a message m, and a
signature σ, the signature is accepted i� h = H2(m, ê(S,H1(ID)Q+Qpub)g

−1)

4.2 Implementation Infrastructure of IBE

The implementation of a complete Identity Based Cryptosystem has been
an open problem for many years. Some of the main issues are the lack
of programming libaries that support elliptic curve operations and bilin-
ear pairing computations and the `delay' on standarization of elliptic curve
parameters ideal for pairings. However, there are nowdays some pack-
ages that suport IBE. A commercial implementation from Voltage Security
[Voltage-Security-Inc 2006] and a non-commercial Java-based from Maynooth
University have been published; still none of them is currently available for
free. Existing libriaries that support pairings are the PBC library from
Stanford University [Stanford-University 2010], the MIRACL library from
Shamus Std [Shamus-Software-Limited 2010] and the lightweight TinyPair-
ing [Hong-Kong-University 2010] from the University of Hong Kong used for
wireless sensors.

In this Section a proposed implementation that provides a full Graphical
User Iterface (GUI) for the processes of encryption, decryption and sending e-
mail through an IBECrypto application. The protocol of Boneh and Franklin
[Boneh 2000a] has been extended to meet our needs in terms of e�ciency,
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security and user-friendliness. This is the �rst open-source attempt to simul-
taneously provide a fully functional and user-friendly IBE system together
with a trustworthy Private Key Generator.

4.2.1 The Proposed IBE model

The IBE protocol used in the proposed infrastructure is the one called `FullI-
dent' from Dan Boneh and Matt Franklin [Boneh 2000a]. In order to provide
a practical IBE solution, we made some additions and slight modi�cations to
the initial protocol, mainly on the implementation level. The implemented
model can be described by the following entities: the Registration Service
(RS), the PKG and the Client-User.

4.2.1.1 The Registration Service

The Registration Service enables users to create an account to the proposed
IBE system. Any user who wants to encrypt or decrypt with IBE services has
to register to RS. In fact, RS is a web page where users complete a form with
some basic information, included their e-mail and a password, and there is also
the option to select the provided security level. The registered e-mail address
is the corresponding ID for each person. At this point, for the submission of
user's information the use of SSL is inevitable. As it has been mentioned in
the previous section, private keys must be sent to the corresponded entities via
a secure channel. It is highlighted that a password-based solution should also
be an alternative to SSL, but this is still work in progress. After signing-up
to the system, RS updates the list of the registered users with the new user's
credentials. Any user listed to RS, can accept and read encrypted messages.

4.2.1.2 Private Key Generator (PKG)

PKG is responsible for calculating each user's private key. As long as an
entity has registered to RS, he/she can send a private key request to PKG, in
order to receive the private key. For security reasons the transmitted key is
symmetrically encrypted using padded AES 128bits with the hashed password
to work as the AES key. Moreover, PKG distributes, after request, the list
of the users' IDs and their corresponding selection on system parameters (i.e.
the chosen elliptic curve group).

4.2.1.3 Client

All the IBE cryptographic functions, except from the generation of the pri-
vate keys, are performed on the user side. A user can download the client
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application from a web page constructed for this purpose, and after con�g-
uring it, he/she encrypts and decrypts any IBE message. Also, users can
obtain the private key through the client application without any need for
external import or copy paste of the private key. The only action required
is to send a private key request to the PKG and the private key is stored to
the appropriate location. The client application has already preinstalled the
elliptic curves which are used. In order to make possible for a user to encrypt
a message to a speci�c recipient, the recipient itself must have been registered
to the service. Although this is not a prerequisite, we have chosen this set-
ting for user-friendliness and testing purposes. The latter practically means
that user-list can be automatically updated through the software. Moreover,
to complete the secure e-mail function, the application is also working as a
simple e-mail client, equipped with IBE secure �le attachment. A diagram of
the above parts is depicted on Figure 4.1. As it is shown, the user module is
not the client application, but generally the user as an entity.

Figure 4.1: The implemented IBE system. There are distinguished the RS,
PKG, User (as an entity).

4.2.2 Implementation

The proposed system [Kihidis 2010] is built upon a combination of pro-
gramming languages. There are a number of essential requirements related
to the protocol implementation, the communication model, the user in-
terface, the PKG infrastructure and the web environment. To implement
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the initial IBE protocol of [2], there is a need for a cryptographic library
which can provide both Elliptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC) operations and
bilinear pairing functions (see Appendix for the underlying mathematics).
Among the others, three ECC libraries are known to the literature, thus
we analyzed them in detail before choosing the appropriate one for our model:

Miracl: Developed by Shamus Software Ltd
[Shamus-Software-Limited 2010], Miracl is a multiprecision integer and
rational arithmetic C/C++ library that supports ECC, but it does not
provide any pairing function in its API. However, there are several example
programs which implement within them a variety of pairing functions,
including the Weil pairing. All in all, although Miracl meet our needs, we
avoided it due to the fact that it is shareware, meaning that a user license is
required to publish executable �les.

Bouncy Castle: Bouncy Castle provides a lightweight cryptography API
for Java and C#. It provides routines for ECC functions, but it lacks pairing
implementation and there are reports that some of the ECC features are
often poorly integrated; thus it is not still appropriate for our proposed system.

PBC: By examining the API of the PBC library from Stanford University
[Stanford-University 2010], it was considered the most suitable for our
implementation requirements. PBC supports both ECC functions and Weil
Pairing implementation. Moreover, it provides a sophisticated map to point
hash function. The choice of the PBC library had as a consequence the use of
C programming language for the development of IBE functions. Furthermore,
for the cryptographic hash functions SHA1 and MD5, the openSSL library
has been used. Also, the aescrypt2 program from PolarSSL has been selected
for AES symmetric encryption operations.

As mentioned above, IBE functions constitute only a part of the proposed
model. The aim was the development of a user-friendly and complete IBE
system. To achieve this target, the development of a GUI for the client appli-
cation is necessary. Also, the processes of the private key request, the update
of the users list and the encryption and decryption have to be transparent to
the users. The above requirements urged us to use a programming language
with abilities of creating GUIs and network communication abilities. Java
ful�lled these two requirements and was found appropriate for the project
needs. Following the above research, a recent work from the author tries to
parallelize some of the costly IBE functions, using the so called Java-based
`HADOOP' API [Talattinis 2010].
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Furthermore, RS had to be implemented as a web page where any entity
could register to the service through a web browser. For the construction of the
web site technologies of apache, PHP, MySql and Joomla have been used, one
can see http://ibecrypto.com. More speci�cally, the choice of Joomla content
management system is due to its simplicity and its powerful capabilities.

4.2.2.1 Communication between RS and PKG

RS and PKG share the same information through the main database where
every user's data is submitted. It is advisable for these entities to run on the
same computer or at least on di�erent computers, but on the same private
network. The actions taken during the registration process are the following:

• The user �lls a form on the web site on the appropriate sector. All
�elds are necessary to be completed. For ease of use, the user's ID will
be the provided e-mail address. At this point (and only there), the
communication is covered by SSL.

• RS handles the registration request and saves the user's information
in the database. At the same time the new user's public information
(name, last name, e-mail and elliptic curve selection) are published on
the web page.

• Users' list is updated by adding the new user's public information.

Now PKG has on its possession both the new user's public information
and the new user's password. This information is known to PKG through
access to the database.

4.2.2.2 Communication between PKG and Clients

Regarding the communication between PKG and the Client there are two
actions which can take place. The �rst is the obtaining of the private key and
the second is the update of the users' list. Every time a user sends a request
for a private key the following actions occur:

• PKG calculates the private key using the master secret and the user's
ID (e-mail)

• Then, PKG retrieves the user's password from the database, encrypts
the private key with AES (with PKCS5 padding) and it �nally sends
both the encrypted private key and the IV vector

• The Client application uses the user's password to decrypt the private
key and then stores it to the corresponding folder
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The actions for updating the users' list are the following:

• The user sends an �update users' list� request

• PKG receives the request and transmits the users' list �le

• The Client application receives the users' list and updates its current
list

4.2.2.3 Programming the IBE system

As it is already mentioned, the programming language used for the ECC oper-
ations and pairing functions is C, due to the use of the PBC library. Initially,
a static library had been created with the basic cryptographic functions of the
IBE system. Then, the library had been linked against the programs responsi-
ble for the setup, extract, encrypt and decrypt operations (the corresponding
executables are IBE-Setup.exe, IBE-Extract.exe, IBE-Encrypt.exe and IBE-

Decrypt.exe, respectively). Notation is included in Table 4.1. The signatures
of the basic functions are given below:

setup(qbits, rbits, s, P_pub, P, EC)

extract(ID, s, sQ_id, EC)

encryption(input_file, Q_id, P_pub, P, rP, EC)

decryption(input_file, sQ_id, rP, EC)

element_from_id(ID, Q_id, EC)

Setup function: Setup takes as input the bits for the �eld Fq, qbits, and
the bits for the subgroup of E(Fq), rbits, in order to choose the appropriate
Elliptic Curve (EC). It generates the initial system parameters and the key
pairs for PKG namely s, Ppub, P and it runs only once for each supported
EC. We note that PKG requires a key pair for each EC in the system; our
program uses three ECs for di�erent levels of security.

Extract function: Extract function requires the user's ID for the private
key construction, the master secret s and the EC parameters. The function
outputs sQid, which is the user's private key.

Encryption function: To the encryption function is given a �le which is
going to be encrypted (input_�le variable), Qid, which is the ID mapped
to a point of the EC, and the system's public parameters. It calculates the
pairing ê(rQid, Ppub). This value is converted to bytes and then hashed using
SHA1. The hash output is used as a key for the AES algorithm.
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Table 4.1: Notations

Symbol Notation
Fq The �eld where our elliptic curve is constructed

with q some prime: q = 3 mod 4

EC Elliptic Curve equation y2 = x3 + x de�ned over Fq
ID An arbitrary string ∈ {0, 1}∗
P Generator of the EC group
s An arbitrary element of Z∗q

(master key of the PKG)
qbits The bits which we use for the prime number q
rbits The bits for the prime number r.

r is the order of a subgroup of E(Fq) and must be large enough.
sP or Ppub The scalar multiplication of s with P

(public key of the PKG)
Qid A point on EC calculated from ID

sQid The scalar multiplication of s with the Qid (private key)
H1 The hash function which maps ID to Qid (map-to-point hash)
ê(P1, P2) The bilinear pairing of P1 and P2

rP The (scalar) multiplication of an integer r with P
|| String concatenation
text.plain The plain text generated from the Client
text.plain.aes The encrypted text with AES symmetric algorithm
rP_<email>.bin The �le which contains the rP element

it is used for the encryption/decryption of a message
<email>.ibe The �nal �le created by the Client application

containing both the rP_<email>.bin and the text.plain.aes �les
SHA1 The SHA1 160bit hash function
MD5 The SHA1 128bit hash function
aescyrpt2.exe The application for performing AES encryption
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Decryption function: For the decryption, the encrypted �le name, the user's
private key, rP and EC parameters are required as input. The function
applies the pairing ê(sQid, rP ) and, similarly with the encryption function,
it converts the pairing result to bytes and hashes it with SHA1. Then,
the hashed value is used as the decryption key. To mathematically verify
correctness of the protocol we need to check that ê(rQid, Ppub) = ê(sQid, rP ),
which is true due to the bilinearity property.

Element_from_id function: The element_from_id function is used for
mapping an ID to a point on the EC, which is required for the extraction
and encryption algorithms. User's ID is hashed with the MD5 and then the
corresponding point on the curve is calculated (Qid).

On the other hand, for the network communication framework and the
GUI we used Java. There are going to be described some of the high level
functions which link the applications written in C with the rest of the system
(Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: The process of encryption on the Client application.

Encryption and decryption of a message can be done with the commands:

//Here is created the encryptor/decryptor

EncryptDecrypt endec = new EncryptDecrypt();

//Given the text, receiver's email and EC the encryption is performed

endec.encrypt(inputtext,email,ec);

//Similar to the encrypt function,

//but the file for decryption is now specified

endec.decrypt(encryptedfile,email,ec);
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For testing purposes, we solved the communication problem between C and
Java using system calls. Also, because IBE encryption produces two values
for sending to the recipient, in order to achieve the maximum simplicity, the
Client was designed to combine both the AES encrypted �le, with �.aes� su�x,
and the �le which contains the required rP point, with �.bin� su�x, to one
zipped �le with it �.ibe� su�x. This process can be achieved with the following
commands:

//Construct the ".ibe" format handler

//The .ibe file will have the name //<email>.ibe

//where <email> is the receiver's email

IbeFormatHandler ibeout = new IbeFormatHandler(email+".ibe");

//Write the rP file and the .aes file to one //file

ibeout.writeIBEFile(email+".bin", "text.plain.aes");

As regards decryption, the responsible class for the retrieval of both the
private key and the users' list is the one called ConnectionManager. The
retrieval of the private key is done with the command:

//The server's IP and Port number is specified

ConnectionManager connmanager

= new ConnectionManager(servIP, portNum);

//Connecting to the server

connmanager.ConnectToServer();

//Sending a private key request

connmanager.receivePrivateKey(email, pass);

After the private key request is transmitted to the server, the server exe-
cutes the function below:

ConnectionManager.sendPrivateKey(dostream,dbClass, email);

The class ConnectionManager on the server side has been implemented as
abstract and it has di�erent functions in comparison with the Connection-

Manager class of the Client application. To download the updated users list
the following function on the Client application is used:

//Receiving the users' list from server

connmanager.receiveUsersListFromServer();
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4.2.2.4 Benchmarking and conclusions

Due to the fact that the Weil pairing operation is the most costly procedure of
the system, benchmarking tests were performed. For every benchmark, there
was calculated the mean of 100 iterations. The results only count the time
for a pairing without taking into consideration the time for the generation
of random points. The benchmarking results on an Intel Core Duo T2400

1.83GHz with 3GB of RAM 533MHz are shown on Figure 4.3. It is noted
that a pairing operation is by far the most costly procedure of an IBE system.

Figure 4.3: Pairing Computation Timings

It can be observed that pairing functions are much faster in Linux than in
Windows. Given that the pbc.dll dynamic library [Stanford-University 2010]
used in Windows was precompiled with MinGW, it is assumed that the com-
pilation was not so optimized and as a result pairings are slower in Windows.
In any case, the total amount of time required for a protocol run is less than a
second, which proves that the system is practical and user-friendly for secure
e-mail communication.

All in all, the proposed open-source IBE infrastructure can be used as an
alternative to conventional PKI for exchanging messages without requiring
certi�cates. We are currently testing the system's stability and we are work-
ing into adding a number of desirable properties and extend its capabilities.
Regarding additional properties, the implementation of the stronger IBE or
CLE protocols, a time release cryptographic protocol and the transmission of
the user password without any use of SSL during the registration process are
our priorities. Finally, the IBE project is successfully used for communica-
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tion between the members of our laboratory and a PKG is built to support
external IBE users.
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There are nowdays various e-business applications, such as sealed-bid auc-
tions and electronic voting, that require time-delayed decryption of encrypted
data. The literature o�ers at least three main categories of protocols that
provide such timed-release encryption (TRE). They rely either on forcing the
recipient of a message to solve some time-consuming, non-paralellizable prob-
lem before being able to decrypt, or on the use of a trusted entity respon-
sible for providing a piece of information which is necessary for decryption.
This section discusses the mathematical background required for implement-
ing TRE methods including factorization, quadratic residues and the bilinear
Di�e-Hellman problems.

The essence of timed-release encryption (proposed by May in [May 1993])
is to encrypt a message so that no one, including the designated recipient(s),
will be able to decrypt it before a speci�ed time instant.

Various TRE solutions have been proposed in the literature. As a �rst
cut,[May 1993] descibed a basic mechanism in which a third party has the
role of an escrow agent, storing the encrypted messages and transmit them
to the recipient on the speci�ed by the sender time instant. Since then, a
number of new innovative mechanisms appeared, each with its own advan-
tages and disadvantages. In 1996, [Rivest 1996] suggested the method of
Time Lock Puzzles(TLPs), which was based on a non-parallelizable prob-
lem that could be easily constructed, but required a minimum amount of
time to solve. The same paper, also described how any assymetric encryp-
tion scheme could be easily modi�ed to support TRE: A third entity, called
a Key Generation Center(KGC), produces a key pair for each required time
instant and publishes the public part of these keys right away, so that encryp-
tion is possible. Then, the KGC broadcasts each private (decryption) key at
the correpsonding time instant. The above techniques were improved later in
[Mao 2001, Chalkias 2006b]. Although additional aprroaches were also pro-
posed [Di Crescenzo 1999], the breakthrough in the �eld of TRE came after
the introduction of identity based encryption [Boneh 2000a]. Beggining in
2003, [Mont 2003], various protocols were proposed, based on the quadratic
residue assumption, and on the properties of bilinear pairings on elliptic curve
groups [Stephanides 2008, Chalkias 2008b].

5.1 Time-Lock Puzzles

All existing CPU-based TLP approaches are based on the same problem:
Given a large composite number, n, and integers t < n and a with gcd(a, n) =
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1, compute the secret value (akin to a decryption key)

S = a2t(mod n). (5.1)

It is known that, without factoring n, S can be computed in t squarings
modulo n [Mao 2001]. We remark that S can be easily computed by the
sender, as she constructs n, and thus knows φ(n) (Euler's phi function of n),
while it has been proven that this problem cannot be parallelized.

The following is a sample TLP-based protocol from [Rivest 1996]. We
assume that we have a sender who wants to encrypt a message M via a time-
lock puzzle, to be decrypted in at least T seconds. The steps that he is going
to execute are:

1. generate a large composite number, n = pq, where p and q are randomly
chosen secret primes.

2. compute φ(n) = (p− 1)(q − 1).

3. compute t = TS, where S is the number of squarings modulo n per
second that can be performed by the receiver.

4. generate a random key K for a conventional cryptosystem, such as AES.

5. encrypt M with key K and encryption algorithm AES to obtain the
ciphertext CM = AES(K,M).

6. choose a random a modulo n (with 1 < a < n) and encrypt K as
CK = K + a2t(mod n) - in order to increase the e�ciency, one can
initially compute e = 2t(mod φ(n)) and b = ae(mod n).

7. produce as output the time-lock puzzle (n, a, t, CK , CM), and erase any
other variables (such as p, q) created during this computation.

The only way for the receiver to decrypt the message is to start with a and
perform t squarings sequentially (each time squaring the previous result).

As we saw above, the TLP approach puts immense computational overhead
on the receiver, who must perform non-stop non-parallelizable computation in
order to retrieve a time-encrypted message. This could be impractical (e.g.,
it would tie up the received's CPU) if the message is to be read su�ciently
far into the future. Moreover, the total time needed to solve a puzzle depends
on the receiver's CPU speed and on the time at which the decryption process
is started, making it di�cult to accurately predict exactly when the message
will be �released�.

Existing TLP approaches include [Rivest 1996], [Mao 2001], and the
timed-release scheme for standard digital signatures in [Garay 2002].
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5.2 TRE based on Quadratic Residues

When [Boneh 2000a] introduced the idea of identity-based encryption(IBE),
they refered to TRE as one of its possible applications. [Mont 2003] im-
plemented at idea, but did so using a di�erent mechanism than that of
[Boneh 2000a]. In fact, at that time, there were two possible solutions for
constructing IBE schemes, one based on bilinear pairings and another one
based on quadratic residues [Cocks 2001]. In [Mont 2003], the authors chose
the second approach creating the �rst server-passive TRE scheme. In their
protocol the sender does not communicate with the KGC (or time-server) at
all. Thus, the KGCs sole responsibility is to periodically publish a piece of
time-embedded information, also called a `trapdoor', that is required for the
decryption of messages. Each trapdoor corresponds to a unique time instant
and is to be used by any and all users that want to decrypt a message at that
time. We proceed to describe in detail how this system works.

There are three entities involved in the scheme of [Mont 2003], a sender
(S), a receiver (R) and the KGC.
QR-TRE Initialization (run by the KGC)

1. Choose two di�erent prime numbers p and q that are both congruent to
3 mod 4, so p ≡ 3%4 and q ≡ 3%4.

2. Compute the public modulus as N = pq.

3. p,q are kept secret

4. N is published and is known to R and S

QR-TRE Public IBE Key Construction (run by anyone)

This algorithm is used to create the IBE public key that corresponds to the
time information and works as follows: A hash function that maps a string
on an integer mod N value applied to the string representing the decryption
time. The only restriction is that for the hash value, say h, the Jacobi symbol
( h
N

) is +1. For instance, if the disclosure time is to be on January, 1st 2009,
at 12:00 noon (GMT), the hash output is h = hash(GMT200901011200).

QR-TRE Trapdoor Generator (run by the KGC)

1. Compute h = hash(GMT200901011200) using the QR-TRE Public IBE
Key Construction algorithm.

2. Compute the trapdoor t ≡ sqrt(h) mod N . Only the KGC can compute
this value, by calculating t = hN+5−(p+q)

8
mod N . Such a t will indeed

satisfy either t2 ≡ h mod N or t2 ≡ −h mod N , depending upon which
of t or −t is a square modulo N .
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3. Publish t at decryption time.

QR-TRE Encryption (run by sender)

Suppose that the sender has knowledge of the public value N , and selects a
time-instant, say GMT200901011200, to send a single bit, m, to the receiver.

1. Let r = 2m− 1, thus r = −1 if m = 0 and r = 1 if m = 1.

2. Choose a random, k ∈ 0...N − 1, such that the Jacobi symbol
(
k
N

)
= r.

3. Compute h = hash(GMT200901011200) using the QR-TRE Public IBE
Key Construction algorithm.

4. Compute s ≡ (k + h/k) mod N and send it to the receiver.

QR-TRE Decryption (run by receiver)

The receiver knows the public value N and he has the encrypted message s.

1. At the appointed time he obtains the trapdoor t from the KGC.

2. Computes m =Jacobi symbol
(
s+2t
N

)
.

3. msg = (m+ 1)/2, i.e, msg = 0 if m = −1, otherwhise msg = 1.

5.3 TRE Based on Bilinear Pairings

Since the early work on `Trusted Agent'-based (TA) TRE schemes, there
have been many e�orts in order to minimize server-user interaction, as
well as to ensure scalability and user-anonymity. After the introduction of
IBE several new and innovative TRE techniques appeared in the literature
[Blake 2005, Cathalo 2005, Dent 2006a, Chalkias 2007c, Osipkov 2004], mak-
ing use of elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and the e�cient implementation
of bilinear pairings on elliptic curves. In this Section, various protocols are
described, each one with special properties characteristics.

The majority of modern pairing-based TRE schemes require an abelian,
additive �nite group G1, of prime order q, and an abelian multiplicative cyclic
group of the same order, GT . We will let P denote the generator of G1; Hn

will be a secure hash function. Finally, ê : G1 × G1 7→ GT will be a bilinear
pairing.
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5.4 TRE using Hash Chains

The main contribution of this protocol proposed in [Chalkias 2006b] is to
combine the schemes with desirable properties in order to decrease at the
minimum the length of the private information that the server reveals and
broadcasts at the speci�c time instance. The main aim is to avoid fairness
issues arising from uncontrollable network congestion or delivery delay. This is
because in a real world application, where a time-server supports thousands or
millions of users (including software-agents), there would be 'important' time
instances where the majority of receivers will simultaneously try to retrieve
the server's private information to read their messages. In this case, a DoS

attack may occurred and it is possible that some users will gain advantage
through this information. Unlike other schemes, the approach to be presented
eliminates the amount of data that the server broadcasts at the designated
time and the private information is nothing more than an integer value that
is recursively authenticated. The latter is based on a continuous hashing
procedure used to construct the time-instant private keys in the same way
the S/Key password authentication system works. Thus, only the private key
corresponding to the current time-instant is needed to construct the previous
keys. The last property is very useful as a user can decrypt messages of
previous time instants by just getting the current private key from the server.

5.4.1 S/Key System

To better understand the protocol and its characteristics, we review the S/Key
system which is one of the fundamental tools in which the protocol is based.

The S/Key one-time password system was proposed by Neil M. Haller in
1995. It is an authentication system which applies a secure hash function
multiple times to construct the one-time passwords. The �rst one-time pass-
word is produced by hashing the client's processed password for some speci�ed
number of times, say N. The next one-time password is generated by hashing
the user's password for only N -1 times. Generally, If f is the hash function, s
is the original client's password and pi is the one-time password at the i− th
login attempt then pi = fN−i(s).

This system is secure against eavesdropping attacks as the login - pass-
words are always di�erent. The eavesdropper cannot produce the next one-
time password as the hash function is a one-way function. However, the last
property is very useful for the veri�cation of the next password. When the user
attempts to login again using the new one-time password, the server checks
that the hash product of the new password is equal to the previous entered.
As there are functions that their hash product is 256 or 512 bits, we can use
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this procedure in our scheme to construct Elliptic Curve Cryptography private
keys of su�cient key-size.

5.4.2 General Setup and Key Generation

The proposed TRC scheme is a combination of the scheme proposed by Blake
and Chan [Blake 2005] and the S/Key password authentication system. There
is an analysis of its security and an improvement/extension of the way the keys
are constructed in order to be better protected against birthday attacks that
can be applied in hash functions. Our encryption scheme is (Gen, TGen, Enc,
Dec) for four algorithms such that Gen generates the public and private keys,
TGen generates the time-instant keys, Enc encrypts using the receiver's and
server's public key, the time-instant public key and the sender's private key
and Dec decrypts using the receiver's private key and the time-instant private
key.

The following cryptographic hash functions are chosen: H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G1,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ {0, 1}n for some n ∈ Zq. The notation Hn

2 (x) stands for the
continuous hashing of x for n times, for example H3

2 (x) = H2(H2(H2(x))).
If n = 0 then H0

2 (x) = x. There are three entities in the proposed scheme,
namely the server (time-server), the sender and the recipient. The server
chooses a random private key s and a generator of G1, say G. The server's
public key consists of two elements: G, sG. As for the sender, he chooses
a secret private key a and he publishes the public key which is: aG, asG.
Similarly, the receiver chooses a secret key b and he computes the public key:
bG, bsG. It is easily understood that this is not an IBE scheme and a CA-type
of certi�cation is needed to verify the authenticity of the public keys.

5.4.3 Time-Instant Key Generation

In the proposed scheme, the construction of the time-instant private keys (the
keys needed to decrypt a message at a speci�ed time instant) is based on an
S/Key-like procedure. Suppose that the server needs to publish the public
keys of a single day and that every key represents a di�erent time instance of
that day. To better understand the procedure let us assume that the server
needs to publish 24 di�erent public keys and that each one represents a unique
hour on that day (eg. 11:00:00 PM Feb 10, 2011 GMT). For this purpose,
the time-server selects a random secret integer value t ∈ Z∗q. To compute the
private key of the �rst hour of the day T1:(01:00:00 AM Feb 10, 2011 GMT),
the time-server computes H23

2 (t)(this is the T1 private key). The public key for
that time instant is: H23

2 (t)H1(T1). Similarly, the public key for the next time-
instance T2:(02:00:00 AM Feb 10, 2011 GMT) is H22

2 (t)H1(T2) and the same
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goes for the next time-instants, until the last time instant where the value t
is the private key and the point tH1(T24) is the public key. To authenticate
a time-instant public key, the server has to publish (together with the public
key) the point value H24−n

2 (t)sG, where H24−n
2 (t) is the private key for the

n-th time instant. To accept a public key, the sender checks if the following
equality exists:

ê(H1(Tn), H24−n
2 sG) = ê(H24−n

2 (t)H1(Tn), sG) (5.2)

The trusted time-server publishes the private time-instant key at the spec-
i�ed time.

5.4.4 Encryption and Decryption

As the public keys consist of two elements we will use the notation Pub1X

to express the �rst element of the key that belongs to user X and Pub2X

to express the second element, e.g. for the recipient B : Pub1B = bG and
Pub2B = bsG.

Encryption: Given a message M , a sender's private key a, a recipient's
public key (Pub1B = bG, Pub2B = bsG), a server's public key (Pub1S =

G,Pub2S = sG), a release time T ∈ {0, 1}∗, and a time-instant public key
for the time T : (Pub1T = nH1(T ), Pub2T = nsG) the following steps for
encryption are are to be executed:

1. Verify that ê(H1(T ), Pub2T ) = ê(Pub1T, Pub2S) ⇒ ê(H1(T ), nsG) =

ê(nH1(T ), sG) ⇒ ê(H1(T ), G)ns = ê(H1(T ), G)ns; if true then accept
the time-instant public key.

2. Verify that ê(Pub1B,Pub2S) = ê(Pub1S, Pub2B) ⇒ ê(bG, sG) =

ê(G, bsG) ⇒ ê(G,G)bs = ê(G,G)bs; if true then accept the recipients
public key.

3. Choose a random integer r ∈ Zq.

4. Calculate K = ê(Pub1T, Pub1B)ar = ê(nH1(T ), bG)ar =

ê(H1(T ), G)abnr.

5. Send ciphertext C = 〈rH1(T ),M ⊕K〉, where ⊕ can be any symmetric
encryption algorithm, such as AES.

Decryption: Given a ciphertext C, a sender's public key (Pub1A,Pub2A),
a recipients private key a and a time-instant private key n:
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1. Compute the pairing K∗ = ê(rH1(T ), Pub1A)bn = ê(rH1(T ), aG)bn =

ê(H1(T ), G)abnr; if K∗ = K then the recipient is sure that the message
is not corrupted and he can also verify the sender's identity and validity
of the time-instant key n (receiver uses the key n and the sender's public
key to compute the pairing K∗ = K).

2. Recover M by computing (M ⊕K)⊕K∗ = M .

5.4.5 Sketch of Security

To provide a security proof, we work in the same way as Blake and Chan do
in [Blake 2005]. The server's private key s is safe because it is di�cult to �nd
s from G, sG (DLP). In the same way, it is di�cult to �nd a user's private
key a from G, aG, sG, asG. The argument is as follows: Suppose there exists
a polynomial time algorithm A : (G, aG, sG, asG) that �nds a. This means
that A can be used to solve the DLP in the following way: Given G, aG, it
chooses a random integer b to compute bG and baG = abG; using A, one
can �nd a = A(G, aG, bG, baG). However, This problem is as di�cult as the
DLP. A message cannot be decrypted since the speci�ed time as the receiver
needs to compute ê(H1(T ), G)abnr from sG, aG, asG, b, rH1(T ), nH1(T ), nsG.
As it can been seen, the mapping ê(H1(T ), G)abnr does not contain the server's
private key, so the sG, asG and nsG are useless. Suppose that the receiver
rewrites G as wH1(T ) for some unknown w, then the problem becomes to �nd
ê(H1(T ), H1(T ))abnrw from wH1(T ), bH1(T ), rH1(T ), nH1(T ) and awH1(T ).
This problem is equivalent to the BDHP. As it can be seen, the easiest way
for a receiver to recover a message before the designated time is to solve the
Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Problem (BDHP). Hence, as the BDHP problem holds,
the recipient cannot gain any information of the encrypted message before its
speci�ed release time (excluding the case he colludes with the time-server).

5.4.6 Extended Private Key Construction

One of the problems that our scheme has to face is that the time-instant pri-
vate keys are fully dependent. Even though it is very di�cult for someone
to extract a private key from the public key, we can assume that an attacker
�nally �nds a private key that represents a time instance Ti. Then, by hash-
ing that key, he can produce all the previous private keys (Ti−1, Ti−2, ..., Ti−n).
This means that he will be able to decrypt all the messages sent to him (en-
crypted with the public keys of these time-instances). To be better protected
against this threat, we chose a di�erent procedure for the key construction.
Unlike the initial approach, the time-server selects two random secret integer
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values t1, t2 ∈ Z∗q. The private key for the time-instance Tn is t1 ⊕ t2. The
private key for Tn−1 is H2(t1) ⊕ H2(t2), for Tn−2 is H2

2 (t1) ⊕ H2
2 (t2) etc. Us-

ing this method of key construction, the knowledge of the private key (of a
time instant) does not reveal the private keys that represent previous time-
instants. Although this approach is much safer, it comes with a cost. When
the server publishes the private key for a speci�c time instance he needs also
to publish extra information, in order for the users to construct the pre-
vious keys. As it is already referred, the main advantage of our protocol
is that only the last private key is needed to construct the previous time-
instant private keys. For this purpose, if for example the current private key
is H2(t1) ⊕ H2(t2), then the server also publishes H2(t2). Now a user can
compute H2(t1) = (H2(t1) ⊕ H2(t2)) ⊕ H2(t2). Then, he can construct the
previous private key H2

2 (t1)⊕H2
2 (t2).

5.4.7 Possible Scenario: `Timed Release Clues'

Suppose a scenario where a user (Bob) wants to send some information (three
clues) to a recipient Alice. According to Bob, Alice should not learn all the
clues simultaneously, but she can read the clues in a sequential order; each
clue at a di�erent time-instance (e.g. after an hour). For this purpose, Bob
connects to a time-server that provides public time-instant keys for every
single hour of the day and gets the public keys for the time instances T1 <

T2 < T3. As it was referred in the description of our scheme, the public keys
are of the form (nH1(T ), nsG). Bob runs the encryption process of our scheme
(the clue1 will be decrypted at T1, the clue2 at T2 and the clue3 at T3) and
sends the ciphertexts to Alice. Now, Bob can go o�ine. As for the server's
side, his �rst job is to select two random integers t1, t2 that will be used for the
extended private key construction. For security reasons, the server encrypts
and stores these numbers using his public key. The next step is to publish the
time-instant public keys. For this purpose, he �rst creates the private keys
and then constructs the public ones.

• for T3 private: t1 ⊕ t2, public: (t1 ⊕ t2)H1(T2), (t1 ⊕ t2)sG.

• for T2 private: H2(t1)⊕H2(t2), public: (H2(t1)⊕H2(t2))H1(T2), (H2(t1)⊕
H2(t2))sG.

• for T1 private: H2
2 (t1) ⊕ H2

2 (t2), public: (H2
2 (t1) ⊕

H2
2 (t2))H1(T2), (H2

2 (t1)⊕H2
2 (t2))sG.

When the desirable time comes, the server publishes the private keys together
with the needed extra information.
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• for T1 private: H2
2 (t1)⊕H2

2 (t2), extra info: H2
2 (t2)

• for T2 private: H2(t1)⊕H2(t2), extra info: H2(t2)

• for T3 private: t1 ⊕ t2, extra info: t2.

The extra information is important to construct the previous time-instant
private keys. For example, if the private key for the time instant T3 has been
published, one can also compute the time-instant private key for the time in-
stance T2 by executing the following operations: get t1 = (t1⊕t2)⊕t2, compute
H(t1) and H(t2), compute the T2 private key as H(t1)⊕H(t2). Moreover, as
the previous private keys can be constructed by the latest published key, the
server can delete them from his database. If a user needs to decrypt a message
that could have been decrypted on a previous time instant, he just has to get
the current key and apply the operation discussed above. Alice has to wait
until the server reveals the private keys. In case where Alice is o�ine until
the time instant T3, where all the private keys have been revealed, she will get
the latest published key (T3) with its extra information to construct the keys
for T2 and T1 respectively. This is the main advantage of our protocol. This
scheme is very useful for cases where users receive a big number of messages
of di�erent time instances. Furthermore, the server does not have to keep lists
of previous private keys and at each time the current private key is enough
to construct all the previous ones. The communication cost at the decryption
process is minimal and the server can support a bigger number of users who
simultaneously request the time-instant private keys.

5.5 An Improved Anonymous TRE Protocol

The contribution of this protocol is to combine the desirable properties of ex-
isting TRE schemes in order to create a new, e�cient, server-passive, provably-
secure, pairing-based, user-Anonymous TRE protocol (termed AnTRE). More
speci�cally, the proposed approach improves upon recent approaches by
Blake and Chan[Blake 2005], Hwang et al.[Hwang 2005], and Cathalo et
al.[Cathalo 2005], by reducing the number of bilinear pairings that users must
compute, and by enabling additional pre-computations. The proposed so-
lution compares favorably with existing schemes in terms of computational
e�ciency, communication cost and memory requirements, and is provably se-
cure in the random oracle model.

A key advantage of this protocol is its simple public key format which
enables pairing pre-computations1 and leads to signi�cant computational sav-

1By pre-computation we mean that some of the calculations necessary to run a protocol

can be performed o�-line, prior to specifying a message or a receiver.
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ings. Recently-proposed TRE schemes either use a more complex public
key format [Blake 2005, Cathalo 2005], thus requiring pairing-based veri�-
cation of users' public keys, or lack support for pre-computations [Blake 2005,
Hwang 2005]. In terms of computational e�ciency, our protocol is more
than twice as fast as the best existing approaches when sending to unknown

receivers, while also comparing favorably when sending the same informa-
tion to multiple (more than two) receivers. Moreover, under our approach,
the amount of data (public keys and pre-computed values) to be stored
in the sender's machine is very small compared to that of other schemes
[Cathalo 2005]. In our scheme, as in [Blake 2005], the time-server does not
need to store any of the required trapdoors, since it can generate them on de-
mand, using its own private key. Furthermore, the time-server has a passive
role and its sole responsibility is to periodically publish time-speci�c trap-
doors, avoiding any interaction at all with either the sender or the receiver,
thus providing user-anonymity.

In order to construct the a�ormationed time-speci�c trapdoors, the short
signature scheme proposed by Boneh and Boyen [Boneh 2008], and Zhang et
al. [Zhang 2004] is chosen as primitive. This scheme was initially used in the
selective-ID secure IBE in [Boneh 2004a] which was proven to be secure with-
out random oracles. In our case, the proposed TRE protocol detailed below is
based on the anonymous TRE protocol of Cathalo et al. [Cathalo 2005], the
�rst to make use of such signature schemes for TRE purposes. Its security
proofs hold in the random oracle model [Bellare 1993] and are presented on
the Appendix A. In the following, the description of the proposed protocol,
named AnTRE, is provided. I will sometimes refer to AnTRE as the �full�
version of our protocol, in order to distinguish it from its simpler, �basic�
counterpart which is used in the security proofs.

5.5.1 AnTRE Preliminaries

For the purposes of this work, we will require an abelian, additive �nite group
G1, of prime order q, and an abelian multiplicative group, G2, of the same
order. For example, G1 may be the group of points on an elliptic curve. We
will let P denote the generator of G1. Also, H1, H2, H3, H4 will be four secure
hash functions, with H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ Z∗q, H2 : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}k, H3 : G2 7→ Z∗q,
H4 : G1 7→ {0, 1}n+k0 . Finally, e : G1 ×G1 7→ G2 will be a bilinear pairing.

5.5.2 Full Version of AnTRE

To send a message m that will be decrypted at (or after) a pre-de�ned time
instant T , the following protocol is to be executed (shown also in Table 5.1
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in a more compact form):

AnTRE.Setup: given security parameters k and k0, where k0 is poly-
nomial in k, the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the cryptographic hash functions H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ Z∗q, where τ
is the bit-length of time representation T , H2 : {0, 1}n+k0+τ 7→ {0, 1}2k,
H3 : G2 7→ Z∗q, H4 : G1 7→ {0, 1}n+k0+2k for some n, τ ∈ N. These functions
will be treated as random oracles when it comes to security considerations.
3. Generates the time-server's private key, s ∈ R←−Z∗q, and the corresponding
public key, S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space M = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space
C = G1 ×G1 × {0, 1}n+k0+2k+τ .
The public parameters are:
params : {k, k0, q,G1,G2, P, S, ê, H1, H2, H3, H4, n,M,C}.

AnTRE.ReleaseT: given a time instant T ∈ {0, 1}τ , its hash value
t = H1(T ), and the server's private key s, it returns the time-speci�c
trapdoor sT = (s+ t)−1P ∈ G∗1.

AnTRE.KeyGen: given params, it chooses a private key b ∈ Z∗q and
produces receiver's public key B = bP ∈ G∗1.

AnTRE.Enc: to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n using the time information
T ∈ {0, 1}τ and the receiver's public key B, the sender executes the following:
1. Choose x R←−{0, 1}k0 , compute t = H1(T ) ∈ Z∗q and h = H2(m||x||T ) ∈
{0, 1}2k and get r1, r2 ∈ Z∗q, where r1||r2 = h̄, where h̄ denotes the 2k-bit
integer value of h.
2. Compute c1 = r1S + r1tP ∈ G∗1 and c2 = r2P ∈ G∗1.
3. Compute d = H3(ê(P, P )r1) ∈ Z∗q.
4. Compute K = H4(dr2B) ∈ {0, 1}n+k0+2k and then c3 = (m||x||h) ⊕ K ∈
{0, 1}n+k0+2k. The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, c3, T 〉.

AnTRE.Dec: given C := 〈c1, c2, c3, T 〉, the trapdoor sT and his pri-
vate key b, the recipient computes d = H3(ê(c1, sT )) ∈ G1, and the session
key K = H4(dr2B) ∈ {0, 1}n+k0+2k. He is then able to retrieve the message as
m||x||h = K⊕ c3. To verify the message, he checks whether H2(m||x||T ) = h.

The following two statements concern the security properties of AnTRE. In
particular, the proposed protocol is secure against IND-CTCA and IND-CCA
attackers.
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Theorem 4 Assume that a polynomial-time IND − CTCA attacker has a

non-negligible advantage ε(k) against AnTRE when making qHi queries to ran-

dom oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and qT time server queries. Then the q-BDHI2

problem can be solved (in polynomial time) with non-negligible probability.

Theorem 5 Assume that a polynomial-time IND-CCA attacker has a non-

negligible advantage ε(k) against AnTRE when making qHi queries to random

oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then the CDH 3 problem can be solved (in poly-

nomial time) with non-negligible probability.

5.5.3 Basic Version of AnTRE

The following basic version of AnTRE, termed BasicAnTRE, will be useful
when discussing the security of our protocol in the following subsection.

To send a timed release message m that will be decrypted at (or after) a
pre-de�ned time instant T , the following protocol is to be executed.

AnTRE.Setup: given security parameters k and k0, where k0 is poly-
nomial in k, the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ Z∗q,
H2 : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}k0 , H3 : G2 7→ Z∗q, H4 : G1 7→ {0, 1}n+k0 for some n ∈ N.
These functions will be treated as random oracles when it comes to security
considerations.
3. Generates the time-server's private key s ∈ R←−Z∗q and the corresponding
public key S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space to be M = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space is
C = G1 ×G1 × {0, 1}n+k0 .
The public parameters are params :=

{k, k0, q,G1,G2, P, S, ê, H1, H2, H3, H4, n,M,C}.

AnTRE.ReleaseT: given a time T ∈ {0, 1}τ and the server's private
key s it returns the time-speci�c trapdoor sT = (s+ t)−1P ∈ G∗1.

AnTRE.KeyGen: given params, it chooses a private key b ∈ Z∗q and

2The q-Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Inversion Problem (q-BDHI) is: given

(Q, aQ, a2Q, ..., aqQ) ∈ Gq+1
1 , compute ê(Q,Q)a

−1 ∈ G2.
3The Computational Di�e-Hellman Problem (CDH) is: given Q ∈ G1, aQ, bQ for some

a, b ∈ Z∗
q , compute abQ ∈ G1.
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Table 5.1: Proposed Anonymous TRE protocol (AnTRE).

(Sender) (Receiver) (Server)
(b, B = bP ) (s, S = sP )

t = H1(T )

sT = (s+ t)−1P

x
R←−{0, 1}k0

t = H1(T )

h = H2(m||x||T )

r1||r2 = h̄

c1 = r1S + r1tP

c2 = r2P

d = H3(ê(P, P )r1)

K = H4(dr2B)

c3 = (m||x||h)⊕K

(c1, c2, c3, T )
−−−−−−−−→

sT←−− [at release time]

d = H3(ê(c1, sT ))

K = H4(dbc2)

m||x||h = K ⊕ c3

accept if
H2(m||x||T )

?
= h

produces receiver's public key B = bP ∈ G∗1.

AnTRE.Enc: to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n using the time information
T ∈ {0, 1}τ and the receiver's public key B, the sender executes the following:
1. Choose random r1, r2 ∈ Z∗q, compute t = H1(T ) ∈ Z∗q.
2. Compute h = H2(m).
3. Compute c1 = r1S + r1tP ∈ G∗1 and c2 = r2P ∈ G∗1.
4. Compute d = H3(ê(P, P )r1) ∈ Z∗q.
5. Compute K = H4(dr2B) ∈ {0, 1}n+k0 and then c3 = (m||h) ⊕ K ∈
{0, 1}n+k0 .
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, c3, T 〉.
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AnTRE.Dec: given C := 〈c1, c2, c3, T 〉, the trapdoor sT and his pri-
vate key b, the recipient computes d = H3(ê(c1, sT )) ∈ G1 and the session
key K = H4(dr2B) ∈ {0, 1}n+k0 . Then, he is able to retrieve the message as
m||h = K ⊕ c3. To verify the message, he checks whether H2(m) = h.

5.6 A Versatile Anonymous TRE protocol

(NewTRE)

In this Section a new server-based e�cient protocol for TRE is presented. As
with other recently-proposed schemes, ours is based on the use of bilinear pair-
ings on any Gap Di�e-Hellman group, allowing absolute release time of the
encrypted data. Our protocol possesses the required properties regarding user
anonymity and server passivity. It also provides almost-costless scalability in
settings with multiple time-servers, and improves signi�cantly upon exist-
ing TRE schemes, in terms of computational and communication cost. This
makes current approach well-suited to a number of emerging e-applications
that require future decryption of con�dential data.

5.6.1 Proposed Versatile NewTRE

The proposed agent-based TRE scheme [Hristu-Varsakelis 2008a], termed
NewTRE, involves two types of entities: a time-server which issues time-
speci�c trapdoors with some pre-determined frequency (e.g., every minute),
and users which may act as either senders or receivers. To send a message,
m, that will be decrypted at (or after) a pre-de�ned time t, the following
protocol is to be executed, also shown in Table 5.2 in more compact form:

NewTRE.Setup:(run by the time-server) given a security parameter
k, the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ G∗1,
H2 : G∗2 7→ {0, 1}n. These functions will be treated as random oracles when
it comes to security considerations.
3. Generates the time-server's private key s ∈ R←−Z∗q and the corresponding
public key S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space to be m = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space to
be C = G1 × {0, 1}n+τ .
The public parameters are params := {k, q, G1, G2, P , S, ê, H1, H2, n, τ ,
m, C}.
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NewTRE.ReleaseT: (run by the time-server) given a time instant
t ∈ {0, 1}τ and the server's private key s ∈ Z∗q, it returns the time-speci�c
trapdoor skT = sT ∈ G∗1, where T = H1(t) ∈ G∗1. We note that the trapdoor
is in fact a time-server's short signature (as this proposed in [Boneh 2005a])
on that time, t, and is inherently self-authenticating. Thus, there is no
need for an additional server signature: a user can simply check whether
ê(S, T )

?
=ê(P, skT ).

NewTRE.KeyGen: (run by the receivers) given params, it chooses
a private key b ∈ Z∗q and produces receiver's public key B = bP ∈ G∗1.

NewTRE.Enc: (run by the senders) to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n using
the time information t ∈ {0, 1}τ , the receiver's public key B and the server's
public key S, the sender executes the following:
1. Choose r ∈ R←−Z∗q.
2. Compute T = H1(t) ∈ G∗1.
3. Compute Q = rT ∈ G∗1.
4. Compute K = ê(S,Q) = ê(sP, rT ) = ê(P, T )rs ∈ G∗2.
5. Compute c1 = rB = rbP ∈ G∗1 and c2 = m ⊕ H2(K) ∈ {0, 1}n, where ⊕
denotes the XOR function.
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, t〉.

NewTRE.Dec: (run by the receivers) given C := 〈c1, c2, t〉, the trap-
door skT and his private key b, the recipient computes:
1. R = b−1c1 = b−1brP = rP . R can also be pre-computed (before the release
time), and
2. the session key K = ê(R, skT ) = ê(rP, sT ) = ê(P, T )rs ∈ G∗2.
3. He retrieves the message as m = H2(K)⊕ c2.

5.6.2 Security and Adversarial Models

NewTRE can be shown to be secure against attackers who are more pow-
erful than the one implied in Sec. 5.6.2.1. It will be helpful to distinguish
between two kinds of adversaries. One is an outside attacker with knowledge
of time-speci�c trapdoors for any time (e.g., a �curious� time-server), trying
to decrypt a ciphertext he has intercepted. This attacker is to be challenged
on a random user's public key for which he is equipped with a decryption
oracle. A second adversary is an inside attacker that models a receiver who
tries to decrypt a ciphertext before its designated release time. In that case,
the adversary has knowledge of the receiver's private key, but does not know
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Table 5.2: Proposed improvement of Blake's and Chan's scheme (NewTRE)

(Sender) (Receiver) (Server)
(b, B = bP ) (s, S = sP )

T = H1(t)

skT = sT

r
R←−Z∗q

T = H1(time)

Q = rT

K = ê(S,Q)

c1 = rB

c2 = m⊕H2(K) (c1, c2, t)−−−−−→

skT←−−− [at release time]

T = H1(time)

K = ê(c1, skT )b
−1

m = c2 ⊕H2(K)

the time-server's private key or the trapdoor that will be published at the
appointed time. We assume that an inside attacker can choose the public key
on which he is challenged in a ��nd-then-guess� game, similar to that detailed
in [Cathalo 2005, Chalkias 2007c], and can also access a release-time oracle
returning trapdoors for any time period, except the one corresponding to the
challenge ciphertext. In a chosen-ciphertext scenario, the adversary also has
access to an oracle decrypting ciphertexts other than the challenge. In the
NewTRE model, this adversary is called chosen-time period and ciphertext
attacker (CTCA).

Dé�nition 11 ([Cathalo 2005]) Let A be an outside adversary. A TRE

scheme is said to be secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA se-

cure) if no polynomially bounded adversary A has a non-negligible advantage

in the following game:

1. A challenger, CH, takes a security parameter 1k and runs TRE.Setup(1k)

and TRE.KeyGen to obtain a list of public parameters, params, and a key

pair (upr, upub). The public key upub, params, and the server's private key,
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spr, are given to A, while the private key, upr, is kept secret.

2. A has access to a decryption oracle, TRE.Decrypt(.), which given

a ciphertext (C, T ) and the time-speci�c trapdoor sT (always com-

putable by anyone who knows spr), returns the decryption of C using

the private key upr. At some point, A outputs two equal-length mes-

sages m0, m1 and a challenge time-period T ∗. He gets a ciphertext

(C∗, T ∗) = TRE.Encrypt(mb, upub, params, T
∗), for b

R←−{0, 1}, computed

under the public key upub.

3. A issues a new sequence of queries but is prohibited from asking for the

decryption of the challenge for the time period T ∗. He eventually outputs a bit

b
′
, and wins if b

′
= b. His advantage is AdvIND−CCATRE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]−1/2|.

Dé�nition 12 ([Cathalo 2005]) Let A be an inside adversary. A TRE

scheme is said to be secure against chosen-time period and ciphertext attacks

(IND-CTCA secure) if no polynomially bounded adversary, A, has a non-

negligible advantage in the following game:

1. The challenger, CH, takes the security parameter 1k and runs

NewTRE.Setup(1k) to return the resulting public parameters params to

A. The server's public key, spub, is given to A, while the corresponding

private key, spr, is kept secret.

2. A has access to a release-time oracle TRE.ReleaseT(.) returning

trapdoors sT for any time T . A is also given access to a decryption oracle,

TRE.Dec(.), which given a ciphertext C and a receiver's public key, upub,

provided by A, computes the decryption of C using sT , but without knowing

the corresponding user's private key upr. At some moment, A outputs

messages m0,m1, an arbitrary public key u∗pub, and a time instant T ∗ that

has not been submitted to the TRE.ReleaseT oracle. He receives the challenge

(C∗, T ∗) =TRE.Enc(mb, u
∗
pub, params, T ∗), for a hidden bit b

R←−{0, 1}.

3. A issues a new sequence of release-time queries for any time in-

stant T ∗ and decryption queries for any ciphertext but the challenge (C∗, T ∗),

for the public key u∗pub. He eventually outputs a bit b
′
and wins if b

′
= b. His

advantage is AdvIND−CTCATRE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|.

By applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto [Fujisaki 1999] transform to NewTRE,
we obtain a modi�ed version of our protocol which can be shown to be secure
against IND-CTCA and IND-CCA attackers. The Fujisaki-Okamoto trans-
form consists of altering the protocol so that the sender encrypts their message
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not with a random integer r but rather with the hash value of a string which
contains the plaintext, a random integer and the receiver's public key. See
[Chalkias 2007c, Cathalo 2005] for examples of its use.

Theorem 6 Assume that a polynomial-time IND-CTCA attacker has a non-

negligible advantage ε(k) against NewTRE when making qHi queries to random

oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and qT time server queries. Then the BDH4 problem

can be solved (in polynomial time) with non-negligible probability.

Theorem 7 Assume that a polynomial-time IND-CCA attacker has a non-

negligible advantage ε(k) against NewTRE when making qHi queries to ran-

dom oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then the CDH 5 problem can be solved (in

polynomial time) with non-negligible probability.

The proofs of the last two theorems are very similar to those in [Cathalo 2005],
[Chalkias 2007c]. A sketch is provided below. Similar statements can be made
for the optimized version of NewTRE, OptTRE, discussed in Section 5.6.7.

5.6.2.1 Sketch of Security Proofs

The proof proceeds by initially showing that NewTRE is secure against plain-
text attackers (based on a modi�cation of the proof in [Blake 2005]).

1. The server's and receiver's private keys are safe because it is di�cult
to �nd s or b given P and sP or bP , respectively (it is an instance of the DL
problem).

2. The server's key is also safe from an attacker who tries to compute
s from the sT that the server produces for various times, ti. Rewriting sTi
as wisP for some unknown wi, the attacker is faced with the problem of
computing s from P, sP, w1sP, w2sP, ..., which is at least as di�cult as the
DL problem.

3. It is di�cult for the receiver to decrypt a ciphertext without the release
key, sT . To do so, he must compute ê(P, T )rs from P, b, rbP, sP . By rewriting
T = wP for some unknown w, we see that computing ê(P, T )rs = ê(P, P )wrs

from b, wP, sP, rbP is at least as hard as the Bilinear Di�e-Hellman problem.
If the receiver tries to �nd sT from sTi, Ti 6= T , then by rewriting T = wiTi
the receiver has the problem of �nding swiTi from Ti, wiTi, sTi), which is
equivalent to the Computational Di�e-Hellman problem over a Gap Di�e-
Hellman group. Thus, the receiver cannot decrypt a message before its release
time unless he colludes with the time server.

4The Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Problem (q-BDHI) is: given aP, bP, cP ∈ G1, compute

ê(P, P )abc ∈ G2.
5The Computational Di�e-Hellman Problem (CDH) is: given Q ∈ G1, aQ, bQ for some

a, b ∈ Z∗
q , compute abQ ∈ G1.
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4. A malicious server who wants to decrypt a message must compute
K = ê(P, T )rs from s, P, bP, rbP and T . As s is known to the server, the
problem can be transformed into �nding Ks−1

= ê(P, T )r. The last problem
could be solved if one of r, rP or rT were known. However, the only available
quantity that �embeds� r is rbP . Using rbP , the malicious server cannot
extract the value of r. This is because if we assume that Q = bP (b is
unknown), then the problem of �nding r from rQ is an instance of the DLP
in G1. Also, the problem of �nding rP from bP and rbP is equivalent to the
CDHP in G1. Moreover, the problem of �nding rT from rQ, where Q = bP

(r, b unknown) is at least as di�cult as breaking the short signature scheme of
[Boneh 2005a]. Finally, the malicious server could try to compute the pairing
ê(rbP, T ) = ê(P, T )rb but he then needs to solve the DLP in G2 in order to
produce K.

Now, using the technique from [Cathalo 2005], [Chalkias 2007c], one can
show that the plaintext security of NewTRE implies the IND-CTCA, IND-
CCA security of the protocol that results by applying the Fujisaki-Okamoto
transformation [Fujisaki 1999], as modi�ed in [Cathalo 2005] to account for
the use of time as a parameter in the protocol.

5.6.3 Encrypting using multiple time-servers

We go on to describe a series of enhancements that reinforce the security and
privacy a�orded by the basic NewTRE protocol. NewTRE can be easily mod-
i�ed to support multiple time servers, similarly to the BC-TRE [Blake 2005]
scheme. Suppose that there are N time-servers, each using a secret key si
and a generator Pi ∈ G1, where i = 1, ..., N . Then, their corresponding server
public keys are Pi, Si = siPi, and the trapdoors are of the form siT (where
T = H1(t)).

In the special case where all servers use the same generator Pi = P (this
could well be the case if, for example, the time-servers follow NIST recommen-
dations for chosen ECs and generators), the additional computational burden
for NewTRE is negligible. To encrypt a message m using i = 1, 2, ..., N mul-
tiple servers, a sender follows the steps of the basic single-server protocol, but
computes K = ê(

∑
Si, Q) = ê(P, T )r

∑
si using the common generator, P . On

the receiver side, once the trapdoors (siT ) are published, the receiver can also
compute K = (R,

∑
siT ) = ê(P, T )r

∑
si .

5.6.4 Message Pre-Opening

In a typical TRE scheme, decryption is possible only at (or after) the release
time. It is reasonable, however, to expect that in some cases the sender may
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change her mind and may want to allow the receiver to read the con�dential
information immediately. One way to accomplish this would be to re-encrypt
the message with a conventional encryption algorithm (non-TRE). Such a
solution has a number of drawbacks. First, it places additional computational
overhead on the sender, because the whole message must be re-encrypted.
Second, from the receiver's point of view, there is no indication that the
initial timed-release encrypted message and the re-encrypted one correspond
to the same message. These problems highlight the need for an �embedded�
mechanism that enables early decryption. Very recently, Hwang, Yum, and
Lee [Hwang 2005] proposed such an idea, which was later developed improved
further in [Dent 2006a]. Brie�y, in a TRE-PC scheme, a message is encrypted
in such a way that it can only be decrypted at a certain point in time, or if
the sender releases a piece of trapdoor information called a pre-open key.

5.6.5 Release-Time Con�dentiality

Another improvement to be made vis-a-vis TRE is to provide a method for
hiding the release time. This may be a requirement in a number of e-business
applications, where information about the exact date an event (e.g., contract
signing, or announcement) is to take place must be kept secret from com-
petitors. In the majority of TRE protocols release-times are transmitted in
the clear, and nothing can prevent an eavesdropper from observing release-
times of ciphertexts. Such information could be used, for example, to �nd
out the identity of the recipient (by waiting to see who will download a trap-
door when the release time comes). Such a threat would also hamper the key
privacy property [Bellare 2000].

In [Cathalo 2005], the authors advanced the notion of �Con�dentiality of
Release Time� (CRT) and proposed a mechanism through which the the re-
lease time is hidden (i.e., it is part of the ciphertext) and must be unmasked
using the receiver's private key, so that the correct trapdoor can be obtained
subsequently. Existing literature lacks a �complete� secure TRE scheme that
can provide pre-opening and con�dentiality of release time simultaneously.
Motivated by [Hwang 2005, Dent 2006a] and [Cathalo 2005], we have ex-
tended our protocol to include those two features. In order to reduce the
additional computational cost, one can combine the methods of [Cathalo 2005]
and [Dent 2006a] so that the computations performed for release-time con�-
dentiality are re-used to calculate the pre-open key.
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5.6.6 Con�dentiality of Time-Servers Used

In a multiple time-server setting, we would also like the sender to be able to
hide information regarding the time-servers which she selects, for enhanced
privacy and anonymity. Con�dentiality of Time-Servers (CTS) can prevent
malicious users from obtaining information about TRE transactions by eaves-
dropping the list of time-servers attached to a ciphertext and �matching� them
to the trapdoors which will be downloaded later. To achieve CTS, the list of
selected time-servers, called sList, must be encrypted with a secret value
which the receiver can compute immediately, without waiting for any trap-
door. In fact, both sList and decryption time can be masked using the same
secret value thus providing CTS and CRT simultaneously.

5.6.7 Optimized TRE scheme

In the following, we describe the full version of our protocol, named OptTRE
[Hristu-Varsakelis 2008b], which arises as a modi�ed version of NewTRE. It
includes the CTS and CRT capabilities discussed above, as well as support
for multile time-servers, and makes use of the Fujisaki-Okamoto transform to
provide security against chosen-time chosen-ciphertext attacks.

By embedding the properties discussed in Section 2.4 and by both allowing
multi-server support and the modi�ed FO transform, the optimized versitile
protocol, named OptTRE, consists of the following 8th tuple algorithm:

OptTRE.Setup:(run by the time-servers) It is similar to that of
NewTRE, with modi�cations to support multiple time-servers and to apply
the FO transform.
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ G∗1,
H2 : G∗2 7→ {0, 1}n+k0+k, H3 : G∗1 7→ {0, 1}τ+l, H4 : {0, 1}n+k0+τ+l × G∗1 7→
{0, 1}k . These functions will be treated as random oracles when it comes to
security considerations.
3. Generates for each time-server the private key si ∈

R←−Z∗q and the
corresponding public key Si = siP ∈ G∗1, with i = 1, ..., N , where N is the
number of time servers.
4. Chooses the message space to be m = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space to
be C = G1 × {0, 1}n+k0+k × {0, 1}τ+l.
The public parameters are params := {k,k0, q, G1, G2, P , Si, ê, H1,
H2,H3,H4, n, τ , l, m, C}.

OptTRE.ReleaseT: (run by the time-servers) It is similar to NewTRE; the
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only di�erence is that each server has to run this algorithm to publish his
own trapdoor, skiT = siT .

OptTRE.KeyGen: (run by the receivers) As in NewTRE.

Opt.Enc: (run by the senders) to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n using the time
information t ∈ {0, 1}τ , the receiver's public key B, the list of selected
time-servers, sList, and the servers' public keys Si, the sender executes the
following:
1. Choose σ R←−{0, 1}k0 .
2. Compute h = H4(m||σ||time||sList||B).
3. Compute r = H5(σ).
4. Compute T = H1(t).
5. Compute Q = rT .
6. Compute the encryption key K = ê(

∑
Si, Q).

7. Compute c1 = rB.
8. Encrypt the message c2 = (m||σ||h)⊕H2(K).
9. Compute the secret value needed to hide time information and server list
R = rP .
10. Encrypt time information and time-server list c3 = (time||sList)⊕H3(R).
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, c3〉.

OptTRE.ImDec: (run by the receivers immediately after receiving
the ciphertext) given C := 〈c1, c2, c3〉, the appropriate trapdoors skiT and his
private key b, the recipient:
1. Computes the secret value R = b−1c1.
2. Unmasks time information and list of time-servers (time||sList) =

H3(R)⊕ c3.
3. Computes T = H1(time).

OptTRE.PreSend: (run by the sender, to allow a-priori decryption)
given Q, R the sender:
1. Computes the pre-open trapdoor L = R + Q. and transmits it to the
receiver.

OptTRE.PreDec: (run by the receiver, if and only if the sender has
run the OptTRE.PreSend algorithm) given the ciphertext C, the pre-open
trapdoor L, and the value R (computed at OptTRE.ImDec), the recipient:
1. Verify the authenticity of the pre-open trapdoor ê(R,P + T )

?
= ê(P,L).

2. Compute Q = L−R.
3. Compute the decryption key K = ê(

∑
Si, Q).
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4. Retrieve the message m||σ||h = c2 ⊕H2(K).
5. Accept the message if H4(m||σ||time||sList||B)

?
= h.

OptTRE.Dec: (run by the receiver at the designated time) given the
ciphertext C, the trapdoors skiT , and the value R (computed at Opt-
TRE.ImDec), the recipient:
1. Veri�es the authenticity of the trapdoors ê(

∑
Si, T )

?
= ê(P,

∑
skiT ).

2. Computes the decryption key K = ê(R,
∑
skiT ).

3. Retrieves the message m||σ||h = c2 ⊕H2(K).
4. Accepts the message if H4(m||σ||time||sList||B)

?
= h.

OptTRE is shown in Table 5.3 in a more convenient form.

5.6.8 Comparisons

We go on to compare NewTRE with �ve of the best-known, best-
performing approaches to non-authenticated, non-interactive server-based
anonymous TRE. These are the BC-TRE [Blake 2005], HYL-TRE
[Hwang 2005], DT-TRE [Dent 2006a], CLQ-TRE [Cathalo 2005], and CHS-
TRE 6 [Chalkias 2007c] protocols.

5.6.8.1 Computational E�ciency

For the purposes of comparing the computational e�ciency of NewTRE
with that of the four protocols mentioned previously, we will ignore opera-
tions whose cost is negligible compared to that of a scalar multiplication in
G1. These include generating random numbers, integer multiplication, plain
hashes and point additions in G1. Also, because some of the protocols en-
able pre-computations under certain circumstances, we distinguish between
three cases of anonymous TRE: i) typical message transmission to unknown

receivers, ii) transmission to known receivers (in which case there is no need
to verify their public keys), and iii) TRE with multiple time-servers.

Table 5.4 lists the cost (in msec) of the basic operations required to run
the protocol(s), taken from [Osipkov 2004]. The results were obtained using
the MIRACL open-source library [Shamus-Software-Limited 2010] on a PIII
977MHZ with 512Mb of RAM, assuming a subgroup of order q in a supersin-
gular EC E over Fp, where p is a 512 bit prime and q is a 160 bit prime. The
pairing value belongs to a �nite �eld of 1024 bits.

For NewTRE, the encryption phase requires 1 Mtp to compute T , 1 Sm
for Q, 1 Pa for K and �nally another 1 Sm for c1, totaling 41.01 msec. As for

6Unlike this work, [Cathalo 2005, Chalkias 2007c] use multiplicative notation for both

groups G1 and G2.
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Table 5.4: Cost of basic operations (in msec)

Operation Notation Cost

Bilinear Pairing Pa 31.71

Parallel Scalar Multiplication in G1 PSm 4.3

Scalar Multiplication in G1 Sm 3.44

Exponentiation in G2 Ex 3.93

Map-To-Point Mtp 2.42

Inversion in Zq Inv 1.81

the decryption phase, the recipient must perform 1 Sm operation to calculate
the point value R and 1 Pa to produce K, thus the total decryption cost is
approximately 35.15 msec. We point out that the cost of running NewTRE is
not dependent on any a-priori knowledge of the receiver's public key.

Tables 5.5 and 5.6 summarize our comparisons of computational cost for
the cases of unknown and known receivers, respectively, taking advantage of
pre-computations, when possible. For example, the constant value ê(P, P ) in
CLQ-TRE and the value b−1 in NewTRE, respectively, are considered to be
pre-computed and thus do not �gure into the total cost for those protocols.
Because not all protocols provide for message pre-opening, we assumed that
no such activity take place, for the sake of being able to make fair compar-
isons. For all protocols, we used the bilinearity of pairings to replace the more
expensive exponentiation in G2 with scalar multiplication in G1, whenever
possible, e.g., ê(P,Q)a = ê(aP,Q).

From Table 5.5, we observe that CHS-TRE is the fastest method in the
general case of sending a message to unknown receivers, while CLQ-TRE has
the lowest computational cost in the special case of known receivers. The
latter is because [Cathalo 2005, Chalkias 2007c] take advantage of the pre-
computation of ê(P, P ) (the sender computes no pairings �on-line�). Moreover,
BC-TRE, HYL-TRE, CHS-TRE and NewTRE have the lowest complexity in
the decryption phase. BC-TRE and CLQ-TRE are the only protocols whose
cost depends on knowledge of the receiver's public key. This is because they
use a slightly di�erent public key format, with users' public keys consisting
of two points in G1 instead of just one, as in the conventional cryptographic
schemes (Di�e-Hellman keys). The implication for BC-TRE and CLQ-TRE
is that on the �rst use of any public key (for transmitting to an unknown

receiver) the sender must verify the validity of this two-point public key, to
ensure that it is properly formed and that the recipient will be able to decrypt
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the message. Such veri�cation is not needed in the other four schemes.7

In a multiple time-server setting, NewTRE is much faster than BC-TRE
(the only protocol of those surveyed that explicitly handles multiple time-
servers) when all time-servers use the same generator: with N servers, the ad-
ditional computation required under NewTRE is only N − 1 scalar additions
in G1. There is no additional communication cost, besides the unavoidable
retrieval of the servers' trapdoors. With BC-TRE on the other hand, a re-
ceiver's public key includes N − 1 additional EC points due to that protocol's
more complex public key format. An examination of that protocol reveals
that a sender must perform an additional 2N pairings to verify the authen-
ticity of each of an unknown receiver's public keys, and an additional N − 1

scalar multiplications (these correspond to EC points which are appended
to the ciphertext). The receiver must perform N − 1 additional pairings to
compute the decryption key. If the time-servers have chosen di�erent genera-
tors, a NewTRE receiver would need to send public keys of the form aPi, for
each di�erent Pi, i = 1, ..., N . In that case the additional computational and
communication cost of NewTRE are the same as those of BC-TRE.

It is important to note that in BC-TRE, it is the receiver who in e�ect
chooses the time-servers, because the time-server's public key is used to create
the receiver's public key. In our approach, a sender can use any time-server of
his choice, and any number of them, without restrictions, which may increase
the level of trust in transactions undertaken via NewTRE.

5.6.8.2 Communication Cost

The protocols' communication complexity depends on the bit-length of the
transmitted public keys and the ciphertext space. As mentioned previously,
in BC-TRE and CLQ-TRE the users' public keys consist of two EC points,
while the rest use a single Di�e-Hellman public key. Consequently, if the
recipient is an unknown entity, the cost to download the recipient's public
key from a public database for BC-TRE and CLQ-TRE is twice that of the
HYL-TRE, DT-TRE, CHS-TRE and NewTRE schemes.

As for the ciphertext space, all of the TRE schemes under comparison re-
quire an EC point and a `-bit string to be transmitted; the HYL-TRE scheme
requires an additional EC point and pairing value, and both the DT-TRE and
CHS-TRE require an additional EC point. The value of ` is the same for all
schemes; it is either ` = n + τ or ` = n + τ + q, depending on whether or

7When comparing the cost of implementations of the above schemes, we did not include

the cost of a group membership test for the public keys. If that were taken into account,

[Blake 2005, Cathalo 2005] would require some additional checking because of the use of

�two-point� public keys.
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not the Fujisaki-Okamoto transformation [Fujisaki 1999] is applied, where n
is the length of the cleartext message, q is the security parameter (e.g., 160-
bits) and τ is the bit-length of the string used to represent a time instant. We
emphasize that in order to provide su�cient security, an EC point must be
represented using at least 160 bits; a pairing value should be alloted approx-
imately 1024 bits. To summarize, NewTRE has the lowest communication
cost, while HYL-TRE has the highest one, in large part because of the pairing
value being transmitted.
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The contribution of this chapter is to describe a �complete� and generic
infrastructure over which TRE schemes can be implemented, and which can
support a variety of `Pairing based'-TRE (PB-TRE) protocols, including those
which are most e�cient and provide important security and privacy-related
properties, such as those mentioned in the previous discussion. We view this
work is an essential step towards putting PB-TRE schemes to practical use.

6.1 Security Requirements of Modern TRE

Before discussing an e�ective infrastructure for PB-TRE, we �st review the
security requirements that must be supported (assuming that they are also
ful�lled by the encryption protocol to be implemented), and go on to describe
the basics behind the operation of a typical PB-TRE protocol.

By studying real-world applications which demand TRC, the following
have come to be considered more or less essential.

• Access to the content of the con�dential message must be infeasible until
the speci�ed release time. The decryption key should then be available
only to the authorized entities.
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• Anonymity: the model should provide both sender and receiver
anonymity, if desired.

• Authentication and integrity: it must be possible to verify the authen-
ticity and the integrity of the released message.

• Non-repudiation: after the release of the message, the receiver should
not be able to deny knowledge of the message content.

• Multiple time-server support: it should be possible to support the use of
multiple time-servers when encrypting/decrypting, in order to eliminate,
or at least reduce, the possibility of collusion between the receiver and
an unscrupulous time-server.

• Pre-open capability: a sender should have the option to allow early de-
cryption of a message by sending to the receiver a trapdoor key (di�erent
from the one to be issued by the time-server) before the designated time.

• Con�dentiality of release time: there should be an option to �hide� the
disclosure time.

• Public part: an application may require that part of the message be
public, i.e., viewable by anyone at any time.

Each of the PB-TRE protocols proposed in the literature has its own
strengths and weaknesses and achieves some combination of these properties.
The infrastructure proposed later in this paper may be used with any existing
PB-TRE protocol.

6.2 How PB-TRE works

When Boneh and Franklin [Boneh 2000a] announced their work on pairing-
based IBE, they mentioned TRE as one of its possible applications. In IBE
there is no need for public keys to be transmitted; thus, any alphanumeric
sequence that uniquely identi�es a user (e.g., their e-mail address) can be
used as an encryption key. Modern PB-TRE protocols take advantage of this
method, to ensure server-passiveness and sender anonymity. To illustrate the
main idea, assume that Alice wants to broadcast a timed-release encrypted
message, with a desired disclosure time of December, 1st 2008, at 12:00 noon
(GMT). Alice computes the IBE public key that corresponds to this date/time
(represented as a string) and encrypts the message with this key. Unlike
�traditional� IBE, this public key does not correspond to a person, but rather
to a time instant. A trusted time-server (henceforth called a Key Generation
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Center (KGC) is then responsible for constructing the matching private key
needed to decrypt the message. In order for this to work, the KGC must be
equipped with an accurate clock, and must publish the time-related private
keys (trapdoors) reliably at the intended times (e.g., at regular intervals), to
be downloaded by anyone. Thus, in PB-TRE the sender does not interact at
all with the KGC, while the KGC's sole responsibility is to periodically publish
trapdoors. If message pre-opening is needed then the protocol is structured
so that the sender can provide a �release key� to the receiver at any time;
the latter acts as a secondary trapdoor and permits the receiver to decrypt
immediately.

PB-TRE schemes can be classi�ed in two categories with respect to the
construction of the time-speci�c trapdoors: i) those using the pairing-based
short signature scheme of Boneh and Boyen [Boneh 2004a]1, termed BB, and
ii) those using the approach of Boneh, Lynn and Shacham [Boneh 2005a],
termed BLS. Either technique can be used for private key extraction in IBE
[Boneh 2000a]. The main reason for selecting BB/BLS signatures to produce
TRE trapdoors is the fact that their length is half the size of ordinary sig-
natures, such as DSA. Because of this, BB and BLS signatures are suitable
for constrained channels; the KGC only publishes a small amount of data,
reducing Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. We note that trapdoors are in fact
self-signed (as instances of BB or BLS) so that a KGC does not need to attach
any other kind of signature.

6.3 Proposed Infrastructure

The proposed PB-TRE infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 6.1 and consists
of four main components:

Network Time Protocol (NTP) Servers: their role is to provide
an absolute time reference to the other entities involved in the model, to
enable precise control over the release time of messages. NTP servers use
the well-known NTP protocol to achieve clock synchronization between the
KGCs, the key distribution centers (KDCs, detailed below) and the users.
All publicly available NTP servers [Deeths 2001] use Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) as their time reference. The GPS clock can be used to keep the
NTP servers aligned with UTC.

In our model we allow for multiple NTP servers. We do this in order to
ensure robust synchronization by providing more than one time references.
Thus, even if an NTP server su�ers a temporary loss of accuracy, others will

1The BB scheme is similar to that in [Zhang 2004].
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be available. Moreover, each user will have the possibility of choosing the
closest NTP server to interact with, reducing transmission delays.

In Figure 6.1, NTP servers are connected with KGCs by a dashed
line. This is to indicate that the communication between them is neither
continuous nor obligatory, as the KGCs could be equipped with their own
clock and only periodically contact NTPs for synchronization. On the other
hand, receivers must contact NTPs to ensure synchronization before trying
to obtain a trapdoor. If an adversary tries to attack this part of our model
by delaying, for example, the packets sent to/from the NTPs, he could cause
a delay of some seconds in the worst case (a very long delay would raise
suspicion on the part of a user, or may mean that an NTP is unreachable).
In that case, the decryption of a message would also be subject to a small
delay. To protect against attackers who intercept messages from the NTP to
the user and change their contents (to throw o� a user's clock) some type of
secure NTP must be developed, although the problem is somewhat reduced
if the user polls multiple NTPs (an attacker would have to tamper with the
majority of NTPs in that case).

KGCs: a Key Generation Center, also known as a time-server, peri-
odically releases the time trapdoors necessary for decryption. During the
setup phase of a TRE protocol, the KGC generates a public/private key pair
(spub, spr). The private key must be stored and secured locally, as it is used
for the generation of the trapdoors. KGCs are not involved in the encryption
or decryption process; their sole role is to issue trapdoors and send them
to the KDCs for distribution. The frequency at which that is done can be
speci�ed during the initialization of the KGC, and may be di�erent for each
KGC.

Providing for multiple KGCs in our model increases security. By forcing a
user to obtain trapdoors from more than one servers to decrypt a message we
eliminate the possibility of collusion between the receiver and the time-server
because more than one (in some cases all) KGCs must be corrupted in order
for cheating to take place. Di�erences in frequency of trapdoor release is
another reason for needing multiple time-servers: a sender can choose the
server that provides the desired accuracy with respect to decryption time.

KDCs: Key Distribution Centers are mainly involved with the publi-
cation of the trapdoors issued by the KGCs. Users apply to the KDCs in
order to obtain the appropriate trapdoor for decryption of their message,
either via traditional browsers or with programming methods, by querying
a KDC with a date, time, and the KGC name. The KDC returns the
corresponding trapdoor only if it has been generated by the time-server,
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otherwise returns a message indicating that the trapdoor has not been
published yet. The KDCs also store information of the KGCs release
frequency so that senders are to choose which time-server(s) to use. The
implementation of KDCs requires a database system to store past trapdoors.
This information should be stored in multiple KDCs in order to avoid denial
of service attacks or collapse from high user demand, and to ensure data
integrity if the database of a KDC is destroyed.

We propose the existence of two categories of KDCs, one to storing
current or relatively recent trapdoors, and another for storing past ones.
This way, users who want to obtain a trapdoor issued in the distant past
do not increase the communication load of KDCs which publish current
time trapdoors. We have in mind that trapdoors will be transfered from the
Current to the Past Trapdoors KDCs at some predetermined frequency.

Ri and Si: by R1,...,N and S1,...,N we indicate the users, receivers and
senders, respectively, involved in our model. Receivers are able to commu-
nicate with NTP servers (to keep synchronized) and with KDCs (to obtain
trapdoors). On the other hand, senders do not need to contact an NTP
server; they only communicate with the KDCs in order to obtain information
on the KGCs frequency of trapdoor release, so that they may choose the
KGCs that best match their desired decryption time.

We observe that there is a two-type connection between a sender and a
receiver. The one shown with a single solid line indicates a sender transmitting
a TRE encrypted message to one or more receivers. Besides that, there is also
a one-way connection between the two types of entities, indicating support
for pre-opening, i.e., transmission of the release key when a sender decides to
reveal his message to the receiver before the pre-determined time.

6.3.1 Security and Other Properties

As we have previously stated, our model could be implemented using any
of the PB-TRE protocols in the literature. Therefore, the choice of proto-
col used will largely determine which security properties hold in any given
implementation. We distinguish between two main categories of properties:
those attributable to the TRE protocol of choice and those which are �bound�
to the infrastructure, keeping in mind that some properties may depend on
both objects. Based on the choice of PB-TRE protocol, one could guarantee
various combinations of anonymity, authentication and message integrity, non-
repudiation, pre-open capability, multiple KGCs support, and con�dentiality
of release time. These properties have been proved to hold by the authors of
the protocol(s) in each case.
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Figure 6.1: Proposed TRE Infrastructure

Besides these, the construction of our model ensures absolute and accurate
disclosure time because the KGCs are designed to make infeasible the gener-
ation of decryption keys for future time instants. The role of NTP servers is
essential in this context, because they ensure synchronization of the KGCs,
reducing the possibility of a corrupt KGC with a counterfeit clock. Message
pre-opening and multiple KGC support are also made available, if supported
by the TRE protocol used in the implementation. Finally, the option to keep
part of the message public is supported in our model by slightly altering the
encryption algorithm of the TRE protocol to be used, so as to leave a portion
of the message unencrypted. We stress the importance of incorporating this
feature directly into the protocol used, and not through an external mecha-
nism in the infrastructure. If the latter choice is made (e.g., [Custodio 2007]),
the system becomes rather complex due to the requirement for a mechanism
that provides a proof of �relation� between the ciphertext and the public part.
To incorporating a �public part� feature into an existing TRE protocol, the
following must take place. In addition to the encrypted message, the sender
also transmits the hash of the public part of the message to the receiver.
To eliminate the possibility of the message being altered en-route, that hash
value should be encrypted with a secret value which the receiver can com-
pute immediately, without waiting for any trapdoor. Such a secret key can
often be the result of precomputations that the receiver performs while wait-
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ing for the message's release time. Moreover, in cases where the Fujisaki-
Okamoto transformation is used, the value of the public part can be used as
an input on the required hash functions. See the Appendix for a version of
[Hristu-Varsakelis 2008a] modi�ed to support message public parts.

6.3.2 Comparisons with Existing TRE Infrastructure

Models

There are two proposed TRE infrastructures found in the literature. The �rst
[Custodio 2007] is based on the TRE scheme of [Rivest 1996]2. Although their
approach is well-structured and practical, it leaves some work to be done in
order to be used in emerging e-business and e-government applications, such
as blind auctions and national e-voting. One of the drawbacks is the use of an
external encryption module (EM) that encrypts the message on behalf of the
sender. Its main purpose is to satisfy a special requirement according to which
not even the sender should be able to decrypt the time-encrypted message.
However, as the authors of [Custodio 2007] also recognize, a sender already
knows the message content and does not need to decrypt it, making an EM
unnecessary. Moreover, the possibility of malicious EMs in [Custodio 2007]
must be examined further, because even though multiple EMs are to be used,
parts of the message may still be revealed. This is because each EM deals
with a part of the clear message without the use of any padding, so that if
one EM is compromised, an attacker is able to obtain the corresponding part
of the cleartext.

In [Custodio 2007], senders must request the appropriate time-related pub-
lic key from the KGC before encrypting a message, so that they are no longer
anonymous. It should be emphasized that this happens as a result of the
infrastructure, in spite of the fact that the protocol to be implemented may
provide anonymity. Senders' identities are known to the EMs as well. Fur-
thermore, the infrastructure in [Custodio 2007] does not support some of the
desired functionality, such as message pre-opening, con�dentiality of release
time and multiple time-server support. Finally, we note that [Custodio 2007]
o�ers a sender the ability to �destroy� a time-encrypted document by asking
the KGC to cancel the publication of a speci�c trapdoor. This feature may
sometimes be useful (e.g., when a sender regrets their decision to send a TRE
message) but may prove troublesome in a setting where trapdoors are univer-
sal (as in modern PB-TRE): if a trapdoor corresponding to a speci�c release

2We remind the reader that unlike PB-TREs, in [Rivest 1996] the sender has to acquire

a public key (from a key distribution service or from the time-server itself) that corresponds

to the desired release time.
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time is somehow �cancelled�, this would prevent the decryption of all messages
with that same release time.

A second TRE infrastructure proposed in [Mont 2003] sets up a server-
passive TRE model by implementing their algorithm for QRA-based TRE.
The authors have created a service in which identity based TRE (IB-TRE)
is used. Their infrastructure model can be viewed as a simpli�ed version of
ours. It involves three entities: users, a KGC and a KDC whose activities are
similar to those described in this work. A disadvantage of [Mont 2003] is that
the implementation infrastructure proposed therein is �tied� to the particular
QRA-based TRE protocol described in the same work. QRA-based TRE has
a high communication cost compared to pairing-based protocols. Also, there
are no other QRA-based TRE protocols besides [Mont 2003], so that corre-
sponding infrastructure is not as generic or as scalable as the one described
here. Finally, there is no provision for message pre-opening, con�dentiality of
release time, message public parts and multiple KGCs, and synchronization
issues are not addressed.

In comparison, the infrastructure proposed here can be used with any
of the existing PB-TRE algorithms. In each case, the system �inherits� the
security features of the protocol that is being implemented, and can thus
support a variety of newer security features and services. This makes our
approach generic, �exible, and able to ful�ll the requirements of the majority
of e-applications that require delayed release of messages.

6.3.3 Implementation

In the following we give an example of a typical TRE transaction between two
users, Alice and Bob. Let us assume that Alice wants to time-encrypt a con-
�dential document to Bob. At �rst she decides on the exact release time and
date, for instance, January, 1st 2008, 20:00 (GMT). The string representation
of this date might be �GMT200701012000�. Now, Alice must choose from a
variety of PB-TRE protocols, depending on her requirements. Our model is
independent of the PKI used, and supports any TRE scheme that makes use
of BB or BLS trapdoor-types; it can easily operate with conventional Di�e-
Hellman-like PKIs, but also with identity based [Boneh 2000a] and certi�cate-
less [Al-Riyami 2003] infrastructures. For convenience, we will assume that
both users use �traditional� public keys, so that Alice must know Bob's digital
certi�cate3. Alice could then choose from among the following non-IBE TRE
protocols: [Blake 2005, Hwang 2005, Dent 2008, Hristu-Varsakelis 2008a,
Hristu-Varsakelis 2008b, Cathalo 2005, Chalkias 2007c].

3If IBE was to be used, Alice would produce Bob's public key only using, for example,

his e-mail address.
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Assuming that Alice wants to send a user-anonymous message using mul-
tiple (say, three) KGCs for increased security, the multi-KGC version of
[Hristu-Varsakelis 2008a] could be used. It is important that Alice be sure that
at the designated time the selected KGCs will indeed publish time-trapdoors.
To enable her to do this, before a KGC becomes active it must sign a doc-
ument containing information about the �rst time-trapdoor to be published,
the time interval between publication of each trapdoor and the trapdoor types
that are published (BB, BLS or both). For instance, let us assume that a
KGC started to issue 'BB and BLS'-based trapdoors at January, 1st 2007,
12:00 noon (GMT), and that the period between trapdoor publications is 30
minutes. This KGC must initially sign the above information and publish this
signature to KDCs. We will call this signature a �Time Policy File� (TPF)
(see Figure 6.2). The complete list of TPFs for all KGCs will need to be
downloaded once by a sender; then an update check is needed (e.g., daily,
weekly). KDCs will then know when to expect time-trapdoors, while senders
will be able to determine which server will broadcast time-trapdoors at the
time of their choice (or as close to it as possible).

Figure 6.2: Illustrating the contents of a TPF

Before encrypting the message, Alice selects (from the TPF) three KGCs
that will publish trapdoors on January, 1st 2008, 20:00 (GMT). A KGC
Chooser (KC) application can automate this procedure [Chalkias 2008a]. This
software must take as inputs the predetermined time instant, the TPF �le, the
desired number of KGCs to be used, and the selected TRE algorithm 4. The
last input is necessary to determine the type of trapdoor, �BB or BLS�-based,
because not all servers are required to publish both types. The algorithm
�behind� the KC repeatedly selects a KGC and checks whether it publishes
the required trapdoor-type at the desired release time, in which case the KGC
will be used, until it �nds the required number of KGCs.

After specifying the KGCs, Alice encrypts the message using the se-
lected TRE algorithm and then sends the message to Bob. In order to sup-
port a mechanism for transmitting public parts of the encrypted message

4Additionally, the input may include a list of preferred KGCs.
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[Custodio 2007], current TRE algorithms must be altered in a simple way.
In fact, the only required modi�cation is that the TRE algorithm should also
encrypt the hash of the public part of the message. By doing so, any change in
the public part of the message will be readily detectable. When Bob receives
the time-encrypted message, he can only read its public part, and must wait
until the release time to obtain the corresponding time-trapdoor and perform
the decryption. Of course, Bob should also synchronize his clock using the
NTP protocol.

At the release time, the synchronized KGCs broadcast the correspond-
ing time-trapdoors to the network of KDCs. Because trapdoors are self-
authenticated, a KDC �rst veri�es their validity before accepting them.

Figure 6.3: Interface for obtaining Trapdoors

After Bob has acquired the trapdoors from a KDC, he is able to decrypt the
message. We note that modern PB-TRE schemes are equipped with mech-
anisms that validate message integrity and are secure against chosen time
and plaintext attacks (CTPA) as well as chosen time and ciphertext attacks
(CTCA). The �exibility of the proposed approach makes it an ideal system
for various applications. E-voting, sealed bid auctions, e-contests, e-lotteries,
e-cash and e-payments, key escrow, contract signing are included in this cat-
egory.

6.4 Conclusions and Results

This work improves upon the TRE implementation infrastructures of
[Custodio 2007, Mont 2003] by proposing a generic, �exible infrastructure
which can support new security features and desirable properties, inherited
from the protocol of choice. Because of the scope of the applications which
require or would bene�t from TRE, any infrastructure must be su�ciently
scalable to provide advanced security including user-anonymity and/or sender-
authentication. Our model full�ls this requirement and can work with a vari-
ety of modern TRE schemes. As in [Mont 2003, Custodio 2007] our approach
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depends on trusted authorities, called KGCs, who periodically issue time-
speci�c trapdoors required for decryption. However, neither of the existing
infrastructure models addresses the possibility of multiple KGCs, and are thus
vulnerable to sender-KGC collusion. This reduces their applicability in ap-
plications such as e-voting and blind auctions, for example. To circumvent
the problem of collusion, we propose a network of KGCs, each one with its
own security parameters (e.g., private key and frequency of trapdoor pub-
lication), which can be scattered worldwide. Additionally, senders are able
to select the number of KGCs whose trapdoors will be required to read a
message, depending on the application and the required security level. To
ensure fairness, we have also examined methods for decreasing possible de-
lays in decryption, by synchronizing message receivers and KGCs through
NTP servers, and by allowing for multiple KDCs. Current work is focused on
implementation, including all related software for senders/receivers, together
with a small network of KGCs and KDCs, and on embedding TRE capabil-
ities in a number of applications including e-voting, timed-encrypted e-mail,
and mobile messaging.
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The requirement for protecting con�dential information until a prede�ned
disclosure time arises often in the enterprise and business environment, as well
as in government. Here, we discuss some of the most important applications
and we examine which of the existing TRE approaches is best suited to each
setting. In some cases, there are two or more protocols which satisfy the
demands of an application, so that a secondary choice must be made, usually
on the basis of computational and/or communication costs. Oftentimes, an
application class (e.g., payment schedules) has special subclasses with distinct
characteristics, so that a di�erent TRE scheme may be appropriate for each
subclass. If a universally veri�able digital signature is required, we assume
that a standard signature can be embedded as part of the TRE encrypted
message [Garay 2002] 1. Also, when IBE is a requirement, we assume that
the BC-ID [Blake 2005] protocol will be applied, because it is the only TRE
scheme o�ering IBE.

The requirements posed by the applications considered here, vis-a-vis
TRE, are summarized in Table 7.1. We proceed to explain the basic aspects
of each application and its encryption requirements, next.

1We note that there has been an e�ort to create dedicated Timed-Release Signature

(TRS) schemes [Boneh 2000b, Dodis 2005b].
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7.1 E - Voting

One promising application of TRE is in electronic voting (usually termed �E-
voting�) [Ray 2001, Garcia-Zamora 2005]. E-voting is the process of holding
an election electronically, with ballots cast securely and secretly. Among the
advantages of a secure E-voting system are lower error rates in vote counting
compared to paper-ballot elections, no need for physical voter presence at a
polling station, and lower cost. Designing an e-voting protocol is largely an
open problem, as any successful solution must come to terms with a host of
practical issues, and at the same time satisfy a number of crucial security
requirements, such as vote accuracy, veri�ability, voter privacy and double-
voting detection.

The role of TRE in an e-voting system would be to prevent the early open-
ing of electronically-case votes. This would help avoid election fraud, as no
party would have access to the results until polling has ended. It would also
prevent communications bottlenecks that would occur if all votes had to be
cast �just in time�. In such a setting, TRE must provide secrecy and voter
anonymity. It is important to note that a TRE scheme should not include au-
thentication of the sender's identity as this would link a voter with his vote.
The latter means that another, independent mechanism should have the role
of checking whether or not a voter has already submitted his vote. In order to
safeguard the election result, it would be prudent to use multiple time servers
and sending each vote to multiple ballot boxes (receivers) to avoid possible
collusion between any party and the time-server or the (electronic) polling
station. Furthermore, in medium- and large-scale e-voting, the authority or-
ganizing the process is likely to be known to all; thus, users need not verify
the authority's public keys. The protocols that meet these requirements for
the majority of e-voting applications are BC [Blake 2005], [Chalkias 2006b],
and [Hwang 2005], with the �rst of the three o�ering the best combination of
computational and communication cost.

7.2 Sealed-bid E-auctions

Of great importance in the �eld of electronic commerce are so-called sealed-
bid e-auctions. A sealed-bid auction [Brandt 2002] is, in fact, a negotiation
mechanism where sellers and buyers intend to come to an agreement on the
transaction of a commodity. There are two major categories of sealed bid
auctions: the so-called �rst-price and the second-price or Vickrey auctions. In
both cases each bidder submits a sealed bid stating how much he is willing to
pay; the highest bid wins the auction. In �rst-price auctions the winner pays
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the amount that he bid, whereas in second-price auctions the price paid is the
second-highest bid.

The maintenance of secrecy in sealed-bid auctions is essential, as no one
should be able to view the bids before the bidding period has ended. For
example, in �rst-price auctions, an auctioneer with the ability to open bids
before the auction end, could declare a price greater than the highest bid in
order to keep the item sold, if he thought that the bids where not satisfactory.
In second-price auctions, the winner of an auction may doubt the price that
he has to pay, if it were possible that the auctioneer could create a fraudulent,
second-highest bid in order to increase his revenue.

Timed-release encryption would prevent these problems from arising by
making it di�cult for anyone to view the bids before the end of the auction
[Boneh 2000b], thus enforcing honesty among participants. As in e-voting, it
would be essential to use multiple servers as a hurdle against collusion between
any player and the time-server. It is also desirable to have an authentication
mechanism that prevents repudiation of the bidding price. The TRE protocol
in [Osipkov 2004] is the only one that can authenticate users to the auction
board; nevertheless, this property is insu�cient because it does not provide a
universally accepted digital signature. Thus, it could be better to attach and
sent an encrypted standard digital signature using any of the TRE schemes
that supports multiple time-servers. Finally, because an auction board is
usually a known entity, it is very likely that a user would not have to authen-
ticate the receiver's key, so that BC [Blake 2005] is best-suited, judging from
its computational complexity and its multiple server support.

7.3 E-contests

Contests held exclusively in cyberspace (such as the Internet Programming
Contest [Astrachan 1993]) have several advantages over their traditional coun-
terparts, including lack of travel expenses and irrelevance of the participant's
geographic distribution. The major di�culty in the development of an e-
contest is that all competitors must have simultaneous access to the challenge
problem, despite possible network congestion or delivery delays. TRE could
be used to overcome this di�culty [Blake 2005], ensuring that every partici-
pant has received the challenge well before the contest starts but cannot open
it until the appropriate time. E-contests generally di�er from e-voting and
e-auction applications because the message sender is the contest organizer in-
stead of a participant. In the majority of cases, there would be no need for a
large number of time-servers. Moreover, it is important for the receivers to be
able to verify that the challenge problem has been sent by the organizer and
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by no other entity. The OKC protocol [Osipkov 2004] seems to best �t that
setting. However, CLQ [Cathalo 2005] could be an alternative in large-scale
contests, where the organizer will have to encrypt and send the problem to
a large number of users. The last approach, which is very e�cient on the
sender's side, would also require the company to attach a signature in the
transmitted message.

7.4 Online gambling and Games

In online games (lotteries, coin �ipping [Boneh 2000b], card games
[Chalkias 2006b], treasure-hunting games and others), participants demand a
certain degree of trust [Blundo 2004]: they must be convinced that the gam-
bling scheme is fair and they have equal changes to win. This means that the
outcome of the game must be determined on a random basis and should not
be in�uenced or manipulated by the entity running the game, or by another
player. A TRE protocol could safeguard the integrity of the game in several
ways. The game organizer could determine the outcome in advance send the
encrypted results to the players before the game starts, so that they will be
able to verify the result in the end. Alternatively, the players could send their
choices to the organizer in encrypted form, to be revealed after the latter pub-
lishes the winning combination. In an e-lottery, an encrypted combination of
preselected winning numbers would be send to the players immediately after
their bet, to be revealed only at the end of the game. Similarly, TRE could
be applied to TV game shows or online card and coin-�ipping games, in order
to assure the players of the authenticity of the result when the game ends.

In some cases, it might be possible for a third party to gain advantage
from knowledge of the exact time for which a bet is placed (e.g., the time
might identify the game/event on which the player has wagered). To prevent
this, con�dentiality of release time could be guaranteed by using the CLQ
protocol [Cathalo 2005]. Although that scheme is not easily scalable (the use
of multiple servers is a costly procedure), it would provide to the gambling
company e�ective protection against overload in cases where the users are
in the thousands, or millions, and the number of servers is less than �ve2.
Another useful TRE protocol for card games is CS [Chalkias 2006b], through
which players could connect to the time-server only once at the end of their
play, in order to check the validity of all previous games.

2When using less than �ve time-servers, CLQ remains the fastest on the sender's side.
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7.5 Release of electronic documents

It is often the care that personal or business documents (e.g., memoirs, wills,
strategic decisions or press articles) must remain secret until a future time
[Rivest 1996, Di Crescenzo 1999]. By using a TRE protocol to encrypt data,
one can be positive that the content of a document will not be revealed until
the appointed time, without the sender having to be online at the decryption
time, or even to remember a decryption key. When releasing an important
document at a future time, the sender can decide if the receiver would be able
to prove sender's identity to any third party. If the sender's identity must
stay secret from third entities, OKC [Osipkov 2004] could be used. On the
other hand, if the con�dentiality of release time is of importance, then CLQ
[Cathalo 2005] appears to be the best solution. If the sender would like to
maintain a pre-open capability [Hwang 2005] would be chosen.

7.6 Payment schedules

The payment schedule of a �nancial instrument de�nes the dates at which
payments must occur by one party to another, and is often used in the settle-
ment of loans, bonds, or mortgages [Rivest 1996]. TRE could broaden the use
of this type of electronic payment: one entity could give to the other the total
sum of money in encrypted digital cash [Panurach 1996, Hohenberger 2006]
with future release times, so that the payments are decryptable (and thus
usable by the recipient's bank) only at the appropriate dates.

The use of multiple time-servers seems to be highly desired when imple-
menting such payment schedules. In addition, con�dentiality of release times
would be useful in order to preserve the secrecy of the users' cash �ow sched-
ules. Thus, if the additional cost for handling multi-servers is not of great
importance, one could select the CLQ protocol. Because it is always possible
for someone to regret his chosen release-time, the HYL protocol [Hwang 2005]
o�ering message pre-opening capabilities would be enable one to speed up
payment after encryption, if they so choose. Finally, if payment schedules
are going to be extensively used for transactions between banks (known en-
tities), a fast TRE multi-server protocol should be chosen, such as BC-ID
[Blake 2005].

7.7 Contract Signing

In contract signing - two or more remote and mutually suspicious parties wish
to exchange signatures on a contact [Blake 2005, Boneh 2000b]. The �rst
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signer sends the document to the next receiver, who is sure about the authen-
ticity of the signature but (until a speci�ed release time) should not be able
to prove to anyone else that the signature is authentic. This can be achieved
by using the OKS [Osipkov 2004] protocol � which provides non-universally
veri�able authentication � to encrypt the original document together with
a signer's standard digital (universally-veri�able) signature. Con�dentiality
of the release time is paramount here, as one would like to restrict any third
entities' ability to pro�t from knowledge of the contract signing (e.g., by tak-
ing a stock position). This last property can only be achieved with CLQ
[Cathalo 2005], ignoring the additional cost for multiple time-servers.

7.8 SMS and e-mail

TRE could useful to individuals who want to send SMS or e-mail that cannot
be decrypted by the receiver until a predetermined time. For example, suppose
that one wants to sell a stock at a particular future time [Di Crescenzo 1999].
He does not wish to reveal his purpose to a broker earlier and possibly give
him, or other clients, an unfair advantage; at the same time he cannot rely on
a service such as e-mail to work correctly and expeditiously if he were to send
the message exactly at release time. As an alternative he could use a TRE
scheme to achieve his purpose and at the same time preserve his anonymity
(from the point of view of the time-server and other third parties). In SMS
and mobile e-mail applications of TRE, the most important issue is arguably
to decrease the computational cost. The fastest approach, especially useful in
mobile-computing, is CLQ [Cathalo 2005].

7.9 Other applications

In key escrow applications, a third party (e.g., a government agency) keeps all
or part of a private key so that the user will only be able to access that key
after a given time interval [Phoenix 1997]. In that setting, the escrow agent
could be in a position to obtain users' keys and decrypt messages. To prevent
such activity, a non-agent based approach should be used, such as the TLP
protocol of [Mao 2001].

Finally, a software publishing company could use TRE for activation of
certain tools or portions of their applications, at a low computational cost
(e.g., by keeping some portion of the code encrypted). Because in that case
the authentication of the software company by the customer is of critical
importance, OKS [Osipkov 2004] provides the best solution without requiring
the embedding of any additional digital signatures to the encrypted messages.
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The concept of certi�cateless public key encryption (CL-PKE or CLE)
[Al-Riyami 2003] grew out of a search for a public key scheme that overcomes
the built-in key escrow of identity based encryption (IBE) without introduc-
ing certi�cates and the management overheads that this entails [Linn 2004].
Similarly to IBE systems, a CLE system still makes use of a trusted third
party (TTP), called the key generation center (KGC). By way of contrast to
the private key generator (PKG) in IBE, the KGC does not have access to the
user's full private key and thus TTP cannot mallisiously recover session keys
or forge signatures. Instead, the sole responsibility of KGCs is to supply users
with a partial private key, which is computed from the users' identities and
the master key (the KGC's private key). This partial key is usually similar to
the one used in IBE settings. Each user then combines the partial private key
with some secret information, which in turn is usually similar to the private
key of a conventional public key algorithm (PKC), to generate the actual full
private key.

Moreover, unlike IBE, the user's public key is no longer an arbitrary string.
Rather, it is similar to the public key used in the traditional public key cryp-
tography (PKC) generated by the user itself. However, in CLE settings no
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authentication of public keys is needed and thus certi�cates are not required.
All in all, CLE combines the advantages of both IBE and conventional PKC.
However, one of the disadvantages is that due to the absence of certi�catess
malicious public key alteration is possible. Brie�y, a key alteration does not
a�ect the secrecy of the messages; however, senders cannot be sure that they
hold the real public key, and when a fake public is used, the message cannot
be decrypted and the sencder is not aware of this issue.

Since the announcement of the initial CLE scheme by Al-Riyami and Pa-
terson [Al-Riyami 2003], there has been a number of attempts for practical
CLE solutions leading to a series of developement, with many encryption
and signature schemes respectively. Additionally, a lot of e�ort has been
put on modeling the security of CLE, and a number of alternative security
models for CLE, that are substantially weaker than the original model of
[Al-Riyami 2003] appeared in the literature. It is also noted that while the
majority of CLE schemes is based on bilinear pairings, Baek et al. [Baek 2005]
proposed an e�cient non-pairing approach to construct CLE. The latter model
is indeed very fast, however some of the negatives are that it does not sup-
port timed-release encryption, it requires that a user is pre-enroled to the
system and is not compatible with current IBE schemes. A complete compar-
ison between current CLE schemes and the security models is provided in the
CLE-survey conducted by Dent [Dent 2006b].

This chapter provides the a brief description of the the CLE routines to-
gether with the appropriate adversarial models. In addition, an e�cient pro-
tocol is presented which uses very small keys and is appropriate for commu-
nication in low-bandwidth channels.

8.1 CLE Model

There are two types of entities involved in a CLE scheme: the KGC that
constructs users' identity based partial private keys and communicating en-
tities. In the next, we specify the de�nition for CLE based on the model of
[Al-Riyami 2003].

Dé�nition 13 A certi�cateless encryption scheme consists of the following

polynomial time (PPT) algorithms:

Setup: This algorithm is run by the KGC and is required to set up the system.

It takes as input a security parameter k and a known public value, seed, and

returns a list of system parameters, params, that include the system's group

generator, P , the server's public key, spub, for which the corresponding private

key, spr, is securely stored, to be used for the generation of all user's partial
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private keys. Description of the message spaceM and ciphertext space C are

also included in params.

Partial-Pri-Key-Ext: It is a deterministic algorithm, run by the KGC,

which takes params, Spr and an identi�er for entity A, IDA ∈ {0, 1}∗, as
inputs. It outputs a partial private key, DA.

Secret-Value-Set: This algorithm is run by the entity A, and it takes as

input params to return the user's secret value, xA.

Private-Key-Set: It is run by the entity A and it takes params, DA and

xA as inputs, to return the user's full private key, upr.

Public-Key-Set: It is also run by the entity A. This algorithm takes as

input the master public key spub and an entity's secret value xA. It outputs

a public key upub for that user. The resulting public key is widely and freely

distributed.

Encrypt: This algorithm is run by the sender of the message. It is a prob-

abilistic algorithm that takes the message, M , the system parameters, params,

the master public key, SPub, and the receiver's identi�er, IDA as inputs and

returns either a valid ciphertext C ∈ C or the null symbol, indicating an en-

cryption failure.

Decrypt: This algorithm takes as inputs params, C ∈ C, upr, upub, IDA.

It returns a clear message M ∈ M or a message indicating a decryption

failure.

Normally, A is the only entity in possession of xA and upr. Moreover,

in our approach, xA can be safely destroyed after entity A runs the Public-
Key-Set algorithm. Furthermore it needs to be mentioned in a certi�cateless

encryption scheme, the partial private key DA is transmitted to the entity A

by the KGC through a secure channel.

8.1.1 Adversarial Model

We distinguish between two kinds of adversaries, denoted as Type I and Type
II [Al-Riyami 2003]. In common sense, the �rst one models a third party
observing and interacting with the system, while a Type II attacker models a
malicious KGC trying to decrypt a ciphertext he may have intercepted.

Based on the above, in the CLE single-server security environment we have
in mind adversaries who are able to accomplish some of the following:

• replace the public key, bP , of a receiver with another, b′P for which he
knows b′,

• obtain a receiver's secret value, b,
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• obtain a receiver's partial private value, sI,

• obtain the KGC's secret key, s,

• replace the KGC's public key, sP with another, s′P for which he knows
s′.

A Type I adversary will be one with the above abilities, subject to the con-
straint that he is not allowed to perform actions 1 or 2 together with any of
actions 3, 4, or 5, on the same receiver. As we will see later, some of these
actions are equivalent in some way, from the point of view of security.

In a multi-server security environment, we will assume that adversaries are
able to accomplish some of the following:

• replace the public key, bP , of a receiver, with another, b′P for which he
knows b′.

• obtain a receiver's secret value, b,

• obtain some or all of a receiver's partial private values, siI,

• replace some or all of the KGCs' public keys, siP , with others, s′iP for
which he knows the s′i,

• obtain some or all of the KGC's private keys, si.

A Type II adversary will be one with the abilities listed above, subject to
the constraint that if he chooses to perform actions 1 or 2 on a receiver, then
he cannot perform actions 3, 4, or 5, for all of the si. In other words, if the
adversary chooses to change a user's public key or learn their secret value,
then there must be at least one KGC which is uncompromised, meaning that
the adversary does not know its private key, cannot alter its public key, and
cannot know the partial private key it issued to the same used.

Dé�nition 14 Let A be a Type I adversary. A CLE scheme is said to be

secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA secure) if no polynomially

bounded A has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. A challenger, CH, takes a security parameter 1k and runs CLE.Setup(1k),

CLE.ExtractPartialPrKey, CLE.SetSecretValue, CLE.SetPrKey and

CLTRE.SetPubKey to obtain a list of public parameters, params, and a key

pair (upr, upub). The public keys of the both server and receiver spub and upub
respectively, together with id and params are given to A. In a single-server

environment, A can choose to either
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• replace the public key, bP , of a receiver with another, b′P for which he

knows b′ and/or

• obtain a receiver's secret value, b, (or select the private/public key on

which he will be challenged)

or

• obtain a receiver's partial private value, sI, and/or

• obtain the KGC's secret key, s, and/or

• replace the KGC's public key, sP with another, s′P for which he knows

s′.

In a multi-server security environment, A can choose to

• replace the public key, bP , of a receiver, with another, b′P for which he

knows b′.

• obtain a receiver's secret value, b, (or select the private/public key on

which he will be challenged)

• obtain some or all of a receiver's partial private values, siI,

• replace some or all of the KGCs' public keys, siP , with others, s′iP for

which he knows the s′i,

• obtain some or all of the KGC's private keys, si.

subject to the constraint that if he performs one of the �rst two actions on a

receiver, then he cannot perform any of the remaining actions for all of the

si.

2. A has access to a decryption oracle, CLE.Decrypt(.), which, given a

ciphertext C returns the decryption of C using the private key upr. At some

point, A outputs two equal-length messages m0, m1. He gets a ciphertext

C∗ = CLE.Encrypt(mb, upub, params), for b
R←−{0, 1}, computed under the

public key upub and the user's identi�er, id.

3. A issues a new sequence of queries but is prohibited from asking for

the decryption of the challenge C∗. He eventually outputs a bit b
′
, and wins

if b
′
= b. His advantage is AdvIND−CCACLE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|.
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8.2 Proposed Short-Key CLE scheme

The proposed protocol is a modi�cation of Al-Riyami and Paterson's scheme
[Al-Riyami 2003]. Apart form using a small private key, in fact it is a unique
value ∈ Zq, it can also be extended to support concurrent multiple KGCs. To
our knowledge this is the �rst protocol that combines short keys with multiple
KGC support (presented on Table 8.2).

We begin by �xing notation and by reviewing the notion of an admissible

bilinear pairing which is the mathematical primitive upon which our proposed
scheme is based. We will require an abelian, additive �nite group, G1, of
prime order q, and an abelian multiplicative group, G2, of the same order. For
example, G1 may be the group of points on an elliptic curve (EC). We will
let seed denote a known value that will be used to compute P , the generator
of G1. Also, H1, H2, H3, and H4 will be four secure hash functions, with
H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1, H2 : G2 7→ {0, 1}n+k, H3 : {0, 1}n+k ×G1 × {0, 1}∗ 7→ Z∗q ,
where k is the security parameter and n the bit-length of the cleartext message
to be encrypted, H4 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1. The security of the proposed protocol is
based on the assumed di�culty of the BDHP problem.

8.2.1 Full Version of Short-Key CLE (IND-CTCA se-

cure)

In order for an anonymous sender to send a message m to a receiver, A, the
following protocol (also summarized see Table 8.1) is to be executed:

CLE.Setup: Given a security parameter k and a public value, seed,
the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, and an
admissible bilinear map e : G1 ×G1 7→ G2.
2. Using seed, it calculates an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1, as P = H4(seed).
3. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1,
H2 : G2 7→ {0, 1}n+k, H3 : {0, 1}n+k × G1 × {0, 1}∗ 7→ Z∗q , and
H4 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1. These functions will be treated as random oracles
when it comes to security considerations.
4. Generates the KGC's private key s ∈ R←−Z∗q and the corresponding public
key S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space to be m = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space to
be C = G1 × {0, 1}n+k.
The public parameters are params := {k, q, G1, G2, seed, P , S, ê, H1, H2,
H3, H4, n, m, C}.
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CLE.ExtractPartialPrKey: given the time-server's key pair, (s, S),
and the identifer, id ∈ {0, 1}, of the user (the recipient), it �rst computes
I = H1(id) ∈ G∗1 and then outputs the recipient's partial private key,
D = sI ∈ G∗1, which is transmitted to the receiver via a secure channel. We
note that a receiver can verify the correctness of this key by checking whether
ê(S, I)

?
=ê(P,D), where P = H4(seed).

CLE.SetSecretValue: given params, and the entity's identi�er, id, it
chooses a receiver's secret value, b ∈ Z∗q.

CLE.SetPrKey: given params, a receiver's partial private key, D,
and secret value, b, it outputs the receiver's private key, L = (D + bI).

CLE.SetPubKey: given params, and the receiver's private key, b, it
produces receiver's public key, B = bP ∈ G∗1. Secret value, b is then
destroyed.

CLE.Enc: to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n with release time t ∈ {0, 1}τ , for a
receiver with identi�er id and public key B, the sender executes the following:
1. Choose σ R←−{0, 1}k, and then compute r = H3(m||σ||B||id).
2. Compute I = H1(id) ∈ {0, 1}k.
3. Compute c1 = rP ∈ G∗1.
4. Compute K = ê(S +B, I)r = ê(P, I)r(s+b) ∈ G∗2.
5. Compute c2 = (m||σ)⊕H2(K) ∈ {0, 1}n+q.
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2〉.

CLE.Dec: given C := 〈c1, c2〉, and his private key, L, the recipient
calculates K = ê(c1, L) = ê(P, I)r(s+b) ∈ G1. Finally, he retrieves the message
as m||σ = H2(K) ⊕ c2. To check the validity of the message, the receiver
veri�es the following equality: c1

?
=rP , where r = H3(m||σ||B||id).

8.3 Certi�cateless TRE

This the �rst (to the authors' knowledge) provably secure protocol which
provides TRE and CLE simultaneously. Of course, such protocols can be con-
structed �generically� as combinations of an IBE and a CLE scheme. We
will discuss this further in the development. However, such generic con-
structions are expensive in terms of computational and communication cost.
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Here we describe a more honed approach, which is inspired by [Blake 2005],
[Al-Riyami 2003]; we assume a KGC that issues IBE private keys to the users
and also operates as a time-server. The idea is that in a CLE setting one can
protect against a malicious KGC without introducing additional time-servers.
With respect to computational cost, our protocol is comparable to existing
non-certi�cateless TRE and existing CLE (non-TRE) approaches, thus pro-
viding a practical, provably secure CLTRE solution. Our scheme can also
support multiple TA's with almost negligible additional computational cost.

8.3.1 Modeling a user-anonymous CLTRE scheme

There are two types of entities involved in a CLTRE scheme: a KGC that also
operates as a trusted time-server, and users. Besides issuing ID-based private
keys, the KGC also periodically releases an authenticated time-speci�c
trapdoor; users may act as either senders or receivers. In this work, we
assume that ciphertexts always contain information about their release-time.
We will let t ∈ {0, 1}τ , τ ∈ N denote time. For instance, t could indicate the
τ -bit string representation of a speci�c time instant (e.g. t = �10:00AM, April
14, 2008 GMT from the Denver Atomic Clock used in Global Positioning
System (GPS)� ). In the following we propose a model for anonymous CLTRE
which is a combination of the CLE model that is used in the majority of CLE
approaches [Al-Riyami 2003, Libert 2006, Dent 2008, Shi 2005] and the TRE
model proposed in [Cathalo 2005, Chalkias 2007c]. All in all, by �merging� a
KGC and a time-server in a single entity, we equipped the simple CLE model
with a ReleaseTime algorithm so as to construct a secure CLTRE system.
More speci�cally, an anonymous CLTRE scheme consists of an 8-tuple of
polynomial-time algorithms:

CLTRE.Setup: It is run by the time-server; it takes as input a se-

curity parameter 1k, and returns system parameters, params, that include

the server's public key, spub, for which the corresponding private key, spr, is

securely stored, to be used in the generation of all user's partial private keys

and time-speci�c trapdoors.

CLTRE.ReleaseTime: It is run by the time-server; given the server's

private key spr, and a time t ∈ {0, 1}τ , it returns a universally veri�able time

trapdoor sT .

CLTRE.ExtractPartialPrKey: It is run by the time-server. This algo-

rithm takes as input the master public key spub, the master private key spr,

and identi�er id ∈ {0, 1}∗. It outputs a partial private private key uPartpr.

Each partial private key is distributed to the corresponding user in a suitably

secure manner.
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CLTRE.SetSecretValue: It is run by the user. This algorithm takes as

input the master public key spub and an entity's identi�er, id, as input, and

outputs a secret value uSecrpr for that identity.

CLTRE.SetPrKey: It is run by the user. This algorithm takes as input the

master public key spub, an entity's partial private key uPartpr and an entity's

secret value uSecrpr. It outputs the full private key upr for that user.

CLTRE.SetPubKey: It is run by the user. This algorithm takes as input

the master public key spub and an entity's secret value uSecrpr. It outputs

a public key upub for that user. The resulting public key is widely and freely

distributed.

CLTRE.Enc: It is run by the sender of a message m. It takes as inputs the

system parameters params, the message m, the release time t ∈ {0, 1}τ , and
the public keys of both receiver and time server (upub and spub respectively),

and returns a ciphertext C that the recipient must be unable to decrypt before

being given the trapdoor that is to be published by the server at a later time.

CLTRE.Dec: It is run by the recipient. It is a decryption algorithm that

takes as inputs a ciphertext (C, t), the system parameters params, a private

key upr, and a time-speci�c trapdoor sT , and returns a plaintext m or an

error message.

8.3.1.1 Adversarial Models

We distinguish between three kinds of adversaries, denoted as Type I, Type II
and Type III attackers, respectively. The �rst two model the so called outside

attackers and are similar to Al-Riyami's and Paterson's attackers for CLE
[Al-Riyami 2003]. Type I is an attacker that models a third party observing
and interacting with the system.

Our Type I attacker is an extended version of what appears in the adver-
sarial model of existing CLE schemes [Dent 2006b], where a Type I adversary
can only have access to the user's secret value. Here, a Type I adversary is
given the choice of learning either a user's partial private key1 or the user's
secret value, but not both. For the purposes of provable security, the ability
to learn a user's secret value will be equivalent to being able to replace their
public key [Libert 2006] (because public key replacement �forces� the sender
to encrypt with a key for which the private value is known to the adversary).
A Type I adversary can choose the public key on which he will be challenged,
and is equipped with a decryption oracle. A Type II attacker models a �cu-
rious� server trying to decrypt a ciphertext he may have intercepted. This

1e.g., the attacker somehow eavesdrops the partial private key during transmission from

the KGC to the user.
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attacker is challenged on a random user's public key for which he is equipped
with a decryption oracle. Finally, a Type III adversary is an inside attacker
that models a malicious, �impatient� receiver, trying to decrypt a ciphertext
before its designated release time. In that case, the adversary has knowledge
of the receiver's private key, but does not know the time-server's private key
or the speci�c trapdoor that will �unlock� the ciphertext. We assume that an
inside attacker can freely choose the public key on which he is challenged in
a ��nd-then-guess� game, to be made precise shortly. The adversary can also
access a release-time oracle returning trapdoors for any time period, except
the one for which the challenge ciphertext is computed. Furthermore, in a
chosen-ciphertext scenario, he is given access to an oracle decrypting cipher-
texts other than the challenge. In the CLTRE model, this adversary is called
chosen-time period and ciphertext attacker (CTCA).

Dé�nition 15 Let A be a Type I outside adversary. A CLTRE scheme is

said to be secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA secure) if no

polynomially bounded A has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. A challenger, CH, takes a security parameter 1k and runs

CLTRE.Setup(1k), CLTRE.ExtractPartialPrKey, CLTRE.SetSecretValue,

CLTRE.SetPrKey and

CLTRE.SetPubKey to obtain a list of public parameters, params, and a key

pair (upr, upub). The public keys of the both server and receiver spub and upub
respectively, together with id and params are given to A. Moreover, A can

choose to obtain either a user's secret value2, uSecrpr, or his partial private

key, uPartpr, but not both. In any case, the server's private key, spr, is kept

secret.

2. A has access to a decryption oracle, CLTRE.Decrypt(.), which given

a ciphertext (C, t) and the time-speci�c trapdoor sT (we assume that this

attacker will try to break the cryptosystem after receiving the trapdoor),

returns the decryption of C using the private key upr. At some point, A
outputs two equal-length messages m0, m1 and a challenge time-period

t∗. He gets a ciphertext (C∗, t∗) = CLTRE.Encrypt(mb, upub, params, t
∗),

for b
R←−{0, 1}, computed under the public key upub and the user's identi�er, id.

3. A issues a new sequence of queries but is prohibited from asking for the

decryption of the challenge for the time period t∗. He eventually outputs a bit

b
′
, and wins if b

′
= b. His advantage is AdvIND−CCACLTRE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]−1/2|.

2equivalently, to replace the user's public key with another of A's choice
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Remark: Note that we have considered two sub-classes of Type I attacker,
depending on whether the attacker chooses to obtain a user's secret value
or their partial private key. In single-server settings, the latter could be
viewed as a weakened �curious KGC� (he has the user's partial private keys
but not their secret value). In multiple-server settings, however, where a
user's partial private key contains one entry from each server (e.g., uPartpr =

(uPartpr,1, uPartpr,2...uPartpr,N)) it may be di�cult to make a direct com-
parison, because a Type I attacker who obtains uPartpr has information not
available to any one server. Thus, our model allows for an intermediate level
of security, where a protocol is not secure against curious servers, but is secure
against attackers who somehow obtain a user's partial private key.

Dé�nition 16 Let A be a Type II outside adversary. A CLTRE scheme is

said to be secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA secure) if no

polynomially bounded A has a non-negligible advantage in the following game:

1. A challenger, CH, takes a security parameter 1k and runs

CLTRE.Setup(1k), CLTRE.ExtractPartialPrKey, CLTRE.SetSecretValue,

CLTRE.SetPrKey and

CLTRE.SetPubKey to obtain a list of public parameters, params, the

receiver's identi�er, id, and a key pair (upr, upub). The server's keypair,

(spr, spub), both the receiver's identi�er id and partial private key, uPartpr
(always computable by someone who knows spr), and also params are given

to A, while receiver's secret value uSecrpr is kept secret.

2. A has access to a decryption oracle, CLTRE.Decrypt(.), which

given a ciphertext (C, t) and the time-speci�c trapdoor sT (always

computable by anyone who knows spr), returns the decryption of C us-

ing the private key upr. At some point, A outputs two equal-length

messages m0, m1 and a challenge time-period t∗. He gets a ciphertext

(C∗, t∗) = CLTRE.Encrypt(mb, upub, params, t
∗), for b

R←−{0, 1}, computed

under the public key upub.

3. A issues a new sequence of queries but is prohibited from asking for the

decryption of the challenge for the time period t∗. He eventually outputs a bit

b
′
, and wins if b

′
= b. His advantage is AdvIND−CCACLTRE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]−1/2|.

Our de�nition of IND-CTCA security is similar to those in [Cathalo 2005]
and [Chalkias 2007c].

Dé�nition 17 Let A be a Type III (inside) adversary. A CLTRE scheme

is said to be secure against chosen-time period and ciphertext attacks (IND-

CTCA secure) if no polynomially bounded A has a non-negligible advantage
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in the following game:

1. The challenger, CH, takes the security parameter 1k and runs

CLTRE.Setup(1k) to return the resulting public parameters params.

Then, he also runs CLTRE.Ex-

tractPartialPrKey, CLTRE.SetSecretValue, CLTRE.SetPrKey and

CLTRE.Set-

PubKey algorithms in odder to obtain the receiver's identi�er, id, and a key

pair (upr, upub). The server's public key, spub, is also given to A, while the

corresponding private key, spr, is kept secret.

2. A has access to a release-time oracle CLTRE.ReleaseTime(.) re-

turning trapdoors sT for any time t. A is also given access to a decryption

oracle, CLTRE.Dec(.), which given a ciphertext C and a receiver's public

key, upub, provided by A, computes the decryption of C using sT . At some

moment, A outputs messages m0,m1, an arbitrary key pair (u∗pr, u
∗
pub), and

a time instant t∗ that has not been submitted to the CLTRE.ReleaseTime

oracle. He receives the challenge (C∗, t∗) = CLTRE.Enc(mb, u
∗
pub, params,

t∗), for a hidden bit b
R←−{0, 1}.

3. A issues a new sequence of release-time queries for any time in-

stant but t∗ and decryption queries for any ciphertext but the challenge

(C∗, t∗), for the public key u∗pub. He eventually outputs a bit b
′
and wins if

b
′
= b. His advantage is AdvIND−CTCACLTRE,A (A) := |Pr[b′ = b]− 1/2|.

8.3.2 Proposed Protocol

In order to design a practical and e�cient CLTRE scheme, one must select
a �suitable combination� of CLE and TRE schemes that meet the require-
ments of this new CLTRE construction, taking advantage � when possible �
of the similarities that exist between modern pairing-based CLE and TRE
constructions. The majority of provably secure CLE protocols3 either make
use of BLS [Boneh 2005a], or BB [Boneh 2004a] short signatures to create
the required partial private keys. Similarly, modern TRE approaches are
also based on BLS or BB signatures for the construction of time-speci�c trap-
doors. It has been shown that, in single-server settings, the BB-based schemes
are usually more e�cient than the BLS-based [Libert 2006, Chalkias 2007c].
Here, we have chosen to use the BLS-based approach because of the e�ciency

3One of the most e�cient CLE schemes is that of Baek et al. [Baek 2005], which does

not require pairing operations; however, there are arguments [Dent 2006b] against its use

for TRE purposes.
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with which it can be used in multiple server settings, as demonstrated in
[Hristu-Varsakelis 2008a] where a single-server TRE scheme was modi�ed to
support multiple servers at an almost negligible additional cost.

8.3.2.1 Notation

We begin by �xing notation and by reviewing the notion of an admissible

bilinear pairing which is the mathematical primitive upon which our proposed
scheme is based. We will require an abelian, additive �nite group, G1, of
prime order q, and an abelian multiplicative group, G2, of the same order.
For example, G1 may be the group of points on an elliptic curve (EC). We
will let P denote the generator of G1 and t ∈ {0, 1}τ , τ ∈ N denote time. Also,
H1, H2, H3, andH4 will be four secure hash functions, withH1 : {0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1,
H2 : G2 7→ {0, 1}n+k, H3 : {0, 1}τ 7→ G∗1, and H4 : {0, 1}k+n ×G1 × {0, 1}τ ×
{0, 1}∗ 7→ Z∗q , where k is the security parameter and n the bit-length of the
cleartext message to be encrypted. Finally, ê : G1×G1 7→ G2 will be a bilinear
pairing.

The security of our protocol is based on the assumed di�culty of the
following problem:

Dé�nition 18 Bilinear Di�e-Hellman Problem (BDHP)
Given P, aP, bP, cP ∈ G1, for some unknown a, b, c ∈ Z∗q , it is di�cult to �nd

ê(P, P )abc.

8.3.2.2 Full Version of CLTRE (IND-CTCA secure)

In order for an anonymous sender to securely send a message m that will be
decrypted at (or after) a pre-de�ned time instant t, the following protocol
(also summarized see Table 8.3) is to be executed:

CLTRE.Setup: Given a security parameter k, the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 :

{0, 1}∗ 7→ G∗1, H2 : G2 7→ {0, 1}n+k, H3 : {0, 1}τ 7→ G1, and
H4 : {0, 1}k+n × G1 × {0, 1}τ × {0, 1}∗ 7→∈ Z∗q . These functions will
be treated as random oracles when it comes to security considerations.
3. Generates the time-server's private key s ∈ R←−Z∗q and the corresponding
public key S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space to be m = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space to
be C = G1 × {0, 1}n+k+τ .
The public parameters are params := {k, q, G1, G2, P , S, ê, H1, H2, H3,
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H4, n, τ , m, C}.

CLTRE.ReleaseTime: given a time instant t ∈ {0, 1}τ and the server's
private key s ∈ Z∗q, it returns the time-speci�c trapdoor, skT = sT ∈ G∗1,
where T = H3(t) ∈ G∗1. We note that the trapdoor is in fact a time-server's
short signature (like the one proposed in [Boneh 2005a]) on that time, t, and
is inherently self-authenticating. Thus there is no need for an additional
server signature: a user can simply check whether ê(S, T )

?
=ê(P, skT ).

CLTRE.ExtractPartialPrKey: given the time-server's key pair, (s, S),
and the identifer, id ∈ {0, 1}, of the user (the recipient), it �rst computes
I = H1(id) ∈ G∗1 and then outputs the recipient's partial private key,
D = sI ∈ G∗1, which is transmitted to the receiver via a secure channel. We
note that a receiver can verify the correctness of this key by checking whether
ê(S, I)

?
=ê(P,D).

CLTRE.SetSecretValue: given params, and the entity's identi�er,
id, it chooses a receiver's secret value, b ∈ Z∗q.

CLTRE.SetPrKey: given params, a receiver's partial private key, D,
and secret value, b, it outputs the receiver's private key, upr = (D, b).

CLTRE.SetPubKey: given params, and the receiver's private key, b,
it produces receiver's public key, B = bP ∈ G∗1.

CLTRE.Enc: to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n with release time t ∈ {0, 1}τ ,
for a receiver with identi�er id and public key B, the sender executes the
following:
1. Choose σ R←−{0, 1}k, and then compute r = H4(m||σ||B||id||t).
2. Compute T = H3(t) ∈ Z∗q and I = H1(id) ∈ {0, 1}k.
3. Compute c1 = rP ∈ G∗1.
4. Compute K = ê(S +B, T + I)r = ê(P, T + I)r(s+b) ∈ G∗2.
5. Compute c2 = (m||σ)⊕H2(K) ∈ {0, 1}n+q.
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, t〉.

CLTRE.Dec: given C := 〈c1, c2, t〉, a server-provided trapdoor, sT ,
and his private key, b, the recipient �rst computes T = H3(t) and veri�es
that the trapdoor is indeed a server's signature [Boneh 2005a] on the time
information, t. Then, he computes (or recalls from memory) I = H1(id) in
order to calculate K = ê(c1, skT + D + b(T + I)) = ê(P, T + I)r(s+b) ∈ G1.
Finally, he retrieves the message as m||σ = H2(K)⊕ c2. To check the validity
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of the message, the receiver veri�es the following equality: c1
?
=rP , where

r = H4(m||σ||B||id||t).
The computational cost associated with CLTRE is comparable-to-slightly-

higher than those of other CLE-only or TRE-only protocols mentioned in
this work. In particular, the sender must perform one bilinear pairing, one
scalar multiplication in G1, one exponentiation and two map-to-point hash
operations (we ignore the cost of point additions and plain hashing). The
receiver performs one bilinear pairing, one scalar multiplication and one map-
to-point hash.

8.3.2.3 CLTRE with Multiple Servers

The proposed protocol can be e�ciently modi�ed for use with multiple (n)
time-servers, at a minor additional cost of n − 1 EC point additions by the
sender and the receiver. As we will see in the next section, using multiple
servers o�ers protection against the possibility of an inside adversary colluding
with the time server in order to obtain early access to a message, and against
an outside adversary (e.g., a malicious server) who � besides having access
to a user's partial private key � manages to also obtain that user's secret
value (or replace the user's public key with another of his choosing). In the
multi-server version of our protocol, termed mCLTRE, a receiver's private key
consists of his secret value, b, as before, together with one partial private key,
siI, for each server i = 1, 2, ..., n. Decryption requires the receiver to obtain
one trapdoor skT i per server as well. mCLTRE is shown in compact form in
Table 8.4, where by slight abuse of notation we have written [xi], i ∈ {1, ..., n},
to denote the sequence (x1, x2, ..., xN). Note that Table 8.4 shows a basic
version of the protocol - a CCA-secure version can be constructed by applying
the Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) transformation [Fujisaki 1999]. The conversion is
straightforward and analogous to the single-server case (see Appendix A.2),
and will be ommitted.

8.3.3 Security Analysis

The following three results (whose proofs are included in Appendix A) concern
the basic security of CLTRE and its multi-server version. In particular, the
proposed protocol is secure against IND-CTCA (Type III) and IND-CCA
(Type I and Type II) attackers.

Theorem 8 Assume that a polynomial-time IND-CTCA (Type III) attacker

has a non-negligible advantage ε(k) against CLTRE when making qHi queries

to random oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and qT time server queries. Then the
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BDH problem can be solved (in polynomial time) with non-negligible probabil-

ity.

Theorem 9 Assume that a polynomial-time IND-CCA (Type I or Type II)

attacker has a non-negligible advantage ε(k) against CLTRE when making qHi
queries to random oracles Hi ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then the BDH problem can be

solved (in polynomial time) with non-negligible probability.

Corollary Theorems 8 and 9 hold for the multi-server version of CLTRE
(after applying the FO transformation). Furthermore, Theorem 8 also holds if
a Type III attacker (impatient receiver) obtains fewer than all private server
keys. Theorem 9 also holds if a Type II attacker (malicious server) knows
fewer than all partial private keys and replaces the user's public key with
another of the server's choosing.

8.3.4 Notes and Discussion

8.3.5 Generic CLTRE Constructions

A CLTRE scheme can be constructed generically by combining any CLE
scheme with any IBE scheme. Speci�cally, using secret-sharing techniques,
a sender can split a message and encrypt one part under the receiver's cer-
ti�cateless encryption key and the other part under the ID that corresponds
to the desired date. In that case, the receiver will be able to immediately
decrypt the �rst part, but must wait until the time-server publishes the re-
quired trapdoor (the private key that corresponds to ID=time) to decrypt the
second part. Using the techniques of Dodis and Katz [Dodis 2005a], such an
approach can resist chosen ciphertext attacks.

With respect to computational e�ciency, it is clear that a generic CLTRE
scheme, which uses both CLE and IBE, requires, among other things, a num-
ber of bilinear pairings operations to be performed. Consequently, the choice
of CLE and IBE schemes is of importance when computational power is lim-
ited. Furthermore, such an approach is bound to �in�ate� the ciphertext space,
because it includes the ciphertexts needed for CLE, IBE, security against
CCA, and secret-sharing, respectively. Thus, a generic scheme is likely to be
ine�cient in terms of computational and communication cost, compared to
our concrete approach.

8.3.5.1 Identity Based TRE (IBTRE)

IBTRE is a kind of certi�cateless TRE where the user does not hold a secret
value, but has a single private key obtained by the KGC. However, it can
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be rather di�cult to construct an IBTRE scheme which is secure against
curious servers in settings where the KGC and time-server are the same entity.
This is because the trusted entity now has knowledge of both values needed
for decryption, i.e., the receiver's private key and the time-speci�c trapdoor.
To make matters worse, a timed-release encrypted message can also be read
by a malicious KGC prior to the appointed time instant, because a server
can compute trapdoors for any time. As a result, the scheme proposed by
Blake and Chan [Blake 2005], for example, cannot resist attacks from �curious�
KGCs and should be avoided. In general terms, a possible solution is to
separate the KGC and TA into distinct entities, assuming in the adversarial
model that collusion between them is not permitted. In the same vein, a multi-
server version of [Blake 2005] might increase the security of that scheme, but
that remains to be explored.

8.3.6 Basic Version of the Protocol

For the purposes of discussing the security of our protocol (Appendix
A.2) it will be useful to construct a �basic� version of CLTRE, termed
BasicCLTRE, that does not make use of Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) transform.
With BasicTRE, in order for an anonymous sender to send a message m
that will be decrypted at (or after) the pre-de�ned time t, the following
protocol (shown also in Table 8.5 in a more convenient form) is to be executed:

CLTRE.Setup: Given a security parameter k, the setup algorithm:
1. Outputs a k-bit prime number q, two groups G1, G2 of order q, an
admissible bilinear map e : G1×G1 7→ G2 and an arbitrary generator P ∈ G1.
2. Chooses the following cryptographic hash functions: H1 : {0, 1} 7→ G∗1,
H2 : G∗2 7→ {0, 1}n and H1 : {0, 1}τ 7→ G∗1. These functions will be treated as
random oracles when it comes to security considerations.
3. Generates the time-server's private key s ∈ R←−Z∗q and the corresponding
public key S = sP ∈ G∗1.
4. Chooses the message space to be m = {0, 1}n and the ciphertext space to
be C = G1 × {0, 1}n+τ .
The public parameters are params := {k, q, G1, G2, P , S, ê, H1, H2, H3, n,
τ , m, C}.

CLTRE.ReleaseTime: as in full version of CLTRE

CLTRE.ExtractPartialPrKey : as in full version of CLTRE

CLTRE.SetSecretValue : as in full version of CLTRE

CLTRE.SetPrKey : as in full version of CLTRE

CLTRE.SetPubKey: as in full version of CLTRE
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AnTRE.Enc: to encrypt m ∈ {0, 1}n using the time information,
t ∈ {0, 1}τ , the receiver's identi�er, id, and public key, B, respectively, the
sender executes the following:
1. Choose r R←−Z∗q
2. Compute T = H3(t) ∈ Z∗q and I = H1(id) ∈ {0, 1}k.
3. Compute c1 = rP ∈ G∗1.
4. Compute K = ê(S +B, T + I)r = ê(P, T + I)r(s+b) ∈ G∗2.
5. Compute c2 = m⊕H2(K) ∈ {0, 1}n.
The ciphertext is C := 〈c1, c2, t〉.

CLTRE.Dec: given C := 〈c1, c2, t〉, the trapdoor, sT , and his private
key, b, the recipient computes at �rst T = H3(t) and veri�es that the
trapdoor is indeed a BB server's signature on the time information, t. Then
he computes I = H1(id) (if it is not a-priori stored) in order to calculate
K = ê(c1, skT + D + b(T + I)) = ê(P, T + I)r(s+b) ∈ G1. Then, he is able to
retrieve the message as m = H2(K)⊕ c2.
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There exist various user authetication methods in the literature. Apart
from the common textual passowords that are proved in practice to be vul-
nerable to dictionary attacks [Chalkias 2006a, Alexiadis 2006], the following
user authentication mechanisms are nowdays used:

1. Fingerprint veri�cation: biometric identi�cation by electronically
scanning a person's �ngerprints using a �ngerprint reader.

2. Voice veri�cation: biometric identi�cation by automatically scanning
a person's voice using a microphone.

3. Iris scanning: biometric identi�cation by scanning the distinctive char-
acteristics of the eye's iris, with a camera or a laser device.

4. Graphical Passwords: `semi-biometric' identi�cation of a user's se-
lection of certain areas in an image (click passwords) or from the user's
drawing of an abstract shape (draw-a-secret).
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5. Smart cards: a card similar to a credit card, but with a small built-in
microprocessor that holds information about the cardholder.

6. Digital certi�cates: an electronic `passport' which is issued by a cer-
ti�cation authority, such as Verisign. It contains, among others, the
name, a serial number, expiration dates and the digital signature of the
certi�cation authority, so that the recipient can verify that the certi�cate
is genuine.

7. Identity-Based and Certi�cateless encryption: where a user is
authenticated under a public key encryption manner without the need
of digital certi�cates.

8. Position-Based authentication: where a user shows/uses the (x,y,z)-
coordinates as a guaranty of his position in the Euclidean space.

As there are various distinct methods to authenticate a user, we consider
each personal characteristic used in either of the above methods as an `iden-
tity', such that the user is de�ned by a property or attribute, other than the
e-mail which is mainly used in the general IBE settings. The latter would be
very usefull in a number of cases where someone wants to encrypt a message
dedicated to a user's characteristic, without even knowing the user itself. For
instance one would like to communicate with someone with a speci�c pass-
word or a �ngerprint, or with a person/device that is physically at a position
(x, y).

This Chapter focuses on three special applications of IBE, the Fuzzy IBE
which enables encryption on biometric inputs that are not always exactly the
same, the Password Identities where a password serves as the user's public
information, and the Position Based Encryption (PBE), where encrypted in-
formation is targeted to a user who is currently at a speci�c position.

9.1 Fuzzy IBE from Biometric Identities

Sahai and Waters [Sahai 2007] introduced the idea of Fuzzy IBE by manipu-
lating a set of descriptive attributes as identities for IBE. Brie�y, Fuzzy IBE
enables the decryption of a message, encrypted for an identity, say ω

′
, only

and only if ω
′
is very close to the �real� identity w. The above property can

be applied to biometric inputs, because the error-tolerance that is employed
in Fuzzy IBE is considered adequate for biometric samples that practically
will always have some noise. Moreover, it needs to be mentioned that the
idea of Fuzzy encryption can be modi�ed so as to be applied on a number
of di�erent scenarios that require some error-tolerance or somehow `related'
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public keys, for example for Position Based Encryption purposes, or for Time
Speci�c Encryption (TSE) [Paterson 2010], respectively.

There is some movement in the real world for the use of biometric identi-
ties. One of the main secutity projects in European Union, called TURBINE

(from TrUsted Revocable Biometric IdeNtitiEs), funded under the Seventh
Framework Program (FP7), aims to develop innovative digital identity solu-
tions, combining electronic �ngerprint authentication with reliable protection
of the biometrics through cryptography. The project's outcome is intended
to meet usage requirements for various market segments, such as ebanking,
eGovernment, eHealth, physical access control, and mobile telecommunica-
tions. Currently, it is tested on eHealth scenarios and secure access to the
airports. Similarly, another large example includes the e�ort of International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) to standarize chips with biometric read-
outs to passports. By taking into consideration the a�ormentioned paradigms
it appears that cryptographic protocol designers may need to adapt to the
reality implied by these standards.

It is highlighted though, that in order for a biometric to work as a public
key, the measurement for an individual need not be kept secret. The system is
based on the guaranty that an intruder cannot impersonate a user by convicing
the authority that he owns a biometric identity that he does not. Thus, a
user must demonstrate ownership of the biometric under the supervision of
a well-trained operator, in order to avoid imitation attacks. However, IBE
with biometrics means that a public key will be always available, for instance
in situations where a user want to present an encryption key to someone
when they are physically present. Moreover, one of the advantages is that
good quality of the biometric sample means that `public keys' will be distinct
enough from each other.

9.1.1 Sahai and Waters' Fuzzy IBE

The IBE scheme from Sahai and Waters [Sahai 2007] is presented, in which
an encrypted message under identity ω can only be decrypted by a key ω

′
,

where
∣∣ω⋂ω

′∣∣ ≥ d, for d being the error-tollerance parameter.

Setup: Let G1 × G1 7→ G2 be a bilinear pairing and g a generator of G1.
Also, the Lagrange coe�cient ∆i,S for i ∈ Zp and a set S with elements ∈ Zp
is de�ned as:

∆i,S(x) =
∏

j∈S,j 6=i

x− j
i− j

(9.1)

Identities (attributes) will be element subsets of some universe, U, of size
|U|. This is the Limited universe version of [Sahai 2007]; for a large-universe
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construction where all elements in Zp is the universe, see Section 7.5 of
[Sahai 2007]. For this construction, each element is associated with a unique
integer in Z∗p, for instance the �rst |U| elements in Zp.

The system produces its master secret key as: t1, t2, ..., t|U|, y ∈ Zp picked
uniformly at random.

The public parameters are:

T1 = gt1 , ..., T|U| = gt|U| , Y = ê(g, g)y (9.2)

Key Generation: Let ω ⊆ U be the identity for which a key is needed.
Then, a random polynomial q of (d− 1) degree is chosen such that q(0) = y.
The private key is {Di}i∈ω, where Di = gq(i)/ti for each i ∈ ω.

Encryption: The public key is ω
′
and the clear message is M ∈ G2. Then a

random s ∈ Zp is selected and the computed ciphertext is:

E = (ω
′
, E
′
= MY s, {Ei = T si }i∈ω′ ) (9.3)

Decryption: Select an arbitrary d-element subset S, of ω ∩ ω′ . Then, M is
retrieved as:

E
′
/
∏
i∈S

(
ê(Di, Ei)

∆i,S(0)
)

= Mê(g, g)sy/
∏
i∈S

(
ê(gq(i)/ti , gsti)

)∆i,S(0)

= Mê(g, g)sy/
∏
i∈S

(
ê(g, g)sq(i))

)∆i,S(0)

= M

(9.4)

9.2 Password-Based Identities

Similarly to Biometric Encryption, an interesting idea would be to use a pass-
word as a public key for encryption. The latter requires that the hash product
of a password and not the clear password would be available to the public; thus
for a system to operate, high-entropy passwords should be used.

There a number of password authenticated key agreement (PAKE) pro-
tocols [Katz 2009] and other password-based encryption approaches in the
literature, however in the majority of the cases, passwords are used for au-
thentication only. But why would we need to encrypt under a password-based
public key? And why a username or an email address is not adequate to work
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as an IBE key? The answer to the above two questions is that a password-
based public key could provide privacy and anonymity, as it is not always
necessary to know the person to which someone communicates and secondly
because it provides an extra layer of security, especially when the server wants
to communicate with the user. In the last scenario, a Password-Based key for
IBE would replace a system that initially needs authentication by password
and then encryption; thus, a more lightweight system is utilized. The system
is now based to both proof by knowledge (password) and proof by possesion

(IBE private key) techniques.
The most important issue in such a case would be to create high-entropy

and dictionary-resistant passwords. It is known that textual passwords are
prone to a number of attacks and it is very unlikely that they can provide a
high level security or be secure against o�ine brute-force attacks. But, is it
possible to create memorable passwords with more than 80-bits or even 128-
bit security? Using an alphanumeric password system, each digit could be one
of the 95 ASCII characters, meaning that every next digit adds about 6.57

security bits, in the best case where symbols are totally random. According to
this, an 8 digit password can o�er a maximum of about 52 bits of security. To
acheive the limits of 80 bits security 13 characters are needed, while for 128
bit encryption we need 20 random characters. However, due to memorability
the e�ective password space whould be limited by a degree d > 1, thus to
achieve 128-bit security, 20d characters are required. Because in practice d
can be very high, it is clear that textual passwords are not practical to serve
as a public key.

9.2.1 Draw-a-Secret Graphical passwords

In commonplace alpha-numeric password schemes, users tend to choose pass-
words with predictable characteristics, related to how easy they are to remem-
ber. Unfortunately, since memorable passwords typically exhibit patterns,
they fall into a small subset of the full password space. Various psychological
studies show that people can recall concrete words much better and faster
than abstract words. The latter means that passwords with no meaning, such
as `sk$tr@Lm4', are even less likely to be recalled than concrete words and we
expect that common users will not choose such passwords. Another case study
contacted by Klein resulted in 25% of 14000 passwords being cracked using a
dictionary of only 3 million words. This suggests that textual password-based
authentication systems are susceptible to automated attacks.

To overcome the vulnerabilities of textual passwords, a lot of alternative
techniques have been proposed such as visual or graphical login, biometric
systems and �ngerprint or voice recognition. Some of these systems are more
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accurate and secure, but on the other hand, they are too expensive and can
only be used for speci�c purposes. However, visual and graphical schemes do
not require specialised hardware and can be easily implemented on personal
computers (PCs) and personal digital assistant devices (PDAs). The remark-
able capability of people to remember pictures motivated password schemes
requiring recall or creation of a picture. These schemes can be divided into
three categories at least. The �rst category includes schemes where a user is
required to click within some regions in a picture. The second category in-
cludes schemes where a user needs to choose a sequence of pre-de�ned images.
The third category includes schemes where a user needs to draw a design on
a display grid. In this paper we focus on the third category and more specif-
ically we make an extension to the DAS password scheme ('Draw-a-Secret')
proposed by Jermyn et al. in 1999.

In the simple DAS scheme the user draws a design on a display grid, which
is used as the password. A user can draw lines, symbols or even geometrical
shapes. Strokes can start anywhere inside the grid and go in any direction, but
must occur in the same sequence as in the registration phase. The drawing is
then mapped to a sequence of coordinate pairs by listing the coordinates of
the cells through which the drawing passes. In order to authenticate a user or
to construct a key for symmetric encryption, the hash product (SHA-1) of the
bit string that represents the sequence of coordinates (along with the pen-up
characters) is used. In this way, two distinct drawings are transformed, with
high probability, into two distinct hash values.

Jermyn et al. have computed the full password space for the DAS scheme
on a 5×5 grid by assuming that all passwords of total length greater than some
�xed value have probability zero. According to them, the number of passwords
Lmax of length 12 is 258 and exceeds the number of textual passwords of 8
characters or less constructed from the printable ASCII codes. Theoretically,
the full password space is big enough for a user that chooses a password
of twelve isolated dots or something similar, but in practice the memorable
password space is much smaller, because users tend to draw lines or shapes
and not isolated dots (the marked cells are usually adjacent).

There have already been proposed schemes with slight modi�cations of
the simple DAS technique that increase the full password space. P.C van
Oorschot and J.Thorpe suggested that increasing the grid size to increase the
password space does not provide enough security pay-back as increasing other
parameters, such as stroke-count or password length. In their analysis they
assumed that when the grid increases the password length remains the same,
but in practice this is not the fact. Usually, the size (in pixels) of the drawing
lines remains the same before and after the increase of the grid. Under their
assumption, they proposed a scheme that uses grid selection, in which a user
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selects a small drawing grid from an initial large, �ne-grained grid. Their idea
is similar to that discussed by Birget et al., except that they are zooming in
on a grid to draw in, not a picture to click a point within.

Another approach to improve the performance of the DAS scheme is by
using a multi-grid discretization. In this scheme, three grids are used in order
for a point to be at safe distance from the edges from at least one of the three
grids. This approach has good results when strokes pass through the corners
of the cells.

Also, the BDAS proposal used a background image in the drawing canvas
[Dunphy 2007], a technique that helps users to create bigger passwords, be-
cause there are more visual points of optical reference for the users. However,
background image is susceptible to image-dictionary attacks, as users tend to
begin their drawings from easily guessed areas (spots in the image of some
importance).

To improve in password complexity, a new method, called Complex DAS
(CDAS), proposed by Chalkias et al. [Chalkias 2006a, Alexiadis 2006] makes
use of nested grids and thus a canvas with various in size cells is created to
decrease the `centered password' e�ect.

9.2.2 Coloured Complex DAS

In this Subsection, a DAS password model that combines nested grid with
background colouring (not images) is presented. This model has both the
advantages of Backgrounded DAS and Nested-Grid approach, and it also re-
mains secure against dictionary attacks, because there is no use of background
images (only cell (or group of cells) colouring is applied). After a short survey,
the new model improves upon CDAS and BDAS approaches.

Unlike the simple DAS technique where the cells are identical in size, in
the CDAS scheme the �nal grid is a multi-grid consisted of internal grids. We
present an example of this construction in Figure 9.1. In this case, the �nal
grid could contain a lot of grid layers, but in practice two, three or four layers
are enough to provide usability.

As it can been seen, in the nested grid example there are a lot of visual
base points, so an attacker will have problems to determine the area in where
the password is centered (if it is). The password representation remains the
same as the simple DAS scheme with a slight modi�cation.

Our aim is to combine the CDAS discretization with coloured groups of
cells (see Figure 9.2). This may help in creating more complex grids, bigger in
size, that can also preserve memorability. The above is based on the physical
people's ability to remember a sequence of at least seven objects. By creating
nested grids and coloured areas, it is on each person's desire to group on
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Figure 9.1: CDAS grid templates

Figure 9.2: Coloured 6x6 grid
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the brain grid-information according to his/her needs. A survey on these
techniques gave some interested results, but the most important is that the
majority of users selected high entropy passwords that some times exceeded
the 128-bits! Current research investigates results of the survey to prove the
fact that DAS schemes can create passwords that are as secure, as a random
secret key.

Apart from creating good passwords, these results enable the use of DAS
passwords as public keys. In this context, a strong hashed password can be
used for the user's public key in order to encrypt messages to him. The pass-
word's hash output could be sent over insecure channels, or be used similarly
to PAKE schemes, and the sender will be able to decrypt messages by com-
bining the password with the private key received by the KGC. Similarly to
the use of MD5 passwords in webpages, programming code can enable that
both the private key and the password are required for decryption. Similarly
password-based digital signatures can be constructed. However, till now, a full
password-based identity encryption (or signature) scheme remains an open
problem.

9.3 Position-Based Identity Keys

Chandran et al. [Chandran 2009] introduced the notion of Position-Based
Encryption, in which the geographic location of a party is used as the identity
of the users. The problem is analyzed into two fundamental tasks. The �rst
one is Secure Positioning, while the second is the cryptographic protocol that
uses the location-info as a public key. Typical examples include the commu-
nication between di�erent military establishments where exact positions of
each military base is known to the communicating parties, message exchange
between the departments of a company, and satellite TV, where broadcasters
must ensure that their signal is captured and decrypted from receivers inside
a territory, usually a country due to contract limitations.

9.3.1 Secure Positioning

Secure Positioning techniques have been analyzed extensively in the literature.
Current systems are mainly based on the response technique by measuring
the time a radio wave takes to travel from one point to another, e.g in GPS.
One of the problems arrised is the prover collusion, meaning that a set of
colluding entities can mislead the veri�ers to beleive that some entity is on
a speci�c `fake' location. This model of message exchange between provers
and veri�ers, where veri�ers communicate together via a secure channel, is
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referred as the Vanilla model. Another model, called the Bounded Retrieval

Model (BRM), introduced by Maurer [Maurer 1992], is based on the limitation
of the amount each entity is able to store. The model assumes that parties
can store information having high min-entropy, but an adversary can only
retrieve a part of it. A model combining the above two techniques has been
recently proposed by Chandran et al. [Chandran 2009]. Other methods of
proving a user's position is by using a GPS device or triangulation techniques
from Wi-Fi spots or by mapping the user's IP to a location.

9.3.2 Position-Based Identities from Voronoi Grids

In their paper, Chandran et al. [Chandran 2009] proposed both a compu-
tational and an information theoritic position based key exchange protocols,
respectively. However, the exact location is not used as an identity in their
schemes, as relative or absolute coordinates are not really included in their
approach. In this Subsection a method for obtaining identities from locations
using Voronoi Grids is presented. This is a step after secure positioning and
a step before any cryptographic operation.

The proposed system utilizes the Click to Point Graphical Password
scheme [Kirovski 2006], where the alphabet is built by tiling the background
image with Voronoi polygons (see Figure 9.3), where each polygon corresponds
to a unique symbol. To provide some error-tolerance, when a user clicks on a
speci�c spot in the image, the spot is mapped to the center of the Voronoi cell
in which it belongs. Thus, this enables users to make small `mistakes' during
login. Then, the �nal sequence of clicked points is hashed and is used as a
password.

In our case a desired map is divided into small Voronoi cells (Figure ref-
�g:voronoimap). The center of each cell is selected at random or we can modify
the model so as some major areas on the map are the center of their corre-
sponding polygons (the rest are still selected at random). This descretization
is shown in Figure 9.4. Unlike Fuzzy IBE, using this approach identities can
be mapped to the real ones, so no error-tolerance is required to the cryp-
tographic protocol. It is noted that the use of Fuzzy Encryption could also
provide a solution, if `somehow' each attribute is a distinct cell in the grid;
however, this still requires investigation.

For a system to work, a secure positioning mechanism will initially provide
the (x, y) coordinates. Then, coordinates will be mapped to the closest cell
center; this would be the identity of the current location. The error-tolerance
depends on the Voronoi grid density which would be a public system's param-
eter. These identities can be used by any conventional IBE scheme, without
requiring Fuzzy methods. Currently, secure infrastructures are in the design
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Figure 9.3: Random Voronoi grids as a Password Canvas (in real systems they
are hidden)

Figure 9.4: Random Voronoi grids for the Greek and European maps
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phase in order to apply the proposed approach in real systems that require
such a property.



Chapter 10

Conclusion

In this Thesis the basic underlying mathematics of bilinear pairing-based en-
cryption have been de�ned. Also, the Weil and Tate-Lichtenbaum algorithms
that compute pairings are presented in a compact form, while a number of 16
mathematical problems required for the security proofs is listed.

Among the others, protocols for IBE, IBS, CLE, TRE and Key-Exchange
are provided. One of the main advantages of this Thesis is the thorough
analysis of TRE and the proposal of schemes with desirable characteristics.
More speci�cally, a survey on the TRE approaches is provided and new ef-
�cient protocols are analyzed and compared in terms of e�ciency, security
and o�ered-properties. Some of the new TRE properties include the mul-
tiple server support, the con�dentiality of time-servers, the ability to add a
clear message in the ciphertext and message pre-opening capabilities. For the
�rst time a complete IBE and TRE infrastructure is presented that can be
used to support emerging e-commerce and e-government applications that re-
quire TRE such as e-voting, blind auctions, programming contests, e-lottery,
e-gambling, e-payments and many more.

Another important aspect of this Thesis is that appart from IBE, bilinear
pairings have a number of active �elds in which they can be applied into.
For instance, short signatures would possibly replace conventional digital sig-
nature schemes because they are faster and require less memory and CPU.
Moreover, one-pass key exchange can be protected against KCI attacks using
BLS [Boneh 2004b] or BB [Boneh 2008] signatures without introducing high
additional cost. Furthermore, the construction of CLE schemes can be the
�rst step to move from conventional PKI to a certi�cate-less one and thus
decreasing the system's maintenance cost.

Finally, a set of new concepts and open problems for cryptography is given
for further research. More presicely, the use of Fuzzy IBE for attribute-based
encryption can be a solution to Time-Speci�c Encryption, where previous
time-trapdoors can be calculated by the currently published, or for Position-
Based encryption where the error-tollerant geographic location works as a
public key for users. In addition, it is proposed that the inclusion of Graphical
Passwords and Voronoi Grids in cryptography can lead to new identity based
schemes. For instance a graphical password can itself work as a public identity
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or an error-tollerant geographic location using Voronoi Grids can for the �rst
time create position-based identities ideal for satellite TV and position to
position communication in general.



Appendix A

Appendix: Proofs of Security

A.1 Security Analysis of CHHSA

Although the concept of provable security has occasionally taken some criti-
cism, it remains one of the few formal approaches used to make precise state-
ments regarding the security of protocols, and therefore continues to be widely
used. In this work, we prove the security of our protocol in an environment
which is an extension of the Bellare-Rogaway model [Bellare 1993] proposed by
Blake-Wilson et. al. [Blake-Wilson 1997]. Our choice of [Blake-Wilson 1997]
is partly motivated by the fact that in our protocol, authentication and key
generation are intertwined (for example, X2 is used to generate both Q and
the secret key). In particular, this means that the protocol is not amenable to
the �modular� approach of Canneti-Krawzcyk [Bellare 1998] where a protocol
is �rst proved secure in the absence of authentication and then an appropriate
authentication layer is added.

The security of our protocol will turn out to be linked to the well-known
Computational Di�e-Hellman (CDH) problem. The CDH problem in G1 is to
compute αβP given P, αP , and βP , for some �xed α, β ∈ Z∗q. It is considered
computationally hard, assuming an adversary that runs in polynomial time.
In our protocol, we have precisely an instance of the CDH problem, because
the adversary must compute αxBP given αP (transmitted by A) and xBP

(B's public key), in order to �nd the session key.
We proceed to show that the proposed protocol is secure in the random

oracle model [Bellare 1993, Blake-Wilson 1997], assuming that the CDH prob-
lem is hard in G1. We �rst give a brief, intuitive description of the main as-
sumptions regarding the environment in which the protocol is run. Additional
details can be found in [Blake-Wilson 1997].

We consider a collection of entities-players which may communicate with
one another by initiating the protocol. An adversary can eavesdrop on commu-
nications, reroute or change the content of messages, initiate sessions between
entities, engage in multiple sessions with the same entity at the same time,
and ask an entity to enter a session with itself. The adversary is a probabilis-
tic polynomial-time Turing Machine and has access to a collection of oracles
{Πs

i,j}, where Πs
i,j behaves as entity i carrying out a protocol session in the
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belief that it is running the protocol with entity j for the s-th time. We will
assume that 1 ≤ s ≤ τ(k), where τ is polynomial in the security parameter k
of the protocol.

The adversary may choose to give an oracle a message (of the form (X1, Y1,
IDA, IDB, T )) as an input, via a Send query. A Reveal query tells an oracle
to reveal its current session key. An oracle which has been asked a Reveal

query is said to be opened. Finally, a Corrupt query, targeted at entity i,
tells all Πs

i,j oracles to reveal i's long-term private key to the adversary and
to replace i's key pair with any valid key pair chosen by the adversary. An
oracle Πs

i,j for which a Corrupt query has been asked for i, is said to be
corrupted. We say informally that an oracle has accepted, if it has successfully
terminated a protocol run. An oracle Πs

ij is fresh if it has accepted, i and
j are both uncorrupted, it is unopened, and there is no opened oracle Πt

j,i

with which it has had a matching conversation1, as de�ned in [Bellare 1993,
Blake-Wilson 1997].

In the setting described above, the adversary begins by asking the oracles
all the queries it wishes to make. He then selects any fresh oracle Πs

i,j and
asks a single new query, called Test. To answer the query, the oracle �ips
a fair coin b R←{0, 1} and returns the session key if b = 0 or a random value
if b = 1. The adversary is considered to have �won� this experiment if he
correctly guesses the value of b.

In the following we will show that the protocol described in Table 1 is a
secure one-pass authenticated key establishment (OPAK) protocol.

Dé�nition 19 A protocol P is a secure OPAK protocol if:

1. In the presence of a benign adversary on Πs
i,j and Πt

i,j, (i.e., an adversary

that does not interfere with the routing or contents of messages) both

oracles always accept holding the same session key κ, and this key is

distributed uniformly at random on {0, 1}k, where k is the protocol's

security parameter.

2. If uncorrupted oracles Πs
i,j and Πt

i,j have matching conversations then

both oracles accept and hold the same session key κ.

3. The adversary makes no Reveal queries.

1Intuitively, two oracles are said to have matching conversations if one of them is the

initiator of an exchange of messages, and the messages sent by each of the two are identical

to those received by the other, and are in the same temporal order. See [Bellare 1993,

Blake-Wilson 1997] for a precise de�nition. In our case, there is only one message msg =

(X1, Y1, T1, IDA) transmitted during the protocol, so that matching conversations have

a particularly simple form: the initiator oracle takes as input the empty string, λ, and

transmits msg; the responder takes msg as input and transmits λ.
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4. Let GoodGuessE(k) be the probability that the adversary, E, correctly

guesses the coin �ip at the Test query. Then,

advantageE(k) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[GoodGuessE(k)]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
is negligible2.

The last de�nition is a modi�ed version of De�nition 10 in
[Blake-Wilson 1997]. We note that the third part of De�nition 2 is
necessary because all one-pass protocols are prone to replay attacks, thus the
strongest property of AK security [Blake-Wilson 1997] cannot be achieved.
If Reveal queries were allowed then an adversary E could win the Test by
a replay attack. In particular, E can submit the same message Q to two
receiver instances, and both of them will accept it and produce the same
output session key. Then E Reveals one of the two keys , and Tests the
other, and wins. The last weakness with respect to replay attacks can be
somewhat recti�ed in practical settings if each entity maintains a list of
secret keys used during the latest time period (whose length depends on the
frequency with which T1 is updated).

Theorem 10 The protocol shown in Table 1 is a secure OPAK protocol, pro-

vided that the CDH problem is computationally hard and H1, H2 are indepen-

dent random oracles.

Proof:
We prove that CHHSA protocol satis�es the de�ning properties of a secure

AK protocol.
Conditions 1 and 2: From the protocol de�nition it is clear that, in the

presence of a benign adversary on Πs
ij and Πt

ji, as well as when uncorrupted
oracles Πs

ij and Πt
ji have matching conversations, both oracles accept and hold

the same session key sk = H2(axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖T1).
Condition 3: Consider an adversary, E. We will show that if

advantageE(k) is non-negligible we are led to a contradiction, and in partic-
ular that it is then possible to construct a new adversary, F , which succeeds
in solving the CDH problem with non-negligible probability.

Suppose that E chooses some fresh oracle, Πi,j, to ask its Test query.
The key held by such an oracle will be of the form H2(axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖T1).
Let Γk be the event that H2 has previously been queried on an input that

2A real-valued function ε(k) is called negligible if for every c > 0 there exists a kc > 0

such that ε(k) < k−c for all k > kc.
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begins with axjP , by E or by some oracle other than a Πi,j or Πj,i oracle. If
advantageE(k) is non-negligible, then

Pr[E succeeds] =
1

2
+ n(k), (A.1)

for some non-negligible function n(k). At the same time,

Pr[E succeeds] = Pr[E succeeds|Γk]Pr[Γk] + Pr[E succeeds|Γ̄k]Pr[Γ̄k].
(A.2)

Because H2 is a random oracle and Πs
i,j remains unopened (by the de�nition

of a fresh oracle), Pr[E succeeds|Γ̄k] = 1/2. Therefore,

1

2
+ n(k) ≤ Pr[E succeeds|Γk]Pr[Γk] +

1

2
, (A.3)

which implies that Pr[E succeeds|Γk] ≥ n(k), and Pr[Γk] ≥ n(k), are both
non-negligible. Let Pr[Γk] = n1(k), for some non-negligible function n1(k). E
can now be used to construct an adversary F that solves the CDH problem
with non-negligible probability. Given P (the generator of the group G1),
aP (akin to the X1 value transmitted by i), and xjP (j's public key), with
randomly chosen a ∈R Z∗q and xj ∈R Z∗q, F must guess axjP . This is precisely
an instance of the CDH problem. The construction of F follows that in Case 1
of Theorem 9 in [Blake-Wilson 1997]. Let I be the set of entities with which
E may communicate. F chooses a pair of entities i, j ∈R I, guessing that E,
or an oracle other than Πi,j or Πj,i will query H2 with axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖T1 at
some time T1. F performs E's experiment and picks all entities' secret values
at random, except of those of Πi,j and Πj,i. F records the public keys of all
entities and starts E. F answers all H1 and H2 queries at random, just like
a random oracle. For all Send, Reveal and Corrupt queries made to oracles
other than Πi,j or Πj,i, F answers as an honest player would. If E asks i or
j a Corrupt query then F gives up. When E asks Πi,j or Πj,i a Send query,
instead of computing the value sk = H2(axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖T1) (the key that
would have been used by the oracle), F must select a random κ to represent
sk, since F does not actually know axjP . Finally, if E sends a Reveal query
to Πi,j or Πj,i, then instead of revealing H2(axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖T1), F responds
with his guess, κ, at the session key.

Let τ2(k) denote a polynomial bound on the number of H2 queries made by
E and its oracles. F chooses l ∈ {1, . . . , τ2(k)}, guessing that the l-th distinct
input on which H2 is queried will be axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖Tl, where Tl the time
of the l-th query. We note that T1, T2, . . . , Tτ2(k) are known to the adversary
because time-stamps are always transmitted in the clear, as are the entities'
IDs. When the l-th distinct H2 call is made (say, on input g), F stops and
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outputs g as its guess at axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖Tl (or, equivalently, F outputs the
�rst part of g corresponding to axjP , by discarding the identi�ers and time
stamp). If E halts before the l-th distinct input is queried then F gives up.
Clearly, if the l-th distinct H2 query made by E or its oracles is on an input
that begins with axjP , then F wins at this experiment and has solved an
instance of the CDH problem.

Of course, H2 may have been queried on axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖Tl′ some time
before the l-th distinct input, in which case F will have answered at random,
and his answer may have been in contradiction to one of the keys that has
been used by some Πi,j or Πj,i oracle. In such a case, E's behavior is not
speci�ed, thus E is not guaranteed to halt in that case. This problem can
be circumvented as in [Blake-Wilson 1997], by letting τ3(k) be a polynomial
bound on E's runtime under ordinary circumstances and requiring that F
gives up if he runs E for longer than τ3(k), surmising that he must have
missed an H2 query with input axjP‖IDi‖IDj‖Tl′ .

We conclude that the probability of F coming up with the correct value
axjP is at least

n1(k)

τ 2
1 (k)τ2(k)

, (A.4)

where τ1(k) is a polynomial bound on the number of entities3. The quantity in
(A.4) is non-negligible. We conclude that the polynomial time adversary F has
succeeded in �nding axjP given aP and xjP , with non-negligible probability,
contradicting the assumption that the CDH problem is hard.

A.2 Security Proofs for CLTRE

A.2.1 Proof of Theorem 1 - security against �impatient�

recipients

We �rst show that BasicCLTRE is secure against chosen time and plaintext
attacks (IND-CTPA)4 [Cathalo 2005]. Assuming an IND-CTPA attacker A
which succeeds against BasicCLTRE with non-negligible probability, ε(k), we
will construct an algorithm B which takes as inputs < αP, βP , γP >, and
computes ê(P, P )αβγ with non-negligible probability.

3We note that the bound (A.4) can be improved further, because they adversary can

limit its attention to H2 queries made by E where the ID's included in the argument are

IDi and IDj , as opposed to guessing over τ21 (k) queries.
4This type of adversary is de�ned similarly to IND-CTCA, but without access to a

decryption oracle.
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B sets the time server key pair to be (γ, S = γP ) and starts A on input
S. During the game we assume that: i) all H1 queries are distinct, and ii) A
produces her challenge request at t∗, for which he asks the hash value H3(t∗).
B answers queries to random oracles as follows:

• H1: B chooses a random integer µ and returns βP +µP ; he records the
input id and the value of µ on a list, L1, so that if queried on the same
input it can return the same EC point.

• H2: B answers each query at random; each time, he records the input
and the reply it gave on a list, L2, so that if H2 is queried again on the
same input, B will return the same answer.

• H3: B answers λP for a randomly chosen λ which he records on a list
L3. If the same query has been asked again, B returns the same value
as before.

• Queries to the time server: B checks whether the time t has previously
been submitted to H3, in which case he �nds the reply he gave, T (oth-
erwise he generates T = λP with a random λ which he records in L3)
and returns the appropriate trapdoor value γT .

Let qT be the number of queries made by A to the time server. Without
loss of generality, we will assume that qT = qH3 − 1 (if qT < qH3 − 1, then
B can issue dummy queries to the time-server broadcast oracle for itself).
Initially, B chooses ` R←−{1, ..., qT} as a guess for which time A will mount its
attack. After the �nd stage, A outputs < m0,m1, t

∗ > and a valid key pair
{b,D = γI}, {B = bP, I} to be challenged on. If t∗ 6= t` (B did not guess
correctly which ti the attack will occur on), then B stops and reports �failure�.
Otherwise, B sets c1 = αP , chooses a messagem at random and K at random,
sets c2 = m⊕K and sends the challenge (c1, c2, t

∗) to A.
Realizing that c2 is not properly formatted, would requireA to queryH2 on

the �correct� input with non-negligible probability (if not, one could construct
an algorithm for inverting the XOR function with non-negligible probability).
B has the opportunity to detect that event and use that input to compute
ê(P, P )αβγ. If A is successful in guessing the hidden bit with non-negligible
probability, then using standard arguments it can be shown that A is very
likely to query H2 on input ê(S+B, T + I)r = ê(γP + bP, λ∗P +βP +µP )α =

ê(P, P )α(γ+b)(β+λ∗+µ) at some time of the game, if the latter mimics perfectly
the real attack environment.

To produce its output, B selects a random entry K from its L2 list, and
random entries from its L1 and L3 lists (corresponding to the integers µ and λ∗,
respectively), and computes d = ê(αP, γP )(λ∗+µ)ê(αP, βP )bê(αP, bP )(λ∗+µ)
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(which B can do from the data he has available), so that with probability
ε(k)

qH1
qH2

qH3
non-negligible, Kd−1 = ê(P, P )αβγ is the solution to the BDH prob-

lem.
Now, the IND-CTPA security of BasicCLTRE implies IND-CTCA security

of CLTRE using a Lemma very similar to Lemma 2 of [Cathalo 2005] and
Theorem 3 of [Fujisaki 1999].

Lemma 1 In the random oracle model, an IND-CTCA attacker A having

non-negligible advantage ε against CLTRE when making qD decryption queries

and qHi queries to oracles Hi, (i = 1, ..., 4), implies an IND-CTPA attacker B
with non-negligible advantage against BasicCLTRE.

Proof: We describe how B uses A to succeed in a chosen time period and
plaintext attack against her challenger, CH. B forwards to A the public
parameters she receives from CH. We note that in addition to random oracles
H1, H2 and H3 that are controlled by CH, A has also access to an additional
random oracle H2 that is simulated by B who answers A's queries as follows:

• H1, H2 and H3 queries are passed to CH whose answer is sent to A.

• Whenever A submits a string (m||σ||B||id||t) to the H4 oracle, B �rst
checks whether H4 was previously queried on the same input; if so, she
returns her previous answer. Otherwise, B returns a randomly chosen
r ∈ R←−Z∗q and computes an CLTRE encryption of the messagem for the
user with identity id, public key B and for the time period t, using the
random coin σ ∈ {0, 1}k (so that the ciphertext is also a BasicCLTRE
encryption of m for the random coin r) in order to anticipate subsequent
decryption queries (to do so, B has to issue random oracle queries on
H1, H2 and H3 to CH). An entry containing the input (m||σ||B||id||t),
as well as the returned r, and the corresponding ciphertext < c1, c2, t >,
is then stored in a list, L2.

• Decryption queries: when A submits a ciphertext < c1, c2, t > and a
receiver's private key upr, B searches in L2 for an entry of the form
((m||σ||B||id||t), r, c1, c2, t), in order to return the corresponding m, if
such an entry exists, and null otherwise.

When A decides that the �nd stage is over by outputting (m0,m1) and
B∗, id∗, t∗, B randomly chooses two strings σ0, σ1 ∈ {0, 1}k and in turn sends
her challenge request (M0 = (m0||σ0), M1 = (m1||σ1), B∗, id∗, t∗) to CH,
which returns a BasicCLTRE encryption < c1, c2, t

∗ > of Mb = (mb||σb) using
some random coin r′ ∈ R←−Z∗q.
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As in the proof of Lemma 2 in [Cathalo 2005], if A ever queries H4 on
the input (md||σd||B∗, id∗, t∗) for d ∈ {0, 1}k, B halts and outputs the cor-
responding bit d as a result which is very likely to be correct (since A has
no information on xb̄, as argued in [Fujisaki 1999], one can show that A asks
for the hash value H4(mb̄, σb̄, B

∗, id∗, t∗) with probability qH4/2
k throughout

the game). On the other hand, if such an H4 query never occurs, B outputs
exactly the same result b′ as A does and obviously succeeds against CH if A
yields a correct guess b′ = b.

When taking into account B's probability to wrongly reject a ciphertext
during the game (smaller than (1− 1/p)qD < (1− 1/2k)qD), we �nd that B's
advantage against CH is negligible.

A.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2

We distinguish between 2 cases, depending on whether the attacker is Type I
or Type II.

A.2.2.1 Case 1: security against Type I attackers

As in the Proof of Th. 1, we �rst show that BasicCLTRE is secure against
chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA). Assume that there exists a polynomial-
time (Type I) IND-CPA attacker, A, with non-negligible advantage, ε(k),
against BasicCLTRE, asking ni queries to random oracles Hi, i = 1, ..., 3. We
will show that there exists an algorithm, B, which solves the BDH problem
with non-negligible probability, in polynomial time, using A as a subroutine.
The algorithm B will accept as inputs αP , βP and γP , and will compute
ê(P, P )αβγ, for α, β, γ ∈ Z∗q.
B sets the time server key pair to be (γ, S = γP ) and starts A on input

S. He generates an id and a corresponding public key {B, I} (against which
A will be tested) with B = bP and I = βP . B then starts A with inputs
sT = γT (the trapdoor), id, and the public key {B, I}. Recall that A has the
option of obtaining a receiver's secret value, b, (equivalent to A replacing the
receiver's public key with another for which he knows the secret value, prior
to the sender running the protocol), or obtaining the receiver's partial private
key. Here we assume that A chooses the former option, and learns b. The
case where A obtains the user's partial private key is subsumed by case 2 of
this proof (security against �curious� servers).
B answers A's queries to H1,...,H3, and to the time server as follows.

• H1: If A requests H1(id) then B answers βP . For all other inputs, B
answers at random, (i.e., rP , where r is a random integer) and records
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the input and the reply it gave on a list, L1, so that if queried on the
same input it can return the same EC point.

• H2: B answers each query at random; each time, he records the input
and the reply it gave on a list, L2, so that if H2 is queried again on the
same input, B will return the same answer.

• H3: B returns T = λP , where λ is a random integer; B then records
the input and the corresponding λ on a list, L3, so that if H3 is queried
again on the same time input, B will return the same answer.

After �nishing its queries, A outputs m0,m1, t
∗. At that point, B creates a

challenge ciphertext to return to A as follows. He sets c1 = αP and chooses a
messagem also at random. He checks whether H3 has previously been queried
on t∗, in which case he sets t to its prior response, found in the list L3. If the
opposite is true, then B assigns t = λP with λ a random number, which he
records in L3. Finally, B chooses K at random, sets c2 = m ⊕ K and then
sends the challenge (c1, c2, t

∗) to A.
From A's point of view, the challenge appears to be properly formated.

To recognize that c2 is not an encryption of either m0 or m1, A would have
to request H2(K) for K = ê(P, T + I)α(γ+b); doing so would enable B to
obtain the solution to the BDH problem because K = ê(S + B, T + I)α =

ê(γP + bP, λP + βP )α = ê(P, P )(γ+b)(λ+β)α.
On the other hand, because the simulation set up by B mimics a genuine

attack environment perfectly, one can show using standard arguments that if
A succeeds in guessing the hidden bit b, it is very likely to query oracle H2

on the �correct� input K (e.g., if that were not the case, A could be used
to produce an algorithm that inverts the XOR operation with non-negligible
probability), and in particular, the probability of A doing so is some ε′(k),
non-negligible.

In that case, B has the chance to detect A's query and compute the BDH
solution as follows. When A halts, B ignores her result, and selects at random
an entry from his list L2 and another random entry from L3. Suppose that
the L2 entry corresponds to a query on a number g, while for the L3 entry B
used λ to generate his reply. He computes d = ê(αP, γP )λê(αP, βP + λP )b,
and outputs d−1K; that quantity is equal to ê(P, P )αβγ (in which case B
has correctly guessed at the solution of the BDH problem) with probability
ε′(k)/(n2n3), where n2, n3 are polynomial bounds on the number of H2, H3

queries made by A during her attack. This contradicts the assumed hardness
of the BDH problem. We conclude that BasicAnTRE is IND-CPA secure.

Now, the IND-CCA security of CLTRE follows from the IND-CPA security
of BasicCLTRE, via a result whose proof is very similar to that of Lemma 1
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and is omitted.

Lemma 2 In the random oracle model, a Type I IND-CCA attacker A having

non-negligible advantage ε against CLTRE when making qD decryption queries

and qHi queries to oracles Hi, (i = 1, ..., 3), implies an IND-CPA attacker B
with non-negligible advantage against BasicCLTRE.

A.2.2.2 Case 2: security against Type II attackers

Assume that there exists a polynomial-time IND-CPA attacker A which has
a non-negligible advantage, ε(k), against BasicCLTRE, asking ni queries to
random oraclesHi, i = 1, ..., 3. We will show that there exists an algorithm, B,
which solves the BDH problem with non-negligible probability, in polynomial
time, using A as a subroutine. The algorithm B will accept as inputs αP , βP
and γP , and will compute ê(P, P )αβγ, for α, β, γ ∈ Z∗q. Our scheme follows
the proof of Theorem 2 in Chalkias et. al [Chalkias 2007c], where B uses part
of the challenge ciphertext, c1, c2 to elicit A to make a random oracle query
with the desired input, in this case a known multiple of ê(P, P )αβγ.
B operates by assigning any valid key pair (s, S = sP ), to the time server.

He generates an id and a corresponding public key {B, I} (against which A
will be tested) with B = γP and I = βP . B then starts A with inputs s (the
server's secret key), id, and the public key {B, I}. B answers A's queries to
H1,...,H3, and to the time server as follows.

• H1: If A requests H1(id) then B answers βP . For all other inputs, B
answers at random, (i.e., rP , where r is a random integer) and records
the input and the reply it gave on a list, L1, so that if queried on the
same input it can return the same EC point.

• H2: B answers each query at random; each time, he records the input
and the reply it gave on a list, L2, so that if H2 is queried again on the
same input, B will return the same answer.

• H3: B returns T = λP where λ is a random integer; B then records
the input and the corresponding λ on a list, L3, so that if H3 is queried
again on the same time input, B will return the same answer.

After �nishing its queries, A outputs m0,m1, t
∗. At that point, B creates a

challenge ciphertext to return to A as follows. He sets c1 = αP and chooses a
messagem also at random. He checks whether H3 has previously been queried
on t∗, in which case he sets T to its prior response, found in the list L3. If
the opposite is true, then B assigns T = λP with λ a random number, which
he records in L3. Finally, B chooses K at random, sets c2 = m⊕K and then
sends the challenge (c1, c2, t

∗) to A.
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From A's point of view, the challenge appears to be properly formated.
To recognize that c2 is not an encryption of either m0 or m1, A would have
to request H2(K) for K = ê(P, T + I)α(s+β); doing so would enable B to
obtain the solution to the BDH problem because K = ê(S + B, T + I)α =

ê(sP + γP, λP + βP )α = ê(P, P )α(β+λ)(γ+s).
On the other hand, because the simulation set up by B mimics a genuine

attack environment perfectly, one can show using standard arguments that if
A succeeds in guessing the hidden bit b, it is very likely to query oracle H2

on the �correct� input K (e.g., if that were not the case, A could be used
to produce an algorithm that inverts the XOR operation with non-negligible
probability), and in particular, the probability of A doing so is some ε′(k),
non-negligible.

In that case, B has the chance to detect A's query and compute the BDH
solution as follows. When A halts, B ignores her result, and selects at random
an entry from his list L2 and another random entry from L3. Suppose that
the L2 entry corresponds to a query on a number g, while for the L3 entry B
used λ to generate his reply. He computes d = ê(αP, βP + λP )sê(αP, γP )λ,
and outputs d−1K; that quantity is equal to ê(P, P )αβγ (in which case B
has correctly guessed at the solution of the BDH problem) with probability
ε′(k)/(n2n3), where n2, n3 are polynomial bounds on the number of H2, H3

queries made by A during her attack. This contradicts the assumed hardness
of the BDH problem. We conclude that BasicAnTRE is IND-CPA secure.

Now, the IND-CCA security of CLTRE follows from the IND-CPA security
of BasicCLTRE, via a result whose proof is very similar to that of Lemma 1
and is omitted.

Lemma 3 In the random oracle model, an IND-CCA attacker A having non-

negligible advantage ε against CLTRE when making qD decryption queries and

qHi queries to oracles Hi, (i = 1, ..., 3), implies an IND-CPA attacker B with

non-negligible advantage against BasicCLTRE.

A.2.3 Proof of Corollary. 8.3.3 (multi-server CLTRE)

Theorem 1 holds for mCLTRE, because an �inside� adversary, A, is faced
with a problem which is at least as di�cult as that in the single-server case.
That is, even if A in possession of all but one server keys (e.g., he colludes
with all but one time server), he is still faced with a BDH problem. This
can be formalized by repeating the steps in the proof of Th. 8, with minor
modi�cations. In particular, write

∑n
1 si = s+w, where s is the server private

key which the adversary does not know, while w is the sum of the remaining
server private keys (known to A). Following the proof of Th. 8, the algorithm
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B operates as stated there, setting s = γ. This time, if A is to be successful in
his attack, then he is very likely to query H2 on input ê(

∑
si +B, T + I)α =

ê(P, P )α(γ+w+b)(β+µ+λ), from which B can compute ê(P, P )αβγ by multiplying
with the inverse of d = ê(αP, γP )µ+λê(αP, βP )w+bê(αP, (w + b)P )µ+λ.

Theorem 2 also holds for mCLTRE, because an �outside� adversary, A, is
faced with a problem which is at least as di�cult as that in the single-server
case. In the worst-case scenario where A in possession of all server keys (but
not the receiver's secret value), the situation reduces to that addressed in the
proof of Th. 9, where s =

∑
si, D =

∑
Di. Similar arguments can be used to

show that Theorem 2 also holds if a Type II adversary learns a user's secret
value but does not know at least one of the user's partial private keys, or a
Type II adversary learns all server private keys but does not know the user's
secret value.

A.3 Security Proofs for AnTRE

General remarks: The provided proofs are in the random oracle model,
and follow those of Theorems 2 and 3 of [Cathalo 2005] (an extended version of
[Cathalo 2005]). We will �rst consider the security of BasicAnTRE, described
in Appendix A. As in [Cathalo 2005], AnTRE results from a variant of the
�rst Fujisaki-Okamoto transform [Fujisaki 1999] applied to BasicAnTRE, by
hashing the message m, a random number x, and a time T , and using the
resulting bits in order to encrypt. This conversion is slightly di�erent from
the one in [Fujisaki 1999] because the hash function H2 takes as an additional
input the time T . Including T among the inputs is necessary (the encryption
algorithm of BasicAnTRE is parameterized by T ) and enables a knowledge
extractor to simulate the behavior of a decryption oracle with the same prob-
ability as the plaintext extractor in the security proof of the Fujisaki-Okamoto
conversion [Fujisaki 1999]. Our security proofs apply the modi�ed version of
Theorem 3 from [Fujisaki 1999], established in [Cathalo 2005].

A.3.1 Proof of Theorem 1 - security against �impatient�

recipients

We �rst show that BasicAnTRE is secure against chosen time and plaintext
attacks (IND-CTPA)5 [Cathalo 2005], using a slightly modi�ed form of the
security proof in [Cathalo 2005] (similar to [Boneh 2008], [Boneh 2004a]). As-
suming an IND-CTPA attacker A which succeeds against BasicAnTRE with

5This type of adversary is de�ned similarly to IND-CTCA, but without access to a

decryption oracle.
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non-negligible probability, ε(k), we will construct an algorithm B which takes
as inputs < P,αP, α2P , α3P, ..., αqP >, for some interger q, and computes
ê(P, P )α

−1
with non-negligible probability.

Let qT be the number of queries made by A to the time server. Without
loss of generality, we will assume that qT = qH1 − 1 = q − 1 (if qT < qH1 − 1,
then B can issue dummy queries to the time-server broadcast oracle for itself).
Initially, B chooses ` R←−{1, ..., q} and a, b ∈ R←−Z∗q and sets I` = ab ∈ Z∗p.
Then, he chooses Ii

R←−Z∗q and computes wi = I`−Ii
a
∀ i ∈ {1, ..., q}\{`}.

Next, B uses its input to compute a generator Q ∈ G1 and a server public
key spub = xQ for some x ∈ Z∗q, such that B can know all of the qT pairs
(Ii, (Ii + x)−1Q), i 6= `, as in [Boneh 2008]. He does this in the following
manner. B expands the polynomial f(z) =

∏q
i=0,i 6=`(z + wi) =

∑q−1
j=0 cjz

j, to
�nd cj's. Then, Q, U ∈ G1 are obtained as

Q =

q−1∏
j=0

(αjP )cj = f(α)P ∈ G1

and

U =

q∏
j=1

(αjP )cj−1 = αf(α)P = αQ.

Similarly to [Boneh 2008], the qT pairs (wi, Qi = (wi + α)−1Q) can then be
obtained from expanding fi(z) = f(z)

z+wi
=
∑q−2

j=0 djz
j and computing

Qi =

q−2∏
j=0

(αjP )dj = fi(α)P =
f(α)

a+ wi
P = (α + wi)

−1Q, ∀ i ∈ {1, ..., q}\{`}.

Now, B chooses the time-server's public key to be spub = −aU − I`Q =

(−a)αQ−abQ = −a(α+b)Q. Thus, the server's private key (which is unknown
to B), is x = −a(α + b) = −aα − I` ∈ Z∗q, and for all i ∈ {1, ..., q}\{`} we
have:

(Ii,−a−1Qi) = (Ii, (Ii − aα− I`)−1Q)

and
(Ii, (Ii + x)−1Q) = (Ii, (Ii − aα− I`)−1Q),

thus
(Ii,−a−1Qi) = (Ii, (Ii + x)−1Q).

B now has knowledge of all qT pairs (Ii, (Ii + x)−1Q) because he can com-
pute Ii, Q,Qi from (P, αP, α2P, α3P, ....αqP ) as described above. Armed with
this information, he will be able to provide correctly formed values each time
A queries H1 for a given time, or requests the trapdoor value for the same
time. To proceed, B starts A on input spub = (−aU − I`Q) and initializes a
counter, v = 0. During the game we assume that:
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• All H1 queries are distinct.

• A produces her challenge request at T ∗, for which he asks the hash value
H1(T ∗).

B answers queries to random oracles as follows:

• H1: B answers Iv and increments v = 1, 2, ....

• For i = 2, 3, 4 (Hi): On input γλ, λ = 1, 2, ..., qHi , B selects a random
ηi,λ and stores (γλ, η2,λ) into a list Li. Each incoming query input is
matched against those already on the corresponding list; if the same
query has been asked again, B returns the same value as before.

• Queries to time-server: On input Tv, v = 1, 2, ..., if v = `, B stops and
reports �failure�; otherwise returns the trapdoor value for Tv, −a−1Qv =

(In + x)Q, to A.

After the �nd stage, A outputs < m0,m1, T
∗ > and a valid public key

upub to be challenged on. If T ∗ 6= T` (B did not guess correctly which Ti the
attack will occur on), then B stops and reports �failure�. Otherwise, he selects
σ

R←− ∈ Z∗q and a random string c3
∗ to return the challenge C∗ :< c1

∗, c2
∗,

c3
∗ >, with c1

∗ = −aσQ, c2
∗ = r2Q. To elucidate B's choice of c∗1, recall that

B should send something of the form c1
∗ = r1(t+ x)Q, c2

∗ = r2Q, with t = I`
(corresponding to H1(T ∗)) and x = −aα− I` (unknown server's private key).
In the simulation set up by B, it would be c1

∗ = r1(I`−aα−I`)Q = r1(−aα)Q,
for r1 random. Now, assume that r1 = σ

α
, so that σ = r1α. Then, sending

c1
∗ = −aσQ to A, for random σ, would be precisely the same as if we had

used r1 = σ
α
to encrypt. Realizing that c3

∗ is not properly formatted, would
require A to query H4(dβc2) with non-negligible probability (if not, one could
construct an algorithm for inverting the XOR function with non-negligible
probability). Whether or not the private key β is known to A, it can be
easily shown that computing the �correct� input to H4 (which is dβr2Q) with
non-negligible probability, implies that A must query H3 on input ê(Q,Q)r1

with non-negligible probability to compute d, the latter being the output of a
random oracle. B has the opportunity to detect that event and use ê(Q,Q)r1

to compute ê(Q,Q)a
−1
.

If A is successful in guessing the hidden bit with non-negligible probability,
then using standard arguments it can be shown that A is very likely to query
H3 on ê(Q,Q)r1 at some time of the game, if the latter mimics perfectly
the real attack environment. To produce its output, B selects a random γ

from its L3 list, so that with probability ε(k) 1
qH3

, γ is ê(Q,Q)r1 . Then, γ =
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ê(Q,Q)r1 = ê(P, P )
σf2(α)
α . If we let f 2(z) =

∑2q−2
j=0 φjz

j so that f 2(α)/α =

φ0/α +
∑2q−2

j=1 φjα
j−1, then we can solve for ê(P, P )a

−1
from γ, as:

ê(P, P )a
−1

=

(
γσ
−1

2q−2∏
j=1

ê(P, P )(αj−1)(−φj)

)φ−1
0

,

where the φj can be computed from the known coe�cients of f(z),
and the ê(P, P ), . . ., ê(P, P )2q−3 are computed from B's inputs <

P, αP, α2P, α3P, ..., αqP >. This contradicts the assumption that the q-BDHI
problem is hard. We conclude that BasicAnTRE is IND-CTPA secure.

Now, the IND-CTPA security of BasicAnTRE implies IND-CTCA security
of AnTRE using a Lemma very similar to Lemma 2 of [Cathalo 2005] (itself
derived from Theorem 3 of [Fujisaki 1999]) with minor modi�cations. The
proof is included here for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 4 In the random oracle model, an IND-CTCA attacker A having

non-negligible advantage ε against AnTRE when making qD decryption queries

and qHi queries to oracles Hi, (i = 1, ..., 4), implies an IND-CTPA attacker B
with non-negligible advantage against BasicAnTRE.

Proof: We describe how B uses A to succeed in a chosen time period and
plaintext attack against her challenger, CH. B forwards to A the public
parameters she receives from CH. We note that in addition to random oracles
H1, H3 and H4 that are controlled by CH, A has also access to an additional
random oracle H2 that is simulated by B who answers A's queries as follows:

• H1, H3 and H4 queries are passed to CH whose answer is sent to A.

• Whenever A submits a string (m||x||T ) to the H2 oracle, B �rst checks
whether H2 was previously queried on the same input; if so, she returns
her previous answer. Otherwise, B returns a randomly chosen r ∈ R←−Z∗q
and computes an AnTRE encryption of the message m for the time
period T using the random coin x ∈ {0, 1}k0 (so that the ciphertext is
also a BasicAnTRE encryption of (m||x) for the random coin r) in order
to anticipate subsequent decryption queries (to do so, B has to issue
random oracle queries on H1, H3 and H4 to CH). An entry containing
the input (m||x||T ), as well as the returned r, and the corresponding
ciphertext < c1, c2, c3, T >, is then stored in a list, L2.

• Decryption queries: when A submits a ciphertext < c1, c2, c3, T > and
a receiver's private key upr, B searches in L2 for an entry of the form
((m||x||T ), r, c1, c2, c3, T ), in order to return the corresponding m, if
such an entry exists, and null otherwise.
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When A decides that the �nd stage is over by outputting (m0,m1) and T ∗, B
randomly chooses two strings x0, x1 ∈ {0, 1}k0 and in turn sends her challenge
request (M0 = (m0||x0), M1 = (m1||x1), T ∗) to CH, which returns a Basi-
cAnTRE encryption < c1, c2, c3, T

∗ > of Mb = (mb||xb) using some random
coin r′ ∈ R←−Z∗q.

As in the proof of Lemma 2 in [Cathalo 2005], if A ever queries H2 on the
input (md||xd||T ∗) for d ∈ {0, 1}k0 , B halts and outputs the corresponding bit
d as a result which is very likely to be correct (since A has no information on
xb̄, as argued in [Fujisaki 1999], one can show that A asks for the hash value
H2(mb̄, xb̄, T

∗) with probability qH2/2
k0 throughout the game). On the other

hand, if such an H2 query never occurs, B outputs exactly the same result
b′ as A does and obviously succeeds against CH if A yields a correct guess
b′ = b.

When taking into account B's probability to wrongly reject a ciphertext
during the game (smaller than (1− 1/p)qD < (1− 1/2k)qD), we �nd that B's
advantage against CH is negligible.

The above security proof addressed the single-receiver case. If a message
is sent to N > 1 receivers, then the corresponding ciphertexts di�er only in
their c3 parts. A malicious receiver might then be able to obtain multiple c3,i

values, i = 1, ..., N , for the same message m and time T , from which he could
attempt to read his message early (i.e., without waiting for the trapdoor sT ).
In that case, d and K are as hard for him to compute as in the single-receiver
case (they are independent of c3). Furthermore, it can be shown that if it were
possible for him to succeed with non-negligible probability, then he would be
able to invert the XOR function by observing multiple outputs (c3,i) made
from the same message m but with di�erent (unknown) Ki. The latter is
considered to be computationally di�cult. The complete details are omitted
because of space considerations.

A.3.2 Proof of Theorem 2 - security against �curious�

servers

We �rst show that BasicAnTRE is secure against chosen plaintext attacks
(IND-CPA)6 [Cathalo 2005]. Assume that there exists a polynomial-time
IND-CPA attacker A which has a non-negligible advantage, ε(k), against
BasicAnTRE, asking ni queries to random oracles hi, i = 1, ..., 4. We will
show that there exists an algorithm, B, which solves the CDH problem with
non-negligible probability, in polynomial time, using A as a subroutine. The

6This type of adversary is de�ned similarly to IND-CCA, but without access to a de-

cryption oracle.
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algorithm B will accept as inputs P , aP and bP , and will compute abP , for
a, b ∈ Z∗q. Our scheme follows the proof of Theorem 3 in Cathalo et. al
[Cathalo 2005], where B uses part of the challenge ciphertext, c1, c2 to elicit
A to make a random oracle query with the desired input, in this case a known
multiple of abP .
B operates by assigning any valid key pair (s, S = sP ), to the time server,

starts A with inputs P , bP (the public key against which A is to be tested)
and the server's secret key, s. B answers A's queries to H1,...,H4, as follows.
For eachHi, i = 1, ..., 4, B answers each query at random; each time, B records
the input and the reply it gave on a list, Li, so that if an oracle is queried
again on the same input, B will return the same number.

After �nishing its queries, A outputs m0,m1, T
∗. At that point, B creates

a challenge ciphertext to return to A as follows. He chooses r1 at random
and a message m also at random. He checks whether H1 has previously been
queried on T ∗, in which case he sets t to its prior response, found in the list
L1. If the opposite is true, then B assigns t to be a random number, which
he records in L1. B then sets c1 = r1S + r1tP , and c2 = aP . To produce
c3, B �rst checks whether the value ê(c1, (s + t)−1P ) = ê(P, P )r1 has been
presented by A as a query to H3. If so, B �nds its previous reply from the list
L3 and sets d to that number, otherwise he sets d to a random number which
it records on L3, as speci�ed previously. Finally, B chooses K at random, sets
c3 = (m||H2(m))⊕K and then sends the challenge (c1, c2, c3, T

∗) to A.
From A's point of view, the challenge appears to be properly formated. To

recognize that c3 is not an encryption of neither m0 nor m1, A would have to
request H4(dbc2), for d = H3(ê(c1, sT )), known to B; doing so, would enable
B to obtain the solution to the CDH problem by computing d−1dbc2 = abP .
On the other hand, because the simulation set up by B mimics a genuine
attack environment perfectly, one can show using standard arguments that
if A succeeds in guessing the hidden bit b, it is very likely to query oracle
H4 on the input dr2bP (e.g., if that were not the case, then A could be used
to produce an algorithm that inverts the XOR operation with non-negligible
probability), and in particular, the probability of A doing so is some ε′(k),
non-negligible. In that case, B has the chance to detectA's query and compute
the CDH solution. Thus, when A halts, B ignores her result, and selects at
random an entry from his list L4. For the number, g, that was his reply to
the corresponding query, he computes d−1g and outputs that, having correctly
guessed at the value of abP with probability ε′(k)/n4, where n4 is a polynomial
bound on the number of H4 queries made by A during her attack. This
contradicts the assumed hardness of the CDH problem. We conclude that
BasicAnTRE is IND-CPA secure.

The IND-CCA security of AnTRE follows from the IND-CPA security of
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BasicAnTRE, using the following Lemma, whose proof is very similar to that
of Lemma 1 and is thus omitted.

Lemma 5 In the random oracle model, an IND-CCA attacker A having non-

negligible advantage ε against AnTRE when making qD decryption queries and

qHi queries to oracles Hi, (i = 1..4), implies an IND-CPA attacker B with non-

negligible advantage against BasicAnTRE.

The above proof addressed the case of a single receiver. If a message is
sent to N > 1 receivers, then the ciphertexts di�er only in their c3 parts. A
malicious server might then have access to multiple c3,i values, i = 1, ..., N ,
for the same message m and time T , from which he could attempt to read the
message. It can be shown that if that occurred with non-negligible probability,
then the server would either have solved a CDH problem (compute any of the
Ki = bidr2P from biP and dr2P ), or would have inverted the XOR function
used to construct the c3,i with multiple (unknown) Ki, both of which are
assumed to be computationally di�cult.

A.3.3 A Fix on the AnTRE protocol

In 2008, S.S.M. Chow and S.M. Yiu [Chow 2008] show two security threats
on the a�ormentioned scheme in the presence of a curious time-server and an
impatient recipient. However, they highlight that the scheme can be easily
�xed by requiring the decryption algorithm to return m if and only if c1 =

r1(S + tP ) and r2 in c2 = r2P where r1||r2 = h, where h is the 2λ-bit integer
value of h. The latter adds two exponentiations in the decryption algorithm
but due to the fact that the encryption algorithm is una�ected the AnTRE
protocol is still more e�cient than other existing schemes.
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